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Abstract

Lhx genes are a sub-family of Hox genes that play important roles in animal devel-

opment. In Caenorhabditis elegans there are seven Lhx genes, including the founding

family member lin-11. The lin-11 gene is necessary for the specification of neuronal

and reproductive tissues. My thesis work has involved understanding the mechanism of

lin-11 regulation and its function in these tissues. To this end, I addressed two distinct

but complementary questions, one of which focused on how transcriptional regulation of

lin-11 occurs and the second on the role of LIN-11 protein domains/regions.

My work on the transcriptional regulation has uncovered important roles of two of the

largest lin-11 introns, intron 3 and intron 7. These introns promote lin-11 expression

in non-overlapping sets of amphid neurons. Based on gene expression patterns and

behavioural assays, intron 3 is capable of restoring lin-11 function in lin-11(n389 ) null

mutant allele. Comparison of intron 3-driven reporter expression in the neuronal cell

types between C. elegans and C. briggsae has revealed cis and trans evolutionary changes

in lin-11 regulation between the two species. Functional dissection of the introns in C.

elegans has led to the identification of three distinct non-overlapping enhancers, each

specific for a single amphid neuron, i.e., RIC, AIZ, and AVG. I have also identified

four transcription factors, SKN-1, CEH-6, CRH-1, and CES-1, that act through these

enhancers to regulate neuronal expression of lin-11.

Furthermore, I have characterized the function of the LIM domains and a proline-rich

(PRR) C -terminus region of LIN-11 in the specification of neuronal and reproductive

tissues. My work shows that while the LIM domains are required for LIN-11 function

in these tissues, the PRR region is dispensable. I have also examined the functional

conservation of lin-11 domains using two other Lhx genes, Drosophila melanogaster

(dLim1 ) and Mus musculus (Lhx1 ), and found that both of these genes were able to

rescue lin-11 defects. Together, my work has significantly advanced our understanding of

transcriptional regulation of lin-11, the importance of LIM domains in tissue formation,

and functional conservation of Lhx genes across phyla.
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Chapter 1.0

Introduction

1.1 Development of the nervous system

The brain is often described as the most sophisticated organ in an organism, and scien-

tists have been fascinated by its complexity for decades. The human brain is composed

of trillions of neurons that communicate using neurotransmitters, which pass between

these neurons through hundreds of trillions of interconnections called synapses. All neu-

rons are physically connected by cellular processes (axons/dendrites) that receive and

transmit information via neurotransmitters in the presynaptic and postsynaptic regions

respectively. One of the challenges in the field of neuroscience is to understand the

molecular mechanisms that underlie the generation, positioning, and connection of neu-

rons during development. The intricacy of the human brain presents a difficult system

to utilize to study nervous system development; thus, a simpler model like Caenorhab-

ditis elegans (C. elegans), is required (Herculano-Houzel 2009; Koch 1999). C. elegans

have a simple nervous system composed of only 302 neurons in adult hermaphrodites,

and 388 neurons in adult males (Emmons 2005; Sulston and Horvitz 1977; Sulston et

al. 1983). The 302 neurons in a hermaphrodite can be subdivided into 118 different

neuronal classes based on their position, morphology, neurite projection patterns and

synaptic connectivity, making them a simple system for understanding neurogenesis on

small circuit levels (Hobert 2016). Together, the action of numerous transcription fac-

tors (TFs) is required for the development and function of the nervous system. The
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expression of these transcription factors and their target genes is tightly regulated dur-

ing development. Differentiation of progenitor cells toward a neural cell fate, and the

formation of connections between these cells and other established neurons requires the

coordination of a large number of genes, many of which encode transcription factors,

e.g., Hox proteins (Avraham et al. 2009; Mallo and Alonso 2013; Zheng et al. 2015).

1.2 Genes important for nervous system development

Studies on the development of nervous system in eukaryotes have shown the involvement

of many genes and gene families that are conserved across phyla. During neurogenesis,

neuronal cells follow a highly stereotypic path of differentiation to give rise to functional

neurons at various developmental stages. The homeobox genes are one family of genes

that play key roles during differentiation and patterning of the nervous system. The Hox

genes were discovered in Drosophila melanogaster (Bridges et al. 1923), and were later

shown to exist in two separate gene clusters: the Antennapedia (ANT-C) and Bithorax

(BX-C) complexes (Figure 1.1) (Kaufman et al. 1980). Ed Lewis’ pioneering work on BX-

C complex in D. melanogaster revealed that mutations in anterior and posterior genes of

the BX-C complex affected anterior larval structures, whereas mutations in the posterior

region of this complex affected posterior larval patterning. Lewis called this phenomenon,

in which the morphology of a given appendage is transformed into the likeness of another,

homeotic transformation (Lewis 1978). The sequential activation of Hox genes in the

cluster is important, because premature or delayed Hox gene activation has been shown

to produce phenotypic alterations in organisms (Kondo et al. 1998; Zákány et al. 1997).

There are many examples that demonstrate homeotic transformation in D. melanogaster,

including flies with feet structures in place of mouthparts, extra pairs of wings, and legs

replacing the antennae (Aplin and Kaufman 1997; Beachy 1990; Carroll et al. 1995;

Lewis 1978; Shimell et al. 1994).

2
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Genetic studies, molecular cloning (Bender et al. 2004) and reporter expression anal-

yses demonstrated that in D. melanogaster, Hox genes are expressed in a collinear man-

ner along the antero-posterior axis of the embryo (Akam 1987; Duboule and Dollé 1989;

Hobert et al. 1998). The collinearity of the Hox genes plays important roles in develop-

ment, because the genes in a specific complex become sequentially activated generally

from 3’ to 5’ during embryogenesis (Kmita and Duboule 2003; Mallo et al. 2010). In

addition to the arrangement of the Hox genes influencing the pattern of their tran-

scription, many cis-regulatory elements that modulate Hox gene expression have been

identified, which allowed for better understanding of their regulatory mechanisms (Ak-

bari et al. 2006). Furthermore, it has been shown that the structure of Hox cluster

can vary amongst different species. For example, the Hox clusters in D. buzzattii and

D. melanogaster differ, but the overall expression pattern of genes within the clusters

remains the same (Negre et al. 2005). This finding may suggest that the integrity of

the Hox gene complex may not necessarily be required for the establishment of Hox

expression patterns. While much work has been done to understand the Hox genes in

D. melanogaster, Hox genes have also been identified in vertebrate and invertebrate or-

ganisms, including Mus musculus, Xenopus laevis, and C. elegans (Duboule and Dollé

1989; Hobert and Westphal 2000).

The Hox proteins, encoded by the Hox genes, are characterized by the presence of

conserved 60 amino acid homeodomain (HD) composed of helix-turn-helix motifs (Qian

et al. 1989). HD containing proteins are transcription factors (TFs) that bind to DNA

sequences in the major groove of the double helix to regulate the expression of their target

genes (McGinnis and Krumlauf 1992; Passner et al. 1999). Specifically, in vitro, Hox

proteins can bind as monomers and multimers to specific DNA sequences (McGinnis and

Krumlauf 1992). Identification and characterization of Hox genes over the years have

revealed the presence of several subfamilies, including LIM, POU, PAX, PRD, SIX,

TALE, CUT, PROS, ZF HOX, NK and many others (Bürglin and Affolter 2016). These

subfamily members are involved in the development of a wide variety of neurons (Hobert

and Westphal 2000; Larroux et al. 2007; Mallo and Alonso 2013; Srivastava et al. 2010;

Wollesen et al. 2014). This work will focuses on one of the Hox subfamily, namely Lhx

3
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that encodes LIM-Homeodomain (LIM-HD) proteins (Srivastava et al. 2010).

1.3 The structural and classification of Lhx proteins

The acronym LIM is derived from the first letter of the three founding LIM-HD family

members lin-11 (Freyd et al. 1990), Isl1 (Karlsson et al. 1990) and mec-3 (Way and

Chalfie 1988). All Lhx transcription factors have a common protein structure, com-

posed of two N -terminal LIM domains and a C -terminal DNA-binding homeodomain

(Gong and Hew 1994; Sánchez-García et al. 1993; Schmeichel and Beckerle 1997). The

homeodomains (HD) of Lhx proteins can bind both to distinctive DNA sequences and

mediate protein-protein interactions (Gong and Hew 1994; Sánchez-García et al. 1993).

The cysteine-histidine-rich LIM domains consist of approximately 55 amino acids that

form double zinc fingers (Figure 1.2) (Deane et al. 2004; Pérez-Alvarado et al. 1994;

Schmeichel and Beckerle 1997). Structural studies of the LIM domains by NMR spec-

troscopy and X-ray crystallography demonstrated that each LIM domain is packed in

antiparallel β-hairpins (Pérez-Alvarado et al. 1994; Schmeichel and Beckerle 1997). The

LIM domains mediate protein-protein interaction between Lhx proteins and their cofac-

tors that are required for transcriptional regulation (Bach 2000; Khurana et al. 2002).

There are 30 known protein-protein interaction pairs for LIM domains have been de-

scribed (Bach 2000; Khurana et al. 2002). Based on amino acid sequence similarities

between the HD, the Lhx genes are further subdivided into six sub-groups (Figure 1.3).

1.4 Function of Lhx genes in the vertebrate nervous sys-
tem

The vertebrate central nervous system is divided into two defined modules: the brain

and the spinal cord. The brain is more complex, as it contains many neuronal cells of

diverse cell types, which form more complex neural circuitry compared to the spinal

cord. The Lhx genes play an important role in the differentiation, axonal pathfinding,

the formation of critical signaling centers, regulation of early progenitor cell specification,

4
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and proliferation of developing neurons in the brain. Although the spinal cord may be

less complex in comparison to the brain, it too contains many different types of neurons.

During development, these neurons are generated and then precisely connected, within

the spinal cord and potentially to neurons extending out into the periphery, to form

circuitry that is essential for normal sensory and motor functions. This process also

involves intricate transcriptional regulation by multiple Lhx TFs.

1.4.1 The brain

There are twelve known Lhx genes in vertebrates, which are important in the develop-

ment of multiple brain regions. Many of the Lhx genes have been found to be essential

in forebrain development in the mice (summarized in Table 1.1). For instance, Lmx1b

has been reported in the dopaminergic neurons in the developing adult mesencephalon

(Smidt et al. 2000). In Lmx1b knockout mice, the dopaminergic neurons are generated,

but fail to express the mesencephalon specific paired-like-HD gene, Ptx3, and thus, do

not differentiate during later stages in development (Smidt et al. 2000). Furthermore,

Lmx1b is also required for the serotonergic neurons in the developing hindbrain (Cheng

et al. 2003; Ding et al. 2003). In the Lmx1b knockout mutants, serotonergic neuron

precursor cells fail to migrate to their final locations (Cheng et al. 2003; Ding et al.

2003).

The expression of the Lhx5 gene is observed in the neural progenitor cells lining

the medial wall of the telencephalon, the site of the developing hippocampus (Zhao

et al. 1999). In Lhx5 knockout mice, the neural progenitor cells in the developing

hippocampus fail to exit the cell cycle on time during cell division (Zhao et al. 1999).

Interestingly, those cells that can exit the cell cycle do not differentiate or migrate to the

appropriate layers in the developing hippocampus (Zhao et al. 1999). Similarly, Lhx6

and Lhx8 are expressed in the ventral telencephalon (Matsumoto et al. 1996; Grigoriou

et al. 1998). In Lhx8 knockout mice, the cholinergic neuron progenitors still form in the

forebrain, but their terminal differentiation is defective (Zhao et al. 1999; Mori et al.

2004). Knock-down of Lhx6 expression using RNA interference (RNAi) revealed that
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γ-aminobutyric acid (GABAergic) interneurons are generated, but their migration from

the ventral telencephalon to the cortex is blocked (Alifragis et al. 2004).

1.4.2 Spinal cord

Similar to the brain, the function of Lhx genes was first reported in the developing spinal

cord of vertebrates, more specifically chick embryos (Tsuchida et al. 1994). Combinations

of the four Lhx genes (Islet1, Islet2, Lhx1, and Lhx3 ) were reported to play important

roles in the location and axonal projection of various types of motor neurons in the spinal

cord (Bonanomi and Pfaff 2010). Interestingly, motor neuron cell transplantation in the

zebrafish spinal cord revealed that the gene expression profile, morphology, and axonal

projection of these neuronal cells were altered and resembled those of neurons residing

at the implant site (Appel et al. 1995). These findings suggested that the differentiation

of motor neuron in the spinal cord of zebrafish is controlled by combinatorial expression

of several LIM-HD proteins (Appel et al. 1995).

Similarly, in mice, Islet1 is required for the differentiation of postmitotic precursor

cells that give rise to all subclasses of motor neurons soon after their exit from the cell

cycle (Ericson et al. 1992). In Islet1 knockout mice, motor neurons failed to differentiate

and undergo apoptosis (Pfaff et al. 1996). Similarly, in Islet2 knockout mice, the visceral

motor neurons failed to migrate and project their axons to appropriate targets (Tsuchida

et al. 1994; Thaler et al. 2002). The two other Lhx genes, Lhx3 and Lhx4, are important

in all subclasses of motor neurons in the spinal cord that extend their axons ventrally

from the neural tube when they exit the cell cycle (Zhadanov et al. 1995; Yamashita et al.

1997). In Lhx3 and Lhx4 knockout mice, motor neurons were generated, but the axons

were extended dorsally instead of ventrally (Sharma et al. 1998). Together, these findings

suggest that Lhx transcription factors play an important role in neuronal differentiation

and axon migration during the early developmental processes. The functional analysis

of Lhx1 and Lmx1b further provided evidence to support the role of Lhx proteins in

motor neuron axonal pathfinding. For instance, Lhx1 is expressed in a subclass of motor

neurons of the spinal cord that innervate the dorsal limb muscle (Tsuchida et al. 1994)
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and Lmx1b is expressed in cells in the dorsal limb mesenchyme (Riddle et al. 1995; Vogel

et al. 1995). In knockout mice for both Lhx1 or Lmx1b, the motor neurons are specified,

but their axonal projections into the limb are randomized (Kania et al. 2000). The

functional studies of Lhx genes in the spinal cord of Xenopus have also led to similar

conclusions (Segawa et al. 2001). For example, Islet2 overexpression in zebrafish showed

defects in cell position, neurotransmitter expression, axonal outgrowth and pathfinding

of sensory and motor neurons (Segawa et al. 2001). Together, a common theme emerges

amongst the Lhx genes in the nervous system of all organism, that their functions are

required for generation, differentiation, and axonal projections of neurons, and all are

expressed in complex and largely non-overlapping domains.

1.5 The function of the Lhx genes in the development of
the invertebrate nervous system

Extensive functional studies in two leading invertebrates, the fruit fly D. melanogaster

and the nematode C. elegans, have revealed important roles of Lhx transcription factors

in the specification of the developing nervous system. The gain or loss of individual Lhx

gene functions can result in a complete block of differentiation and subsequent loss of an

entire group of neurons, or cause subtle changes in various aspects of neuronal develop-

ment such as cell migration, process outgrowth, axonal projection, or neurotransmitter

synthesis. Such roles are mediated in-part by dynamic regulation of Lhx gene expres-

sion. Many Lhx genes are expressed within regions of the developing nervous system,

but some have additional function in non-neuronal tissues, such as muscle, reproductive

system, and endocrine tissue. Continued expression of the Lhx genes in tissues suggests

a role in the maintenance of the differentiated cell phenotypes.

The Lhx proteins are required for neuronal differentiation in both C. elegans and D.

melanogaster. In both these organisms, it has been demonstrated that Lhx transcription

factors play essential roles in the specification and differentiation of neurons as well as

in the proper guidance of axons in the developing nervous system (Hobert et al. 1998;
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Lilly et al. 1999a; Sarafi-Reinach et al. 2001). Mutations in the Lhx genes result in

morphological and behavioural defects.

1.5.1 Drosophila melanogaster

In D. melanogaster, all six Lhx genes, are implicated in many developmental processes

(summarized in Table 1.1) (Srivastava et al. 2010). One of these genes, Apterous (Ap),

is expressed in a subset of interneurons in the ventral cord neurons (VCN), where it is

required for proper axonal pathfinding, fasciculation of neurons, formation of the wing

blade and the notum, and type of neurotransmitters neurons produce(Benveniste et al.

1998; Lundgren et al. 1995; Herzig et al. 2001). Mutation in the Ap gene causes variations

in wing morphology, ranging from mild defects in the hinge region to complete lack of

wings (Stevens and Bryant 1985; Cohen et al. 1992). Furthermore, Ap is required for

normal initiation of neuropeptide expression by the Tv neurons. However, its function

is not required for the survival or morphological differentiation of the neuron themselves

(Benveniste et al. 1998).

The D. melanogaster, dLim3 and Islet genes function to specify the identity and

axonal projection pattern of motoneurons and the dopaminergic and serotonergic in-

terneurons in the VNC (O’Keefe et al. 1998; Das et al. 2011; Lilly et al. 1999a; Winchell

and Jacobs 2013). Loss of dLim3 or Islet function does not affect the generation or sur-

vival of these neurons, but does disrupt their axonal pathfinding and cell fate (Thor and

Thomas 1997; Thor et al. 1999). Interestingly, some motoneurons express both dLim3

and Islet and project their axons in intersegmental nerve b (ISNb) branch to muscles of

the embryonic abdominal hemisegment (Thor et al. 1999). In dLim3 knockout animals,

the intersegmental nerve b (ISNb) neurons project axon processes incorrectly towards

the ISNd neuron target sites. Similarly, when dLim3 is misexpressed in ISNd neurons,

they project axonal processes incorrectly to the ISNb target sites (Thor et al. 1999).

These findings suggested that dLim3 and Islet have a combinatorial role during axon

migration in the VNC for certain motor neurons (Thor et al. 1999). Together, Lhx genes
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play important roles in differentiations of cells, specially neuronal cells, and manipula-

tion of an invertebrate system like D. melanogaster has allowed for better understanding

significance of these transcription factors.

1.6 C. elegans as a model organism to understand the
regulation and function of Lhx genes in nervous system
development

In C. elegans, there are seven genes encoding Lhx proteins (summarized in Table

1.1), all of which are involved in the differentiation of specific subsets of neuronal cells

(Srivastava et al. 2010). Four of the seven genes (lim-7, lim-6, lim-4 and lin-11 ) have

also been shown to play roles outside of the nervous system, in specification and differ-

entiation of non-neuronal tissues (Hall et al. 1999; Hobert et al. 1999; Newman et al.

1999; Newman and Sternberg 1996).

1.6.1 Mechanosensory neurons

Touch and other mechanical senses are critically important for sensory perception in

nematodes (Goodman 2006). In C. elegans, there are 46 predicted sensory neurons

implicated in the detection of attractive or aversive touch stimuli (White et al. 1986).

Specifically, 14 neurons have been implicated by cell ablation experiments in the detec-

tion of harsh body touch (Way and Chalfie 1989). Roughly, 26 neurons are involved in

sensing mechanical stimuli around the nose, including bilaterally symmetric ASH neu-

rons, polymodal nociceptors that detect aversive chemical, osmotic as well as mechanical

stimuli (Kaplan and Horvitz 1993). In addition, many neurons, including certain classes

of motor neurons and interneurons, are thought to be proprioceptive.

The mec-3 gene was one of the first Lhx gene identified in C. elegans. It is expressed

in ten mechanosensory neurons; four of these neurons are paired, the ALM (L/R), PLM

(L/R), FLP (L/R), and PVD (L/R) neurons, and two unpaired neurons, the AVM and

PVM. mec-3 is also expressed in the interneuron BDU(L/R) and the sensory neuron
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FLP neurons (L/R) (Way and Chalfie 1989). mec-3 is key for terminal differentiation

of these neurons to the mechanosensory fate; thus, animals with mutations in these

genes are defective in mechanosensation (Way and Chalfie 1989). The role of mec-3 in

differentiation of mechanosensory neurons is further supported by morphological studies

of PVD in mec-3 mutant animals, where extensive branching failed to occur, suggesting

the neuron was not fully differentiated (Tsalik et al. 2003).

1.6.2 Thermosensory neurons

Genes involved in C. elegans thermotaxis have been identified by mutant screens (Hedge-

cock and Russell 1975). When placed in a temperature gradient, wild-type animals move

toward the temperature at which they have been cultivated (Hedgecock and Russell

1975). The neuronal thermotactic response pathway has been defined by laser-ablating

individual neuronal cells and observing the animals’ behaviour in temperature gradient

environment (Mori et al. 1995). Three Lhx genes (lin-11, ttx-3 and ceh-14 ) are required

for the differentiation and maintenance of functional integrity of several neurons that

are part of the thermosensory network. This network consists of the sensory neuron

AFD and interneurons AIY and AIZ (Aoki and Mori 2015; Cassata et al. 2000; Hobert

et al. 1998). The ceh-14, ttx-3 and lin-11 genes are expressed in the AFD, AIY, and

AIZ neurons respectively; mutating each of these genes results in defective terminal dif-

ferentiation of the respective neuron and causes thermosensory behavioral abnormalities

(Aoki and Mori 2015; Cassata et al. 2000; Hobert et al. 1998). For example, ttx-3 mu-

tants are cryophilic; they move independently of their cultivation temperature toward

lower temperatures and lin-11 mutants are thermophilic (Hobert et al. 1997; Hobert

et al. 1998).

1.6.3 Chemosensory neurons

Lhx genes have also been implicated in the differentiation of the chemosensory neurons

in C. elegans. There are 11 pairs of chemosensory neurons in the adult worm that are
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responsible for sensing odors in the environment (Bargmann and Cornelia 2006). The

AWA and AWC neurons detect attractants, the AWB neuron detects repellent odours,

and ASG neurons sense pheromones (Hart and Chao 2009; Peckol et al. 2001). In wild-

type animals, lim-4 is required for the differentiation of AWB neuron; however, in the

lim-4 mutant the AWB neurons adopt the AWC function and fate (Sagasti et al. 1999).

Similarly, lin-11 is required for differentiation of AWA, AWC, and ASG neurons (Sarafi-

Reinach and Sengupta 2000). In lin-11 mutants, the AWA neuron adopts an AWA/AWC

hybrid morphology (Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta 2000). Interestingly when lin-11 is

ectopically expressed in the ciliated neurons, some neurons adopt the ASG fate (Sarafi-

Reinach et al. 2001). Thus, the function of Lhx is important for the differentiation of

distinct chemosensory neurons in C. elegans.

1.6.4 Other neurons

Lhx genes are also important in differentiation of other neurons including GABAergic

and pioneering neurons. The C. elegans nervous system contains 26 GABAergic neurons,

and lim-6 is involved in the differentiation of five of these: RME (L/R), AVL, RIS and

DVB (Hobert et al. 1999; McIntire et al. 1993). RME (L/R), AVL and DVB are motor

neurons, whereas RIS is an interneuron (White et al. 1986). lim-6 is also expressed in

three additional neurons, PVT and RIG (L/R), which express the neuropeptide FMR-

Famide (Hobert et al. 1999; Schinkmann and Li 1992). In lim-6 mutants, the PVT and

RIG neurons fail to form proper axonal projections and lack expression of the enzyme

required for the synthesis of the γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurotransmitter (Hobert

et al. 1999). Furthermore, neuronal asymmetry is also affected in lim-6 mutants. The

two sensory neurons required for taste, ASE (Left) and ASE (Right) are bilaterally sym-

metric, however, both have distinctive functions and gene expression profiles (Hobert et

al. 1999). lim-6 is required to repress expression of the ASER-specific guanylyl-cyclase

gene, gcy-5, in ASEL (Pierce-Shimomura et al. 2001; Cheng et al. 2003). Furthermore,

the function of lim-6 is also required for the ASEL neuron to distinguish sodium from
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chloride ions in the environment (Pierce-Shimomura et al. 2001). Together, the func-

tion of Lhx genes are required for differentiation and specification of different classes of

non-overlapping neurons.

1.6.5 Regulation and function of Lhx genes in C. elegans nervous sys-
tem development

The seven Lhx proteins in C. elegans, mentioned above, fall into six subclasses based on

Hox sequence alignments (Figure 1.3): TTX-3 is in the apterous group, LIM-4 is in the

LHX6/7 group, LIM-7 is in the ISLETS group, LIM-6 is in the LMX group, CEH-14 is

in the LIM-3 group, and MEC-3 and LIN-11 are both in the LIN-11 group. All of the C.

elegans Lhx genes appear to be expressed after the last cell division, and are thought to be

involved in the specification of neurons into particular neuronal subtypes. For instance,

loss-of-function mutations inmec-3, which is expressed post-mitotically in touch neurons,

caused cells that would have become touch receptor neurons to become interneuron-

like cells (Way and Chalfie 1988). Similarly, ttx-3, lin-11, lim-4, lim-7 and lim-6 are

first expressed in neuronal lineages after the final cell division and their expression is

maintained throughout adulthood; thus, these genes are required for the specification of

neural cells, but not their genesis. All seven C. elegans Lhx genes are regulated by a

complex network of transcription factors involved in neuronal differentiation process.

1.6.6 mec-3

In C. elegans, the best characterized transcriptional network for a Lhx gene is that

elucidated for mec-3 in mechanosensory neurons (Figure 1.4). As stated earlier, mec-3

is expressed in ten mechanosensory neurons; four of which are paired ALM (L/R), PLM

(L/R), FLP (L/R), and PVD (L/R) and two unpaired AVM and PVM, as well as in

the interneuron BDU(L/R) and the FLP (L/R) sensory neuron (Duggan et al. 1998;

Way and Chalfie 1989). As shown in Figure 1.4A, in the mechanosensory neurons, a

bHLH transcription factor formed through the heterodimerization of LIN-32 and HLH-

2, coupled with a muscle segment homeobox protein, VAB-15, activate expression of a
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POU-HD protein, unc-86, which subsequently activates mec-3 expression (Duggan et al.

1998; Way and Chalfie 1989). UNC-86 and MEC-3 form a heterodimer, which further

activates mec-3 expression and activates the touch receptor neuron-specific genes such

as mec-4 and mec-7. Expression of a muscle segment homeobox protein, pag-3, is also

activated by UNC-86 and MEC-3, which further activates PAG-3. However, in order for

the interneuron BDU to acquire the correct neuronal fate, pag-3 is expressed at low levels

and represses mec-3 function, which prevents the BDUs from becoming touch receptor

neurons (Figure 1.4B) (Aamodt et al. 2000; Jia et al. 1996). In the FLP neuron, the

mec-3 regulatory network is initiated, but the touch receptor-specific genes are repressed

by egl-46 (Figure 1.4C). It is important to note that there are many other genes that

are predicted to be targets of mec-3, and yet to be tested (see Appendix A - Table

1). Nevertheless, the overall regulation of mec-3 within a specific neuronal cell is very

complex, and requires the co-ordination of numerous TFs.

1.6.7 ttx-3

The expression of ttx-3 has been reported in one pair of interneuron AIY (L/R), and

the regulatory pathway of ttx-3 has been well studied in this neuron pair (Figure 1.5)

(Altun-Gultekin et al. 2001). AIY (L/R) development and function is initiated by CEH-

10 (paired-like class of homeodomain proteins), which activates the expression of ttx-3.

TTX-3 in turn activates the expression of other target genes that are required for the

function of these neurons, including synthesis and packaging of acetylcholine, neuropep-

tide receptors, various types of ion channels and many others (Altun-Gultekin et al.

2001; Hobert et al. 1997; Wenick and Hobert 2004). ttx-3 mutants are cryophilic, a phe-

notype that is caused by a failure to balance two opposing warm and cold temperature-

processing pathways integrated via the AIY and AIZ interneurons, respectively (Figure

1.6). Since the AIY neurons are defective in ttx-3 mutants, this results in an imbalance

in AIZ interneuron activity leading to the displayed cryophilic behaviour. Moreover, it

is not known if the same regulatory pathway is also required for the differentiation of

the remaining four neurons (ASI, AIA, NSM, and ADL), or if additional proteins are
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needed. There are many transcription factors that are predicted to regulate ttx-3 in

the nervous system, though their involvement in ttx-3 regulation has yet to be tested

(Appendix A - Table 1). Together, this suggests that tissue specific regulatory network

of ttx-3 is very complex.

1.6.8 ceh-14

ceh-14 expression in the head was observed in the sensory neurons AFD (L/R), in the

interneurons BDU (L/R), and in the asymmetrical interneuron ALA, and in the tail it

was observed in eight neurons. However, most studies have focused on deciphering the

regulatory network of ceh-14 in AFD differentiation (Cassata et al. 2000; Kagoshima

and Kohara 2015). Mutations in ceh-14 result in the failure of AFD fate specification,

leading to abnormal morphology in the ciliary structure at the tip of AFD dendrites,

and the inability of mutant animals to properly respond to temperature. ceh-14 mutants

show athermotactic (no response to temperature) behaviour (Figure 1.6) (Cassata et al.

2000; Hedgecock and Russell 1975). The AFD differentiation process is initiated by

the transcription factor UNC-86 (POU-Homeodomain), which activates the expression

of ceh-14 (Figure 1.5) (Kagoshima and Kohara 2015). In the AFD neurons, CEH-14

activates many cell specific target genes that encode for receptor-type guanylyl cyclase,

GCY-8 and GCY-18, glutamate transporter, eat-4, and immunoglobulin superfamily of

transmembrane protein, ZIG-1 (Figure 1.5) (Kagoshima and Kohara 2015; Kuhara et al.

2011; Serrano-Saiz et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013). Together, activation of the ceh-14

regulatory pathway allows the AFD neuron to acquire proper neuronal fate. There are

many other transcription factors that are likely to play roles in the differentiation of

AFD neurons, however, it has yet to be discerned where they are precisely involved in

the ceh-14 regulatory pathway (Appendix A - Table 1).
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1.6.9 lim-6

lim-6 expresses in a set of neurons, including the chemosensory, interneuorns and motor

neurons, as well as other tissues including epithelial cells of the uterus and the excretory

system (Figure 1.5) (Hobert et al. 1999; Pierce-Shimomura et al. 2001). Reporter gene

expression in the nervous system has been observed to begin late in embryogenesis, after

these neuronal cells have been generated; thus, the function of lim-6, like all Lhx genes,

is not required for the genesis of these neurons (Sulston et al. 1983). Most of the neurons

where lim-6 is expressed are GABAergic neurons, namely RME (L/R), AVL, RIS and

DVB (Hobert et al. 1999). Closer examination of these neuronal cells identified RME

(L/R), AVL and DVB as motorneurons, RIS is an interneuron (White et al. 1986). And

in nematodes GABA acts primarily at neuromuscular synapses to relax the body muscles

during locomotion and foraging and to contract the enteric muscles during defecation

(Jorgensen 2005).

At present, there are no known regulators of lim-6 in the neurons, however, there

are several target genes that LIM-6 regulates during RIS interneuron differentiation

(Figure 1.5). LIM-6 activates five target genes in the RIS interneuron, dop-1 (D1 like

dopamine receptor), ser-4 (5-HT1 metabotropic serotonin receptors), glr-1 (AMPA-type

ionotropic glutamate receptor), zig-5 (immunoglobulin superfamily of proteins) and unc-

25 (GABA neurotransmitter biosynthetic enzyme) (Tsalik et al. 2003). Similar to the

other Lhx genes discussed above, there are several predicted lim-6 interacting genes that

regulate its expression in specific tissues, including in the neuronal cells; however, these

have yet to be investigated further (Appendix A - Table 1).

1.6.10 lim-4

The regulation of lim-4 in neuronal differentiation is not well understood, however, sev-

eral studies have reported the overall expression of lim-4. lim-4 expression has been

observed in the AWB, RME, RMEV, RMD, RMD (L/R), RID, RIV, SAA and SIA

neurons (Kim et al. 2015; Sagasti et al. 1999; Zheng et al. 2005). LIM-4 promotes the
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AWB cell fate while repressing the AWC fate (Figure 1.7) (Sagasti et al. 1999). In lim-4

mutants, AWB adopts many molecular, morphological, and functional characteristics of

AWC. Interestingly, ectopic expression of LIM-4 from the odr-3, AWC specific, promoter

is sufficient to cause the AWC cells to take on several morphological and molecular as-

pects of the AWB fate (Sagasti et al. 1999). In another study, it has been shown that

LIM-4 regulates the ADF serotonergic phenotype (Zheng et al. 2005). In lim-4 mutants,

ADF specification occurs, however, the neurons fail to express a serotonin secretory phe-

notype and exhibit defective cilia properties (Zheng et al. 2005) further demonstrated

that lim-4 is regulated by separable modules; more specifically, the cis-elements within

introns are necessary and sufficient to direct lim-4 to confer the serotonergic phenotype

on ADF neurons, whereas its 5’-upstream sequence directs lim-4 function in AWB neu-

rons (Zheng et al. 2005). Several genes have been predicted to potentially interact with

lim-4 ; however, future studies are required to test and identify their specific interactions

(see Appendix A - Table 1).

1.6.11 lim-7

lim-7 is one of seven Lhx encoding genes and the sole Islet ortholog in C. elegans (Fig-

ure 3). lim-7 deletion causes early larval lethality with terminal phenotypes including

uncoordination, detached pharynx, constipation and morphological defects (Voutev et

al. 2009). The lim-7p::GFP reporter shows that lim-7 is expressed in the four distal

pairs of sheath cells surrounding each hermaphrodite gonad arm and in the four URA

motorneurons in the head (Hall et al. 1999; Voutev et al. 2009). However, the precise

role of lim-7 in these specific tissue is still unknown, and currently only two articles have

been published that report expression of lim-7 (Hall et al. 1999; Voutev et al. 2009).

Furthermore, while a number of genes have been identified that are important for sheath

specification or function, including emb-30, lin-9, lin-26 and unc-52, how these genes

interact with lim-7 still is still not clear (Hall et al. 1999). In addition, there are various

other genes that are predicted to interact with lim-7 during development, but they have

yet to be tested, and their interaction is currently unclear (Appendix A - Table 1).
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1.6.12 lin-11

The expression of lin-11 is reported in a subset of neurons in the head ganglia and the

lumbar ganglion in the tail (Table 2) (Hobert et al. 1998; Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta

2000). These neurons belong to many different classes: thermosensory, chemosensory,

interneurons and pioneer neurons, which together integrate and output a specific be-

haviour. The following paragraphs will describe the known roles of lin-11 in each of

these classes of neurons.

In the thermosensory system, lin-11 is required for differentiation of the AIZ in-

terneuron, which is part of the thermoregulatory network and responds to high temper-

atures (Figure 1.6). Thus, lin-11 mutants are known to display thermophilic behaviours

(Hobert et al. 1998). lin-11 expression is maintained throughout adulthood, suggesting

it has a role in the maintenance of cellular function of the AIZ neuron in the thermoreg-

ulatory circuit (Hobert et al. 1998). However, the regulatory mechanisms controlling

lin-11 in the thermosensory neuron, AIZ, is not known.

lin-11 also plays a role in the specification of chemosensory neurons, which are collec-

tively required to detect volatile and water-soluble attractant or repellent chemicals. As

shown in Figure 1.8, UNC-130 (Forkhead domain) acts in parallel with ALR-1 (Arista-

less/Arx) and regulate lin-11 expression in the precursor cell of the AWA and ASG

neurons (Nash et al. 2000; Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta 2000). In the AWA olfactory

neurons, transient expression of lin-11 during late embryonic/early larval stages is nec-

essary to initiate odr-7 expression, whereas in the ASG neurons, lin-11 expression is

maintained through all postembryonic stages (Figure 1.8) (Sagasti et al. 1999; Sengupta

et al. 1994). This temporal regulation of lin-11 expression in these neurons is critical for

correct fate specification, as continued expression of lin-11 in the AWA neurons causes

defects (Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta 2000). Together, these findings suggest that strict

temporal control of lin-11 expression is critical for correct AWA and ASG fate speci-

fications. Other chemosensory neurons such as ADF, ADL and ASH also require the

function of lin-11 to maintain proper cellular function, but the regulation of lin-11 in
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these specific neurons is not known.

Pioneer neurons are the first neurons to extend axons in the developing embryo. In

the ventral cord of C. elegans, the major axon tract on the right side is pioneered by

the AVG axon from the anterior end, whereas the left axon tract is pioneered by the

PVP axon from the posterior end. The left axon tract consists of only 4 axons, whereas

the right axon tract contains about 50 axons in adult animals (Hutter 2003). lin-11

is required for specification of both the AVG and PVP pioneer neurons (Hutter 2003).

Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 1.9, LIN-11 inhibits the function of unc-86 in the

AVG/RIR precursor cells, which allows for AVG to acquire proper fate, it is not known

if other proteins also facilitate this process (Baumeister et al. 1996; Hobert et al. 1998).

LIN-11 regulation in the PVP pioneer neuron is not known. Furthermore, laser ablation

studies revealed that the removal of the AVG neuron from a wildtype embryo, resulted in

the right ventral cord axon tract becoming partially disorganized, especially the motor

neurons such as the DA and DB neurons (Durbin 1987). Thus, a similar axonal routing

defect are also observed in lin-11 mutants, however, there are no known consequences

that result from axon disorganizations in the right and left tracts in lin-11 mutants

(Durbin 1987).

lin-11 has also been reported to be expressed in the RIC, AVJ, AVA, and AVE in-

terneurons and required for their differentiation (Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta 2000).

The functions of the RIC and AVJ interneurons in C. elegans are not clear, but AVA is

known as a command interneuron and it synapses with motor neurons that are responsi-

ble for forward and backward locomotion, allowing for rapid withdrawal from a noxious

stimulus (Piggott et al. 2011). The AVE interneurons have similar overlapping function

as AVA by controlling backwards locomotion, however, it is not known if their function is

as significant as the AVA (Piggott et al. 2011). The important role of LIN-11 in different

types of neurons suggests the involvement of multiple upstream regulators and inter-

acting factors. However, the genetic and transcriptional network of lin-11 regulation in

these neurons is not well understood.
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1.7 Caenorhabditis briggsae as model for comparative
studies

C. briggsae and C. elegans diverged from a common ancestor an estimated ~30 million

years ago, however, C. briggsae shares nearly identical developmental and behavioural

traits with C. elegans, and both are commonly used for comparative evolutionary studies

(Cutter 2008; Stein et al. 2003). As summarized below, there are many cellular and de-

velopmental processes conserved between these two sister species, however studies have

also reported functional divergences in various other processes as well. For example gene

expressed during excretory duct cell development, sex determination, male tail devel-

opment and development of the vulva (Gupta et al. 2007). Vulval morphogenesis in

particular is a well established model for comparative developmental studies between

C. elegans and C. briggsae. Though vulva formation is morphologically identical be-

tween these two species, there are key differences in the underlying regulation of the

genes controlling this process (Félix 2007; Sharanya et al. 2012). In addition, closely

related species of Caenorhabditis also offer advantages for the study of the Lhx genes

in the nervous system. In this regard, sequence comparison between C. elegans and C.

briggsae has revealed that roughly one-third of the genes lack one-to-one orthologous

relationships, making C. briggsae a good model for identifying conserved as well as di-

vergent mechanisms that underlie the specification of neuronal processes (Gupta et al.

2007; Gupta et al. 2003). Thus, comparative studies of these two nematode species offer

advantages for evolutionary similarities and differences in signaling and regulation of

genes in developmental processes.

1.8 Goals of this thesis

The work described here provides for the first time a detailed analysis of lin-11 reg-

ulation and function in the nervous system of two related Caenorhabditis species: C.

elegans and C. briggsae. I have performed a structure and function analysis of the lin-11

gene to decipher its role in organ formation and neuronal specification. I have utilized
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a series of molecular and genetic assays to determine the precise role of lin-11 in these

developmental processes. I formulated four goals that I used as a tool to guide my exper-

iments: First, to understand the role of the intron 3 and intron 7 regions in regulating

neuronal lin-11 expression, which is discussed in Chapter 3. Second, to identify the

putative TF binding site(s) contained within the lin-11 intronic sequences that mediate

lin-11 function in the amphid neurons (also discussed in Chapter 3). Third, to perform

a functional analysis of the conserved domains of LIN-11 and finally rescue the lin-11

mutation with other Lhx orthologs that are discussed in Chapter 4. Towards these four

goals, I set several specific aims: first, I dissected the intronic regions of lin-11 to iden-

tify the cis-regulatory elements for neuronal expression. Next, I used these cis-elements

to identify the potential putative TF binding sites that may mediate lin-11 function in

the nervous system. I combined this information with RNA interference (RNAi) and

genetic approaches to test several putative lin-11 regulators, and I then quantified their

impact on lin-11 expression patterns. Furthermore, I performed functional analysis of

the conserved domains of LIN-11, including LIM1, LIM2, and the proline-rich regions,

and identified their roles in neuronal and reproductive tissue specification. Finally, I

tested the functional conservation between lin-11 and its orthologs in the fruit fly D.

melanogaster (dLim1 ) and mouse Mus musculus (Lhx1 ) by performing transgene rescue

of the reproductive system and neuronal defects in the C. elegans lin-11 null mutants

using dLim1 and Lhx1 genes.

1.9 The major findings of this thesis

Previously, lin-11 mutants were shown to have defects in many behavioral processes

including thermosensation, electrosensation and chemosensation (Hobert et al. 1998;

Salam et al. 2013; Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta 2000). Consistent with this, lin-11

is expressed in a subset of amphid sensory neurons, however, how lin-11 expression

is regulated in these neurons is not well understood. To this end, I have studied the

regulation of lin-11 and report identification of new enhancer elements that reside within
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the two introns, 3 and 7, that are necessary for neuronal cell fate specifications. I

demonstrate that these intronic enhancers direct reporter gene expression in amphid

sensory neurons. Using a transgenic approach, I examined functional conservation of

the introns between C. elegans and C. briggsae. The cross-species analysis revealed

that while intron 7 enhancer-driven expression is conserved, intron 3-driven expression

shows significant divergence. Rescue experiments in C. elegans showed that intron 3

is necessary and sufficient for lin-11 function in neurons using both GFP reporters as

well as behavioral assays. Sequence comparison with three other Caenorhabditis species

revealed that both introns possess evolutionarily conserved regions that may function to

activate lin-11 expression in neurons. Dissection of these regions identified elements in

intron 3 that are specific for RIC (L/R) and in intron 7 for AVG and RIF (L/R). Using

bioinformatics, I identified several TF binding sites located within conserved regions

that may regulate lin-11 expression in these subset of neurons. Further experiments

confirmed the involvement of four of these TFs, skn-1 (bZIP family), crh-1 (CREB

family), ceh-6 (POU Homeodomain) and ces-1 (C2H2-zinc finger), in lin-11 -mediated

neuronal specification process.

Furthermore, I have characterized the function of the conserved domains in LIN-11 in

the nervous system and reproductive system. My work shows that the LIM domains are

required for the specification of the neuronal and reproductive tissues, since mutations

affecting these domains result in defective phenotype (see Chapter 3 and 4). However,

the proline-rich region is not necessary for LIN-11 function in the tissues examined since

truncating this region had no impact on the lin-11 phenotype. However, it is plausible

that this region cooperates with LIM domains to mediate protein-protein interactions.

More experiments will be required to test this possibility. Finally, I demonstrate the

degree of conservation of function between Lhx genes, specifically the D. melanogaster,

(dLim1 ), and M. musculus, (Lhx1 ), homologs of lin-11. Sequence alignments of lin-

11, dLim1 and Lhx1 show strong conservation within the LIM domains, HD domain

and proline-rich region. As expected, my work showed that D.melanogaster and mouse

homologs could to replace LIN-11 function in lin-11 null mutants.
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In conclusion, the work described in this thesis significantly advances our under-

standing of the mechanism of lin-11 regulation, function, and evolution in the neuronal

differentiation process.
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Figure 1.1: The patterns of expression compared to the chromosomal
locations of the genes of the Hox complex. The sequence of genes in
each of the two subdivisions of chromosomal complex corresponds to the
spatial sequence complex corresponds to the spatial sequence in which
the genes are expressed. lab: labial, pb: proboscipedia, Dfd: deformed,
Scr: sex combs reduced, Antp: antennapedia, Ubx: ultrabithorax, abdA:
abdominal A, abdB: abdominal B. Adapted from Abate-Shen (2002) and
modified from Hox genes of fruit fly, public domain.
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Figure 1.2: (A) Schematic illustration showing major functional
motifs of a LIM-HD protein. (B) The LIM domain is a zinc-
binding, cysteine-rich motif consisting of two tandemly repeated
zinc fingers. The classic LIM consensus sequence includes a
CX2CX17−20H/CX2CX2CX2CX16−20H/CX2C/H/D. The numbers rep-
resent the residues that are located between the conserved cysteine
and histidine of the LIM domains. D/H/C abbreviation for Aspar-
tate/Histidine/Cysteine residues respectively. Adapted from Dawid et
al. (1998).
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Figure 1.3: Phylogeny of Lhx genes. Lhx genes are divided into six
sub-groups. C. elegans have seven known Lhx genes (red circles), one
representing gene in each of these six sub-groups, and two in Lhx1/5. D.
melanogaster have six known Lhx genes, one each sub-class; and mice have
12 Lhx genes and at least one in each sub-class. This phylogenetic tree was
assemble using protein sequences from the NCBI and using MEGA7 soft-
ware (neighbor-joining). The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths
in the same units as those of the evolutionary distances used to infer the
phylogenetic tree. Ce = C. elegans, Dm = D. melanogaster, and Mm =
M. musculus.
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Figure 1.4: The genetic regulation of mec-3 in neuronal develop-
ment. (A) The unc-86 gene is expressed in touch-cell precursors (Finney
and Ruvkun 1990) and is necessary for the generation of the presump-
tive touch cells. UNC-86 forms heterodimers with MEC-3 and the het-
erodimers activate mec-3 expression (Way and Chalfie 1989; Xue et al.
1993). UNC-86::MEC-3 hetero-oligomers directly activate four down-
stream genes, mec-4, mec-7, cct-2 and cct-4, that are necessary for touch-
cell function. (B) In interneuron BDU, the core regulation of mec-3 path-
way is similar to mechanosensory neurons, however, the target genes are
not known. (C) In the sensory neuron FLP, the EGL-44 activates EGL-
46 that inhibits the mechanosensory specific genes to prevent the FLP
acquiring the mechanosensory like cell fate.
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Figure 1.5: Genetic regulation of Lhx genes (ttx-3, ceh-14 and lim-6 )
in neuronal development. (A) In the interneuron AIY, CEH-10 activates
TTX-3 and constitutes a regulatory cascade of transcription factors that
controls all subtype specific features of the AIY interneurons, by activat-
ing various target genes. (B) In AFD fate specification, the transcription
factor UNC-86 activates CEH-14, and activate several specific target genes
that define its fate. (C) Transcription factor LIM-6 activates various tar-
get genes, that specify the interneuron, RIS, cell fate. The regulators of
lim-6 is not known.
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Figure 1.6: The neuronal thermoregulatory pathway in C. elegans. This
pathway consists of two temperature modules the low (blue) and high
(red). lin-11 is expressed in the AIZ interneuron, which is part of the
thermoregulatory network and responds to high temperatures; thus, lin-
11 mutants display thermophilic behaviours. lin-11 expression is main-
tained throughout adulthood, suggesting that lin-11 plays a role in the
functional maintenance of this thermoregulatory circuit. The low temper-
ature circuit consists of the sensory neuron AFD and the interneruon AIY.
The TTX-1 and CEH-14 is required for the differentiation of the sensory
neuron AFD and TTX-3 is required for differentiation of the interneuron
AIY adapted from Aoki and Mori (2015).
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Figure 1.7: Olfactory cell fate specification by Lhx genes, lin-11 and lim-
4, in C. elegans. LIN-11 activates the odr-7 expression, which inhibits the
AWC fate and the cell acquires the AWA fate. In the absence of ODR-7
and LIM-4, these cells will develop like AWC, a potential olfactory default
state. The AWB fate adopted by cells that express lim-4. Adapted from
Sagasti et al. (1999)

Figure 1.8: Genetic regulation of lin-11 in AWA/ASG precursor cell.
The transcription factors, ALR-1 and UNC-130 together function in the
AWA/ASG precursors to asymmetrically allocate the unidentified deter-
minants X and Y to the AWA and ASG neurons respectively. LIN-11
is expressed early in AWA, where it may act with X to initiate ODR-7
expression. ODR-7 then autoregulates as LIN-11 expression decreases.
LIN-11 is expressed throughout adulthood in ASG, where it may act with
Y to establish an ASG fate. Adapted from Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta
(2000)
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Figure 1.9: LIN-11 controls the asymmetry of UNC-86 expression in the
AVG/RIR precursor cell lineages that generate RIR and AVG neurons.
LIN-11 inhibits the function of transcription factor UNC-86 in the AVG
neuron and prevents the cell acquiring the RIR fate. However, in the
interneuron RIR, the function of UNC-86 allows the cell to acquire correct
cell fate (Baumeister et al. 1996)
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Figure 1.10: Comparison of lin-11 gene and protein structure of C. ele-
gans with its orthologs, dLim1 and Lhx1. D. melanogaster dLim1 is ~47
kb in size and located in chromosome X, and M. musculus Lhx1 is ~4.6
kb in length and located in chromosome 11. Key structural differences
include that in both D. melanogaster, dLim1, and mice, Lhx1, genes have
fewer exons and introns compared to C. elegans lin-11. Furthermore,
D. melanogaster, dLim1, have three large introns (~16kb, ~19kb, and ~9
kb respectively) marked with asterisks (*) and a 20% larger protein (505
aa). The number of proline (P) that are found in the proline-rich region
(PRR) are indicated for each protein. Scale bar indicates 1kb.
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Table 1.1: List of Lhx genes in different species.

Species Gene Sub-family Function Reference

C. elegans

mec-3 Lhx3/4 Required for differentiation of mechanosensory neu-
rons

Duggan et al. 1998; Way and Chalfie 1989

lin-11 Lhx1/5 Vulva development, neuronal development and fate
specification, utse cell differentiation and fertility

Freyd et al. 1990; Hobert et al. 1998; New-
man et al. 1999; Sarafi-Reinach et al. 2001;
Gupta et al. 2003

lim-4 Lhx1/8 Required for differentiation of chemosensory and mo-
tor neurons, changes in movement and foraging be-
haviour

(Kim et al. 2015; Sagasti et al. 1999;
Zheng et al. 2005)

lim-6 Lmx Affects differentiation of GABAergic neurons, uterine
morphogenesis

(Hobert et al. 1999; Pierce-Shimomura et
al. 2001)

lim-7 Islet Larval lethality, by locomotion and morphological de-
fects, a detached pharynx, body cavity vacuolization,
and constipation

(Voutev et al. 2009)

ttx-3 Lhx2/9 Required for the differentiation of the thermoregula-
tory interneurons, AIY(L/R), AIA, ADL, ASI, NSM

(Hobert et al. 1997; Altun-Gultekin et al.
2001; Wenick and Hobert 2004)

ceh-14 Lhx3/4 Required for function of the AFD, AIZ, and AIY neu-
rons, cryophilic thermotaxis behaviour

(Cassata et al. 2000; Aurelio et al. 2003)

D. melanogaster

Apterous Lhx2/9 Wing, haltere, muscle and leg development, axon
pathfinding and neurotransmitter identity, juvenile
hormone synthesis, sexual functioning

(Ringo et al. 1991; Cohen et al. 1992;
Lundgren et al. 1995; Benveniste et al.
1998; Ghazi et al. 2000; Pueyo et al. 2000)

Arrowhead Lhx6/8 Establishment of abdominal histoblasts and salivary
gland imaginal rings

(Curtiss and Heilig 1995; Curtiss and
Heilig 1997)

dLim1 Lhx1/5 Leg and antenna development, neuronal subclass spec-
ification in the ventral nerve cord

(Lilly et al. 1999a; Tsuji et al. 2000)

dLim3 Lhx3/4 Motorneuron axon guidance and regulation of cell cy-
cle

(Thor et al. 1999)

Islet/Tailup Islet Required for motorneuron pathfinding and neuro-
transmitter identity

(Thor and Thomas 1997)

CG4328 Lmx Nothing is known about this gene Predicted by bioinformatics (Flybase)

Mammals

Lhx1 Lhx1/5 Head induction, axis formation, intermediate meso-
derm differentiation

(Shawlot and Behringer 1995; Tsang et al.
2000; Kinder et al. 2001)

Lhx2 Lhx2/9 Early cortical development, eye, erythrocyte develop-
ment, embryonic lethal

(Porter et al. 1997; Xue et al. 1993; Bulc-
hand et al. 2001; Monuki et al. 2001)

Lhx3 Lhx3/4 Anterior pituitary cell types missing, required for pro-
jections of specific motorneurons, prenatal lethal, pi-
tuitary gland organogenesis

(Sheng et al. 1996; Sharma et al. 1998;
Thor et al. 1999)

Lhx4 Lhx3/4 Hypoplastic anetior pituitary, required for projection
of specific motoneruons, perinatal lethal

(Li et al. 1994; Sheng et al. 1997; Sharma
et al. 1998; Raetzman et al. 2002)

Lhx5 Lhx1/5 Morphogenesis of huppocampus, postnatal lethal (Zhao et al. 1999)
Lhx6 Lhx6/8 Expresses in first branchial arch and basal forbrain,

striatal interneuron specification
(Grigoriou et al. 1998)

Lhx8 Lhx6/8 Expresses in first branchial arch and basal forbrain,
striatal interneuron specification

(Grigoriou et al. 1998)

Lhx9 Lhx2/9 Expressed in pioneer neurons in the cortex, limbs, go-
nad formation

(Rétaux et al. 1999; Bertuzzi et al. 1999;
Birk et al. 2000)

Islet1 Islet Required for certain motor and interneurons, pancre-
atic mesenchyme and islet cells, and pituitary cell dif-
ferentiation

(Pfaff et al. 1996; Ahlgren et al. 1997;
Takuma et al. 1998)

Islet2 Islet Expressed in brain and spinal cord, motor neurons (Tsuchida et al. 1994; Kania et al. 2000;
Shirasaki and Pfaff 2002)

Lmx1a Lmx Expressed in pancreas, brain, and spinal cord, neu-
ronal migration in the cortex

(Millonig et al. 2000; Costa et al. 2001;
Riddle et al. 1995; Vogel et al. 1995)

Lmx1b Lmx Development of the skull, limb, kidney, anterior seg-
ment of the eye, mesencephalic dopaminergic neu-
rons, podocyte differentiation, motorneruon axon tra-
jectory, dorasal limb

(Dreyer et al. 1998; Rohr et al. 2002;
Miner et al. 2002)
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Table 1.2: List of lin-11 specific neurons and their functions (Sarafi-
Reinach et al. 2001).

Location Name Type Function

Head ganglia

AVA Interneuron Backward locomotion
AVE Interneuron Backward locomotion
RIC Interneuron Octopamine release in the absence of food
AIZ Interneuron Thermosensory
ADF Sensory neuron Control entry into dauer stage, chemotactic response to cAMP, biotin, Cl- and Na+
ASH Sensory neuron Response to nose touch, hyperosmolarity and volatile repellent chemicals
ADL Sensory neuron Avoidance behaviour from Cd2+, octonol and Cu2+
AWA Sensory neuron Chemotaxis to diacetyl, pyrazine, trimethylthiazole
ASG Sensory neuron Chemotaxis to lysine, cAMP, biotin, Cl- and NA+
AVG Pioneer neuron Pioneer the right tract of the ventral nerve cord via UNC-6/Nitrin

Lumbar ganglia

PVP Pioneer neuron Pioneers the left tract of the ventral cord
PVQ Pioneer neuron Pioneering of the left tract of the ventral cord
DVA Interneuron Mechanosensory integration of anterior or posterior touch circuit
DVC Interneuron Mechanosensory integration of anterior or posterior touch circuit
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Chapter 2.0

Materials and Methods

2.1 Strains and general methods

All strains were maintained at 20 ◦C, unless otherwise noted, using standard culture

methods (Brenner, 1974; Wood, 1988). The following strains were used in this study:

wildtype strains: N2 (C. elegans), AF16 (C. briggsae), mutants: PS2821(lin-11(n389))

(Ferguson and Horvitz 1985) and unc-119(ed4) (Maduro and Pilgrim 1995). The DNA

microinjection procedure was followed as described previously (Mello et al. 1991). To

eliminate an array-specific bias in GFP expression or phenotypic rescue studies, more

than one transgenic line per construct was examined and one line with typical pattern

was quantified and examined in detail.

All transgenic extrachromosomal arrays specific to Chapter 3 experiments have been

described in the Chapter 3 methods sections. However, here are additional strains that

were generated for Chapter 4 specific experiments, and all of the plasmids were microin-

jected into lin-11(n389) background, unless stated otherwise:

bhEx150 [pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], lin-11(ps1); bhEx157 [pVH10.17(odr-

2::CFP)], lin-11(ps1); bhEx158 [pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], unc-119(tm4063);

bhEx170[pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP) + pGLC93(lin-11::YFP) + unc-119(+)],

bhEx159[pGF50 (FL-lin-11gDNA)+ pV10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx160[pGF50 (FL-

lin-11gDNA)+ pV10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx237 (pGLC89 [(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC90
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(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx238 (pGLC89 [(lin-11::GFP) +

pGLC90 (lin-11::GFP) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx239 (pGLC94 [(lin-

11-5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC97 (lin-11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-

2::dsRED)], bhEx240 (pGLC94 [(lin-11-5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC97 (lin-

11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx253 (pGLC94 [(lin-11-

5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC97 (lin-11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-

2::dsRED)], bhEx254 (pGLC94 [(lin-11-5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC97 (lin-

11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx255 (pGLC94 [(lin-11-

5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC97 (lin-11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-

2::dsRED)], bhEx257 (pGLC89 [(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC90 (lin-11::GFP) + pGLC102

(odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx258 (pGLC89 [(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC90 (lin-11::GFP) +

pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx261 (pGLC94 [(lin-11-5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) +

pGLC97 (lin-11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx262 (pGLC94

[(lin-11-5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC97 (lin-11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102

(odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx263 (pGLC94 [(lin-11-5’UTRp::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC97

(lin-11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx264 (pGLC96 [(lin-

11-5’UTRp::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC98 (lin-11-int3p::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC102

(odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx265 (pGLC96 [(lin-11-5’UTRp::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC98

(lin-11-int3p::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx266 (pGLC96 [(lin-

11-5’UTRp::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC98 (lin-11-int3p::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC102

(odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx267 (pGLC89 [(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC90 (lin-11::GFP) +

pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx268 (pGLC88 [(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC102 (odr-

2::dsRED)], bhEx269 (pGLC88 [(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx270

(pGLC88 [(lin-11::GFP) + pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx271 (pGLC96 [(lin-

11-5’UTRp::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC98 (lin-11-int3p::dLim1cDNA) + pGLC102

(odr-2::dsRED)], bhEx272[pGLC102(odr-2::dsRED)]
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2.2 Molecular biology and transgenic

It has been described in Chapter 3 in the methods section in more detail. Briefly, the

transgenic animals carrying extrachromosomal arrays were generated by standard micro-

injection technique (Mello et al. 1991). C. elegans unc-119 (Maduro and Pilgrim 1995)

was used as a rescue marker in most cases. pVH10.17 (odr-2b::CFP) and pVH13.05 (glr-

1::dsRED), kindly provided by Hutter lab, were used as neuronal markers. The plasmid

pGF50 is a 19.5 kb subclone of ID6 cosmid that contains the entire lin-11 coding region

and regulatory sequences (Freyd 1991). The concentrations of plasmids ranged from 20

ng/µL to 60 ng/µL. The total injection mix was less than 200 ng/µL. The following

plasmids were made as part of this thesis.

Some of these have been described in the published study (see Chapter 3). These are:

pGLC58 (Cel-lin-11-int-7p::GFP, Figure 2.1), pGLC59 (Cel-lin-11-int-3p::GFP, Figure

2.2), pGLC60 (Cbr-lin-11-int-7p::GFP, Figure 2.3), pGLC61(Cbr-lin-11-int-3p::GFP,

Figure 2.4), pGLC65 (Cel-lin-11-int-7p::GFP, Figure 2.5), pGLC66 (Cel-lin-11-int-3p::GFP,

Figure 2.6), pGLC67 (Cel-lin-11-int-7p::GFP, Figure 2.7), pGLC87 (Cel-lin-11-int7p::lin-

11cDNA, Figure 2.8), pGLC92 (Cel-lin-11-int3p::lin-11cDNA, Figure 2.9), pGLC93 (Cel-

lin-11-int-7p::GFP, Figure 2.10).

pGLC88 (LIN-11∆Pro). This plasmid was created in two steps. First, GL832 (5’ -

attgcatgcgtcttgcatcgctacggacca- 3’) and GL833 (5’ggtctgcaggacgattcgcagtacgattatttg 3’)

was used to amplify 4.6 kb fragment that stretches from 5’UTR until middle of intron

2. This fragment was digested with SphI and PstI and cloned in the pPD95.69 vector.

Next, GL834(5’gtcctgcagacccactcctggatatattgtag 3’) and GL835 (5’ttatcccgggcatgaaa-

cattcgggaacatatc 3’) was used to amplify 4.7 kb fragment that starts from intron 2 of

lin-11 until the end of exon 8. This fragment was digested with PstI and XmaI and

cloned into the first vector. See Figure 2.11 for a map.

pGLC89 (LIN-11∆LIM; neuron specific). A 708 bps fragment was amplified using the

primers, GL938 (5’- atactgcagatggaaggcaatcgattcgtg- 3’) and GL939 (5’tatcccgggctac-

catgaaaccggagttggtttt 3’) and digested with PstI and XmaI. This fragment was cloned
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into pGLC97 plasmid backbone. See Figure 2.12 for a map.

pGLC90 (LIN-11∆LIM; vulva specific). A 708 bps fragment was amplified using the

primers, GL938 (5’- atactgcagatggaaggcaatcgattcgtg- 3’) and GL939 (5’tatcccgggctac-

catgaaaccggagttggtttt 3’) and digested with PstI and XmaI. This fragment was cloned

into pGLC94 plasmid backbone that contain lin-11 5’UTR. See Figure 2.13 for a map.

pGLC91 (lin-11 - exons 8-10). GL548 (5’attctgcaggtgtggtttcaaaaccgccgaag 3’) and

GL939 (5’tatcccgggctaccatgaaaccggagttggtttt 3’) was used to amplify 360bps of lin-11

cDNA (exon 8-10). This fragment was digested with XmaI and PstI and ligated into

pGLC90 backbone. pGLC90 was digested with PstI and XmaI and 8.1 kb fragment

obtained. See Figure 2.14 for a map.

pGLC94 (lin-11-5’UTR::Lhx1cDNA).This plasmid was generated in two steps. First,

the lin-11 5’UTR ( 3.6 kb) was amplified using the primers, GL832 (5’attgcatgcgtcttg-

catcgctacggacca 3’) and GL849 (5’atactgcaggtgcactgtgcgggctgcaaaag 3’) and digeste

with SphI and PstI, then cloned into fire vector pPD95.69. Next, primers, GL850 (5’tatg-

gatccctaccacacggctgcctcgttcattt 3’) and GL851 (5’agaatgcatgtactacacaccagccagcacaatatcg

3’) was used to clone mice Lhx1 cDNA ( 1.2 kb) from PYX-Asc plasmid that was ac-

quired from addgene. This fragment was digested with PstI and BamHI and ligated into

the plasmid from step one. See Figure 2.15 for a map.

pGLC96 (lin-11-5’UTR::cDNAdLim1 ). pGLC94 was digested with PstI and BamHI

to remove the mouse Lhx1 cDNA. dLim1 was cloned using, GL851 (5’agaatgcatgtac-

tacacaccagccagcacaatatcg 3’) and GL859 (5’tatggatccttaccaaacgagcccttcattttgc 3’) and

digested with with NsiI and BamHI. Both the fragment and backbone was ligated, in

this plasmid the PstI and NsiI sites do not exist, because both fused together. See Figure

2.16 for a map.

pGLC97 (lin-11-int3p::Lhx1cDNA) This plasmid was generated first by digesting the

pGLC94 with SphI and PstI to remove the 3.6 kb lin-11 (5’UTR) and 1.4 kb and lin-11

intron 3 was inserted instead. Intron 3 was amplified using GL11( 5’aggcatgccaggctaagc-

ctcttctc 3’) and GL921 ( 5’tatctgcagacacacgaatcgattgccttccatgatata 3’) and digested with
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SphI and PstI, and ligated into the backbone that contains lin-11 intron 3. See Figure

2.17 for a map.

pGLC98 (lin-11-int3p::dLim1cDNA). First, pGLC97 was digested with PstI and

BamHI and 5.9kb backbone was acquired. GL851 (5’ agaatgcatgtactacacaccagccagca-

caatatcg 3’) and GL852 (5’tatggatccttaccaaacgagcccttcattttgc 3’) was used to amplify

1.5 kb dLim1 cDNA, and this fragment was digested with NsiI and BamHI, this frag-

ment was ligated with the backbone. Since NsiI and PstI sites were fused, this site is

destroyed. See Figure 2.18 for a map.

pGLC102 (odr-2::dsRED). pVH13.05 was digested with BamHI and SpeI to remove

the dsRED and cloned into pVH10.07 vector. See Figure 2.19 for a map.

2.3 Microscopy

see Chapter 3 - Methods section.

2.4 Behavioral assay

see Chapter 3 - Methods section.

2.5 Bioinformatics

see Chapter 3 - Methods section.

2.6 RNAi

see Chapter 3 - Methods section
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2.7 Phylogenetic tree

Molecular phylogenetic analysis by maximum likelihood method. The evolutionary his-

tory was inferred by using the Maximum Likelihood method based on the JTT matrix-

based model (Jones et al. 1992). The protein sequences for Lhx genes were obtained

from the NCBI website (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The tree with the highest log

likelihood (-5075.3042) is shown. The percentage of trees in which the associated taxa

clustered together is shown next to the branches. Initial tree(s) for the heuristic search

were obtained automatically by applying Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a ma-

trix of pairwise distances estimated using a JTT model, and then selecting the topology

with superior log likelihood value. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths

measured in the number of substitutions per site. The analysis involved 25 amino acid

sequences. All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There were

a total of 129 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in

MEGA7 (Kumar et al. 2016).
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Figure 2.1: Map of pGLC58
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Figure 2.2: Map of pGLC59
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Figure 2.3: Map of pGLC60
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Figure 2.4: Map off pGLC61
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Figure 2.5: Map of pGLC65
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Figure 2.6: Map of pGLC66
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Figure 2.7: Map of pGLC67
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Figure 2.8: Map of pGLC87
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Figure 2.9: Map of pGLC92
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Figure 2.10: Map of pGLC93
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Figure 2.11: Map of pGLC88
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Figure 2.12: Map of pGLC89
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Figure 2.13: Map of pGLC90
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Figure 2.14: Map of pGLC91
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Figure 2.15: Map of pGLC94
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Figure 2.16: Map of pGLC96
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Figure 2.17: Map of pGLC97
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Figure 2.19: Map of pGLC102
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Figure 2.20: Map of pGLC116
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Chapter 3.0

Intron-specific patterns of
divergence of lin-11 regulatory
function in C. elegans nervous
system

3.1 Summary

The work described in this chapter has been published in three different journals.

3.1.1 Amon and Gupta (2017) - Developmental Biology

Amon, S., & Gupta, B. P. (2017). Intron-specific patterns of divergence of lin-11 regula-
tory function in the C. elegans nervous system. Developmental Biology, 424(1), 90-103.

In this paper I have described the dissection of lin-11 intronic regions to understand

the mechanism of transcriptional regulation. I have identified two of the lin-11 introns

that activate reporter gene expression in a subset of sensory neurons. Four-way compar-

ison of lin-11 enhancers using orthologs from C. briggsae, C. remanei, and C. brenneri

has uncovered multiple sub-regions, which narrowed the sequences that are likely to

play important roles in lin-11 regulation. The roles of some of these regions have been

tested experimentally, revealing the mechanism of lin-11 regulation in certain neurons. I

have identified four transcription factors that are predicted to bind to these sub-regions

within the introns to regulate lin-11 expression. Three of these transcription factors
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(skn-1, crh-1, and ceh-6 ) are negative regulators of lin-11 and bind within a 35 bps sub-

region of intron 3 and regulate its expression in the interneuron RIC. ces-1 is predicted

to bind within the sub-region of intron 7 and acts as positive regulator of lin-11 in the

pioneer neuron AVG. A working model has been proposed that illustrates the complex

regulation of lin-11 in neuronal differentiation.

All experiments in this manuscript were carried out by me. Asad Siddiqi and Aleem

Adatia helped with the construction of six plasmids (pGLC 58, 59, 60, 61, 65 and 66).

I contributed to the writing of the manuscript.

See page 54 for the published work.

3.1.2 Amon and Gupta (2017) - Data In Brief

Amon, S., & Gupta, B. P. (2017). Multi-species alignments of C. elegans lin-11 intronic
sequences and putative transcriptional regulators. Data in Brief, 12, 87-90.

This manuscript includes supplementary data related to the above Developmental

Biology publication (Amon and Gupta 2017a). It includes sequence comparison of lin-11

introns with other Caenorhabditis species, and also include list of TFs that are predicted

to bind introns 3 and 7.

See page 68 for the published work.

3.1.3 Salam et al. (2013) - Worm

Salam, S., Ansari, A., Amon, S., Rezai, P., Selvaganapathy, P. R., Mishra, R. K., &
Gupta, B. P. (2013). A microfluidic phenotype analysis system reveals function of sen-
sory and dopaminergic neuron signaling in C. elegans electrotactic swimming behavior.
In Worm (Vol. 2, No. 2, p. e24558). Taylor & Francis.

This paper includes characterization of electrosensory behavior of lin-11(n389) an-

imals. It was the first study that reported electrotaxis defects in lin-11 mutants that
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are likely to be caused by abnormal differentiation of amphid neurons. My work showed

that while few lin-11 worms responded to the electric field and moved at a significantly

slower speed towards cathode, majority of animals remained immobile or moved in the

wrong direction, i.e., towards anode.

The published work is included in the Appendix B - Page 107.
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A B S T R A C T

The diversity of neurons in the nervous system is specified by many genes, including those that encode
transcription factors (TFs) and play crucial roles in coordinating gene transcription. To understand how the
spatiotemporal expression of TF genes is regulated to generate neuronal diversity, we used one member of the
LIM-Hox family, lin-11, as a model that is necessary for the differentiation of amphid neurons in the nematode
C. elegans and a related species C. briggsae. We characterized transcriptional regulation of lin-11 and
uncovered regulatory roles of two of the largest introns, intron 3 and intron 7. These introns promote lin-11
expression in non-overlapping sets of neurons. Phenotypic rescue experiments in C. elegans revealed that intron
3 is capable of restoring lin-11 function based on gene expression patterns and behavioral assays. Interestingly,
intron 3-driven reporter expression showed differences in neuronal cell types between C. briggsae and C.
elegans, indicating evolutionary changes in lin-11 regulation between the two species. Reciprocal transforma-
tion experiments provided further evidence consistent with functional changes in both cis and trans regulation
of lin-11. To further investigate transcriptional regulation of lin-11, we dissected the intronic regions in C.
elegans and identified cell-specific enhancers. These enhancers possess multiple sequence blocks that are
conserved among Caenorhabditis species and possess TF binding sites. We tested the role of a subset of
predicted TFs and discovered that while three of them (SKN-1, CEH-6, and CRH-1) act via the intron 3
enhancer to negatively regulate lin-11 expression in neurons, another TF (CES-1) acts positively via the intron 7
enhancer. Overall, our findings demonstrate that neuronal expression of lin-11 involves multiple TF regulators
and regulatory modules some of which have diverged in Caenorhabditis nematodes.

1. Introduction

The nervous system of an animal consists of many different types of
neurons that function to modulate behavior through control of
perception, locomotion, and physiology. The identity and function of
these neurons are specified by the coordinated action of many genes
whose spatiotemporal expression is regulated by transcription factors
(TFs). The nematode C. elegans is an established model organism for
studying how neurons develop and acquire distinct identities. C.
elegans hermaphrodites contain a small set of neurons (302) (White
et al., 1986), making it relatively easy to manipulate these cells at the
level of small circuits. This simple nervous system contains diverse
neuronal cell types that are characterized by the neurotransmitter
produced and their axonal trajectory (Bargmann, 2006; Hobert, 2013,
2016a, 2016b; Hobert et al., 2016; White et al., 1986). A number of TF
genes are known to play important roles in the development of C.
elegans neurons (Hobert, 2016a, 2016b). These include the LIM-Hox
family member lin-11 (Freyd et al., 1990). LIM-Hox genes are a

subfamily of the homeobox (Hox)-containing TF genes. The proteins
encoded by these genes share a tandem zinc finger domain that
mediates protein-protein interactions (Hobert and Westphal, 2000).
The LIM domain was first identified as a conserved cysteine-rich region
shared by LIN-11 (C. elegans) and two other proteins, ISL1 (mouse)
and MEC-3 (C. elegans) (Freyd et al., 1990; Karlsson et al., 1990; Way
and Chalfie, 1988).

While the LIM-Hox genes are involved in the development of
numerous cells and organs, their roles in neuronal differentiation
appear to be a common evolutionary theme. lin-11 mutants show
defects in behavioral processes such as thermosensation, electrosensa-
tion and chemosensation (Hobert et al., 1998; Salam et al., 2013;
Sarafi-Reinach et al., 2001). Consistent with this, lin-11 is expressed in
a subset of amphid neurons (Hobert et al., 1998; Sarafi-Reinach et al.,
2001).

Similar to lin-11, other LIM-Hox family members are also known to
play important roles during neuronal development (Curtiss and Heilig,
1998; Dawid et al., 1998; Hobert and Westphal, 2000). For example,
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dLim1 is required for the proper specification of motor neurons and a
subset of interneurons (Lilly et al., 1999). In mouse, isl1 is involved in
the formation of the nervous system, including the differentiation of
nociceptive neurons, cranial ganglion neurons, and basal forebrain
cholinergic neurons (Elshatory and Gan, 2008; Liang et al., 2011; Sun
et al., 2008). Other LIM-Hox genes such as lhx2, lhx3 and lhx4 are also
necessary for the formation of neuronal tissues (Hirota and
Mombaerts, 2004; Kolterud et al., 2004; Pinto do et al., 2002;
Sharma et al., 1998). While lhx2 promotes neuronal differentiation in
human embryonic stem cells and mouse brain (Hou et al., 2013), lhx3
and lhx4 are required for the differentiation and migration of over-
lapping subsets of motor neurons (Pfaff et al., 1996; Sharma et al.,
1998; Sheng et al., 1996).

Closely related species of Caenorhabditis also offer advantages for
the study of the LIM-Hox genes in the nervous system. In this regard,
C. briggsae is particularly useful because of its morphological similar-
ity to C. elegans and its amenability to genetic manipulation (Gupta
et al., 2007). Sequence comparison between C. elegans and C. briggsae
has revealed that roughly one-third of the genes lack one-to-one
orthologous relationship, making C. briggsae a good model for
identifying conserved as well as divergent mechanisms that underlie
the specification of neuronal processes (Gupta et al., 2007; Gupta and
Sternberg, 2003) (also see InParanoid8 http://inparanoid.sbc.su.se).
For example, a study of gcy (guanylyl cyclase) receptor genes
uncovered interesting differences in asymmetric expression of some
of the family members in the ASE (L/R) pair of gustatory neurons
(Ortiz et al., 2006).

Although a few genes that genetically interact with lin-11 in
amphid neurons have been identified (Schmid et al., 2006; Sze and
Ruvkun, 2003), the regulatory mechanism of lin-11 expression in
these neurons is not understood. To this end, we have characterized
lin-11 non-coding regions and report the identification of new
enhancer elements that reside within the two largest introns, 3 and
7. Intron 3 was previously shown to activate GFP reporter expres-
sion in certain amphid neurons, although its precise role in lin-11
regulation was not studied (Yamada et al., 2012). We show that
while intron 3 directs reporter gene expression in a total of seven
amphid neurons, including three (ADL, ADF, and AVJ) observed in
most animals, intron 7 primarily promotes expression in AVG. Our
rescue experiments in C. elegans, using both GFP reporter and
behavioral assays, confirmed that enhancer sequences from intron
3 are necessary and sufficient for lin-11 function. Using transgenic
strains, we examined the functional and sequence conservation of
the intronic enhancers between C. elegans and C. briggsae. The
results showed that while intron 7 enhancer-driven expression is
observed in the same neuron in both species, intron 3 drives
expression in different sets of neurons. These results, together with
interspecies expression studies, provide the first evidence for both
cis and trans evolution of intron 3-mediated neuronal expression of
lin-11.

Using sequence comparison, we identified conserved regions
within introns that may play important roles in lin-11 regulation.
Dissection of these regions in C. elegans identified elements in
intron 3 that are specific for RIC neuron and in intron 7 for AVG
and RIF neurons. Next, we used an in silico approach to find TF
binding sites within the conserved regions that may regulate lin-11
expression in subsets of amphid neurons. Further experiments
confirmed the involvement of four TF genes, skn-1 (bZIP family),
crh-1 (CREB family), ceh-6 (POU Homeodomain) and ces-1 (C2H2
Zn finger), in the lin-11-mediated neuronal specification process.
Overall, our results demonstrate that the spatiotemporal regulation
of lin-11 is directed by distinct enhancer elements that respond to
multiple transcription factors in a neuron-specific manner.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Strains

All cultures were maintained at 20 °C using standard culture
methods (Brenner, 1974). Worms were grown on lawns of E. coli
OP50 (uracil auxotroph) bacteria. The strains used in this study are
listed below.

C. elegans: Wild-type N2, bhIs8[pGLC58(lin- 11-int7p::GFP)+unc-
119(+)], bhIs10[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::GFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx97
[pGLC59(lin- 11-int3p::GFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx98[pGLC59(lin-11-
int3p::GFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx113[pGLC60(Cbr-lin-11-int7p::GFP)
+unc-119(+)],bhEx115[pGLC60(Cbr-lin-11-int7p::GFP)+unc-119(+)
],bhEx127[pGLC66(lin-11-int7p-986bp::GFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx128
[pGLC66(lin-11-int7p-986bp::GFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx150 [pVH
10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx159[pGF50 (lin-11 genomic)+pVH10.17
(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx160[pGF50 (lin-11 genomic)+pVH10.17(odr-
2::CFP)], bhEx167[pGLC93(lin-11-int7p-98bp::GFP)+pVH10.17(odr-
2::CFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx168[pGLC93 (lin-11-int7p-98bp::GFP)
+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx176[pGLC92(lin-11-in-
t3p::lin-11cDNA)+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx177[pGLC87 (lin-
11-int7p::lin-11cDNA)+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)],
bhEx189[pGLC116(lin-11-int3p-382bp::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-
2::DsRed)+unc-119(+)], bhEx190[pGLC116(lin-11-int3p-382bp::
GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::DsRed)+unc-119(+)], bhEx202[pGLC102
(odr-2b::dsRED)+pVH10.17 (odr-2::CFP)], bhEx203[pGLC87(lin-11-
int7p::lin-11cDNA)+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx204[pGLC87
(lin-11-int7p::lin-11cDNA)+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx211[pGLC
92(lin-11-int3p::lin-11cDNA)+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx213[pG
LC61(Cbr-lin-11-int3p::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::DsRed)], bhEx214[p
GLC61(Cbr-lin-11-int3p::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::DsRed)], bhEx215
[pGLC65(lin-11-int7p-598bp::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::DsRed)], bhEx
216[pGLC65(lin-11-int7p-598bp::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::DsRed)],
bhEx228[pGLC122(lin-11-int3p-348bp:: GFP)+pGLC132(lin-11-int
3p::DsRed)], bhEx229[pGLC122(lin-11-int3p-348bp::GFP)+pGLC
132(lin-11-int3p::DsRed)], bhEx234[pGLC92(lin-11-int3p::lin-11c
DNA)+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx235[pGLC92(lin-11-int3p::lin-
11cDNA)+pVH10.17(odr-2::CFP)], bhEx241[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::
GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::dsRed)], bhEx243[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::GF
P)+pGLC102(odr-2::dsRed)], bhEx249[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::GFP)
+pGLC102(odr-2::dsRed)], bhEx250[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::GFP)+
pGLC102(odr-2::dsRed)], bhEx251[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::GFP)+pGL
C102(odr-2::dsRed)], crh-1(tz2), ceh-2(ch4), ceh-6(gk679), ces-
1(n703), fax-1(gm83), lin-15b(n744), skn-1(ok2315); nT1[qIs51],
sox-3(ok510), tbx-2(ut180), uIs60(unc-119::sid-1, unc-119::YFP).

C. briggsae: Wild-type AF16, bhEx197[pGLC61(Cbr-lin-11-
int3p::GFP)+unc-119(+)], bhEx200[pGLC61(Cbr-lin-11-int3p::GFP)
+unc-119(+)], bhEx205[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-
2::DsRed)], bhEx206[pGLC59(lin-11-int3p::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::
DsRed)], bhEx207[pGLC59(lin-11-int3p::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::Ds
Red)], bhEx208[pGLC58(lin-11-int7p::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-2::Ds
Red)], bhEx217[pGLC116(lin-11-int3p-382bp::GFP)+pGLC102(odr-
2::DsRed)], bhEx218[pGLC116(lin-11-int3p-382bp::GFP)+pGL-
C102(odr-2::DsRed)], bhEx219[pGLC60(Cbr-lin-11-int7p::GFP)+pG-
LC102(odr-2::DsRed)], bhEx220[pGLC60(Cbr-lin-11-int7p::GFP)+p-
GLC102(odr-2::DsRed)], bhEx227[pGLC93(lin-11-int7p-98bp::GF-
P)+pGLC102(odr-2::DsRed)].

2.2. RNAi

RNAi was performed using the Ahringer lab bacterial feeding
library. The protocol has been previously described (Timmons and
Fire, 1998). All experiments were repeated at least three times, and
batches with similar results were pooled and analyzed. Two controls,
empty vector L4440 and GFP knockdown, were used in all batches.
Synchronized L1 larvae were fed with bacteria containing double-
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stranded RNA. Worms were synchronized as follows: gravid adults
were treated with a hypochlorite solution for 4–5 min. Embryos were
washed five times with M9 and allowed to hatch for 16–30 h at 20°
with gentle agitation. The sid-1 RNAi-hypersensitive strain, which
expresses sid-1 under the control of the unc-119 promoter (bhEx202),
was also used. This strain increases the efficiency of RNAi knockdown
in the nervous system (Calixto et al., 2010).

2.3. Molecular biology and transgenics

The transgenic animals carrying extrachromosomal arrays were
generated using a standard microinjection technique (Mello et al.,
1991). C. elegans unc-119 (Maduro and Pilgrim, 1995) was used as a
rescue marker in most cases. pVH10.17 (odr-2::CFP) and pVH13.05
(glr-1::DsRed), kindly provided by the Hutter lab, were used as
neuronal markers. The plasmid pGF50 is a 19.5 kb subclone of the
ID6 cosmid, which contains the entire lin-11 coding region and
regulatory sequences (Freyd, 1991).

We found earlier that both introns 3 and 7 contain enhancer as well
as promoter sequences since they are capable of activating GFP
reporter when cloned into a Fire lab ‘promoter-less’ vector (from
June 1995 kit). Therefore expression studies involving full-length
intronic sequences were performed using pPD95-series vectors.
However, fragments of the introns were sub-cloned into the ‘enhan-
cer-assay’ vector pPD107.94 because they lacked endogenous promoter
and were unable to activate reporter expression on their own.

The following plasmids were made as part of this study. The
concentrations of plasmids ranged from 20 ng/μl to 60 ng/μl. The
total injection mix was less than 200 ng/μl. To eliminate an array-
specific bias in GFP expression or phenotypic rescue studies, more than
one transgenic line per construct was examined, and one line with a
typical pattern was studied in detail.

pGLC58 (lin-11-int-7p::GFP). A 1388 bp fragment of C. elegans lin-
11 containing the full-length intron 7 sequence was amplified using
the primers 5′-caacttgcatgcgagacaggactcaacatgagag′-3′ and 5′-
ggtcttctgcagcgggattgacgatatcctccaa-3′ and digested with SphI and
PstI. This fragment was cloned into the Fire vector pPD95.67.
pGLC59 (lin-11-int-3p::GFP). A 1355 bp fragment of C. elegans lin-
11 containing the full-length intron 3 sequence was amplified using
the primers 5′-aggcatgccaggctaagcctcttctc-3′ and 5′-atctgcaggaca-
cacgaatcgattgccttcc-3′ and digested with SphI and PstI. This frag-
ment was cloned into the Fire vector pPD95.73.
pGLC60 (Cbr-lin-11-int-7p::GFP). A 996 bp fragment of C. brigg-
sae lin-11 containing the full-length intron 7 sequence was amplified
using the primers 5′-ccaagcttgggctgaacatgagagtcattcag-3′ and 5′-
atctgcagccaccgtatcgaagctgtttc-3′ and digested with PstI and HindIII.
This fragment was cloned into the Fire vector pPD95.67.
pGLC61 (Cbr-lin-11-int-3p::GFP). A 1381 bp fragment of C. brigg-
sae lin-11 containing full-length intron 3 amplified using the
primers 5′-ctgcatgctacgggtgatcaggtgagaatctc-3′ and 5′-tgctgcag-
gagtcgatgttttggtagccg-3′. The fragment was digested with SphI and
PstI and cloned into the Fire vector pPD95.73.
pGLC65 (lin-11-int-7p-500bp::GFP). A 500 bp fragment of C.
elegans lin-11 containing part of the intron 7 sequence was
amplified using the primers 5′-caacttaagcttgagacaggactcaacatgagag-
3′ and 5′-gttgcatgcttctctcccttgaccactca-3′. The fragment was digested
with HindIII and cloned into the Fire vector pPD107.94.
pGLC66 (lin-11-int-7p::GFP). A 986 bp fragment of C. elegans lin-
11 containing part of the intron 7 sequence was amplified using the
primers 5′-atcaagcttggttgtgtttagagagctatacg-3′ and 5′-
ggtcttgcatgccgggattgacgatatcctccaa-3′ and digested with HindIII
and SphI. This fragment was cloned into the Fire vector pPD107.94.
pGLC67 (lin-11-int-7p::GFP). A 1307 bp fragment of C. elegans lin-
11 containing part of the intron 7 sequence was amplified using the
primers 5′-caacttgcatgcgagacaggactcaacatgagag-3′ and 5′-cacctgca-

gaatggaaatttatttggaaaacaaattaatggag-3′ and digested with SphI and
PstI. This fragment was cloned into the Fire vector pPD95.69.
pGLC87 (lin-11-int7p::lin-11cDNA). Full-length C. elegans lin-11
cDNA was obtained by digesting the plasmid pYK452F7-1 (Gupta
and Sternberg, 2002) with PstI and SpeI. A 3.1 kb piece was
subcloned into the plasmid pGLC67.
pGLC92 (lin-11-int3p::lin-11cDNA). Full-length C. elegans lin-11
cDNA was obtained by digesting pYK452F7-1 plasmid (Gupta and
Sternberg, 2002) with PstI and SpeI. A 3.1 kb fragment was
subcloned into the plasmid pGLC59.
pGLC93 (lin-11-int-7p-98bp::GFP). A 98 bp fragment of C. elegans
lin-11 intron 7 sequence was amplified using the primers 5′-
gatgaagcttggttgtgtttagagagc-3′ and 5′-aatgcatgctctctcccttgaccactc-3′
and digested with SphI and HindIII. This fragment was cloned into
the Fire vector pPD136.64.
pGLC116 (lin-11-int-3p-382bp::GFP). A 382 bp fragment of C.
elegans lin-11 intron 3 sequence was amplified using the primers
5′-atagcatgccttgaatgtgtccccatcat-3′ and 5′-tatttattcattattttgaagt-
caatcggtcgactat-3′ and digested with SphI and SalI. This fragment
was cloned into the Fire vector pPD107.94.
pGLC122 (lin-11-int-3p-348bp::GFP). A 348 bp fragment of C.
elegans lin-11 intron 3 sequence was amplified using the primers
5′-aatcgcatgccttgaatgtgtccccatcatgagcccctgtcagttgcacctgcctcttaccga-
gagctctctaccactcgttttcttgaatagaagatgtcact-3′ and 5′-tatttattcattatttt-
gaagtcaatcggtcgactat-3′ and digested with SphI and SalI. This
fragment was cloned into the Fire vector pPD107.94.

2.4. Microscopy

Worms were mounted on 3% agar pads using 0.03% sodium azide
as an anesthetic. DIC and fluorescence microscopy was performed
using Nikon Eclipse 80i and Zeiss ApoTome2 microscopes. Images
were captured with Hamamatsu ORCA-ER and Zeiss AxioImager D1
digital cameras and processed using the software Nikon NIS-Elements
version 2.0 and Zeiss Zen version 2.0.

2.5. Behavioral assays

The experimental setup for the electrotaxis assay has been pre-
viously described (Rezai et al., 2010; Salam et al., 2013). Stage-
synchronized animals were obtained by hypochlorite treatment.
Briefly, gravid hermaphrodites were grown at 20 °C and were treated
for 4–5 min with a hypochlorite solution containing commercial bleach
and 4 N NaOH (3:2 ratio). Embryos were washed five times with M9
and then allowed to hatch in M9 buffer overnight. The L1s were placed
on NG-agar plates and grown until adulthood (60 h at 20 °C). The
young adults of N2, lin-11(n389) and bhEx176 (lin-11-int3p::lin-
11cDNA) with no eggs were selected for assays. The DC electric field
was activated, and each animal was allowed to travel a minimum
distance of 5000 µm. Electrotaxis responses of worms were recorded
using a video camera. Ten or more animals were scored for each strain;
for each animal, the response was monitored for 2–9 min and for up to
45,000 µm total distance. NIH ImageJ software was used to analyze the
videos and to manually calculate the speed of each animal. Up to three
turning events were used to determine the average response of each
animal.

Single-worm thermotaxis assays were performed as previously
described (Mori and Ohshima, 1995). Stage-synchronized L1 animals
were placed on NG-agar plates and allowed to grow for two generations
at 20 °C. Young adults of the F2 generation were placed on the outer
edge of assay plates (one worm per plate). Prior to transferring the
worm, the plate was kept on top of a vial of frozen acetic acid (2.7 cm in
diameter) for an hour to establish a temperature gradient. The move-
ment track of the animal was manually recorded and analyzed using
three concentric circles drawn on the back of the plate, corresponding
to different temperature zones (coldest in the innermost, cultivation
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temperature in the middle ring, and near room temperature in the
outermost ring).

2.6. Bioinformatics

The lin-11 intronic sequences from C. elegans, C. briggsae, C.
brenneri and C. remanei were aligned using MussaGL (version 1.1.0)
(http://woldlab.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/mussa). The conservation
threshold was set at a minimum of 70% (21 per 30-nucleotide sliding
window) and a maximum of 90% (27 per 30-nucleotide sliding
window).

To identify putative TF genes for introns 3 and 7, we used the CIS-
BP database software (http://cisbp.ccbr.utoronto.ca/TFTools.php)
(Weirauch et al., 2014). See Table 1 in Amon and Gupta (submitted
for publication) for a list of predicted genes.

3. Results

LIN-11 is required for the proper specification of a subset of
amphid neurons in C. elegans (Hobert et al., 1998; Sarafi-Reinach
et al., 2001). We set out to identify regulatory regions in lin-11 and
trans-acting factors required for this specification. Previously, we
demonstrated that the lin-11 promoter contains distinct sequences
required for response to the Wnt and LIN-12/Notch pathways in the
developing vulva and uterine π lineage cells, respectively (Gupta and
Sternberg, 2002; Marri and Gupta, 2009; Newman et al., 1999).
However, this fragment, which contains the entire intergenic region
between lin-11 and the upstream gene, did not drive expression in
amphid neurons.

3.1. lin-11 expression in amphid neurons is regulated by enhancers
located within introns 3 and 7

To identify additional, neuronal-specific regulatory elements, we
focused on the two largest introns of lin-11, intron 3 (termed ‘int3’) and
intron 7 (termed ‘int7’). These introns were part of the genomic
fragments of lin-11 that showed enhancer activities in neurons in
transgene expression experiments (B. Gupta and P. Sternberg, unpub-
lished). Therefore in this study we used full-length intronic sequences
to characterize GFP expression patterns in detail. Transgenic C.
elegans stable lines carrying lin-11-int3p::GFP and lin-11-
int7p::GFP transgenes were generated, and GFP expression was
analyzed in more than one independently isolated line (see Section
2). Examination of stable lines revealed that both lin-11-int3p::GFP
and lin-11-int7p::GFP animals show distinct patterns of neuronal GFP
expression.

The lin-11-int3p::GFP (pGLC59) transgenic lines that contain the
entire intron 3 sequence showed GFP reporter expression in seven
neurons at the larval stage L4. These include two sensory neurons
(ADL and ADF), four interneurons (AVJ, RIC, AIZ, and RIF) and one
pioneer interneuron (AVG) (see below). Expression was also detected
in embryos. Because some of the lin-11 neurons are specified in the
embryo, lin-11::GFP was expected to be expressed in these neurons
during their specification. Consistent with this, GFP fluorescence was
observed as early as in the pre-gastrula stage in the presumptive head
and tail regions (Fig. 1A and B). By the 3-fold embryonic stage,
fluorescence could be seen in neuronal cells in the anterior region
(Fig. 1E and F). Specific neurons were identified in larval stages based
on their stereotypic positions and morphologies (see Fig. 1I and K for a
mid-L4 stage animal). GFP fluorescence in ADL, ADF and AVJ was
very strong and observed in almost all animals (Figs. 1I and 2A).
Fluorescence was less frequently observed in RIC and AIZ and was
rarely seen in RIF and AVG (Figs. 1 and 2). This pattern of lin-11-
int3p::GFP expression agrees with what has been reported earlier by
others using different transgenic strains (Hobert et al., 1998; Sarafi-
Reinach et al., 2001; Yamada et al., 2012). Overall, these results show

that intron 3 plays an important role in regulating lin-11 expression in
several amphid neurons.

Unlike intron 3, intron 7-driven GFP reporter expression in C.
elegans lin-11-int7p::GFP (pGLC58) transgenic animals was observed
in fewer cells. Fluorescence was first detected in two head neurons in
post-gastrulating embryos; based on reporter gene expression, one of
those neurons is likely to be AVG (Fig. 3A and B). The identification of
this neuron as AVG in larval stages was confirmed by co-localization
with two reporters, glr-1::DsRed (Fig. 3I) and odr-2::DsRed (not
shown) (Chou et al., 2001; Maricq et al., 1995). The other unidentified
cell (Fig. 3I and K) had variable fluorescence.

Fluorescence in lin-11-int-7p::GFP animals persisted in both
neurons throughout the larval stages, but the intensity decreased with
time. Adults showed faint expression mostly in AVG. In summary,
introns 3 and 7 show significant differences in enhancer activities in
amphid neurons.

3.2. lin-11 intron 3 can promote expression of lin-11 and rescue
amphid neuron defects

Our findings that introns 3 and 7 activate reporter gene expression
in amphid neurons led us to further investigate their roles in neuronal
specification. To this end, we carried out rescue experiments using a
molecular null allele of lin-11, n389, that lacks the entire lin-11 coding
region. The lin-11(n389) animals have defects in amphid neurons and
consequently show behavioral abnormalities such as inability to sense
and remember the cultivation temperature and a lack of electrosensory
response (Hobert et al., 1998; Salam et al., 2013).

We asked whether the enhancers within these introns (3 and 7) are
capable of activating lin-11 expression and rescuing the neuronal
defect in lin-11(n389) animals. To address this, transgenic animals
carrying full-length C. elegans lin-11 cDNA under the control of
intronic sequences (pGCL92 for intron 3 and pGLC87 for intron 7)
were generated. The odr-2::CFP reporter was used as a cell fate marker
to confirm the differentiation of lin-11-expressing neurons. The
examination of CFP fluorescence in all four stable lines (see Section
2) revealed that pGLC92 was able to rescue RIF and AIZ specification
defects in a majority of animals but had no significant impact on the
AVG phenotype (Fig. 4).

In addition to the reporter assay, we tested transgenic lines for
changes in behavioral phenotypes. C. elegans exhibit the tendency to
move towards the cultivation temperature when placed in a thermal
gradient, a phenomenon known as thermotaxis (Hedgecock and
Russell, 1975; Mori and Ohshima, 1995). This thermotactic response
depends upon input from two opposing temperature-sensing pathways
and is mediated by the interneurons AIZ and AIY (Mori and Ohshima,
1995). The lin-11 mutants are thermophilic due to the failure of AIZ
specification (Hobert et al., 1998). Unlike wild-type animals, which
spend most of their time in the region of the cultivation temperature
(79%, n=56), very few lin-11(n389) animals did so (24%, n=52)
(Fig. 5). We generated animals carrying the lin-11-int-3p::lin-11
transgene in the lin-11 null (n389) genetic background and observed
a significant rescue of lin-11 defects. Specifically, 68% of animals (56/
82) showed improved thermotaxis response as judged by their ability to
migrate to the zone of the cultivation temperature. These data
demonstrate that intron 3-mediated expression of lin-11 is sufficient
to rescue the thermotactic behavior defect associated with AIZ inter-
neurons.

Next, we examined animals for changes in their electrotaxis
behavior. In the presence of a low-voltage direct-current (DC) electric
field, C. elegans moves towards the cathode (Gabel et al., 2007; Rezai
et al., 2010; Sukul and Croll, 1978). This response is mediated by
sensory neurons, including ASJ and ASH (Gabel et al., 2007). When
performed in a microfluidic channel device, the assay allows precise
measurements of speed, body bend frequency, and reversals when
exposed to the electrical stimulus (Rezai et al., 2010). We had earlier
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reported defects in the electrotactic response of lin-11(n389) animals
(Salam et al., 2013). lin-11 animals either move very slowly in the
channel or do not move at all (Fig. 6). We found that rescued lines for
lin-11 intron 3 (bhEx176) had significantly improved electrotactic
movement, in that all animals (n=11) showed robust responses to
the stimulus, with an average speed of 170 µm/s (Fig. 6). These results
show that intron 3 of lin-11 contains important regulatory sequences
for promoting lin-11 expression and the specification of the fates of
amphid neurons.

Similar to those for intron 3, phenotypic rescue experiments were
also carried out for intron 7. Examination of three different stable lines
(lin-11-int7p::lin-11cDNA, pGLC87; see Section 2) revealed no rescue
of the AVG specification defect. Specifically, odr-2::CFP fluorescence
was absent in AVG in all animals examined (n=41 for bhEx177, n=38
for bhEx203 and n=47 for bhEx204). We conclude that while intron 7
drives GFP reporter expression in AVG (Fig. 3), it does not appear to be
sufficient to promote AVG fate specification.

3.3. Analysis of C. briggsae introns reveals conservation and
divergence in enhancer function

To understand the evolutionary changes in the regulation of lin-11
in amphid neurons, we examined corresponding intronic sequences in
C. briggsae. Transgenic C. briggsae animals carrying the full-length
Cbr-lin-11 intron 7-driven GFP reporter, Cbr-lin-11-int7p::GFP
(pGLC60), were generated. The C. briggsae lin-11-int7p::GFP animals
showed an expression pattern identical to that of C. elegans lin-11-
int7p::GFP (Fig. 3). Briefly, GFP fluorescence was detected in two
neurons in post-gastrulating embryos (Fig. 3G and H). Based on the
similar morphology and position of neurons in C. elegans larvae, one of
these was identified as AVG (Fig. 3J and L). The expression in AVG
persisted in adults. We conclude that intron 7 enhancer-mediated
expression of lin-11 is conserved in both nematode species.

In contrast to intron 7 results, GFP fluorescence in C. briggsae
bhEx197 transgenic animals carrying intron 3-driven GFP reporter,
Cbr-lin-11-int3p::GFP (pGLC61), was almost always present in a

Fig. 1. Neuronal expression of lin-11 intron 3 promoter-driven GFP reporter in C. elegans and C. briggsae. (A,B,E,F,I,K) C. elegans bhEx98, (C,D,G,H,J,L) C. briggsae bhEx200. (A, B)
Several cells are showing GFP fluorescence in a C. elegans embryo. In C. briggsae (C-D) a single neuron, AVA, is visible at a comparable stage. The fluorescence intensity is higher in cells
by 3-fold (E,F) and pretzel (G-H) stages. (I-L) At least seven neurons (AVG, RIF, RIC, AIZ, AVJ, ADL and ADF) are identified in a C. elegans L4 stage larva and only one (AVA) in C.
briggsae. Scale bars are shown (panel B for A-H and panel K for I-L).
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single pair of interneurons, namely the AVA neurons (Fig. 1J). This
pattern was identical in another independently generated stable line
(bhEx200; Fig. 2B). Neuronal quantification revealed that while in
most animals (83%, n=81) expression was restricted to AVA, a small
fraction (roughly 15%) also showed expression in additional neurons
(Fig. 2B). We also performed temporal expression analysis, which
revealed that fluorescence in AVA started in early embryos prior to
gastrulation (Fig. 1C and D) and continued during later stages (see
Fig. 1G and H for a pretzel-stage animal). The fluorescence intensity
increased in larvae (Fig. 1J and L), and also persisted in adults (data
not shown). Considering that in C. elegans, intron 3 promotes reporter
gene expression in seven amphid neurons (Fig. 2A), these results show
that the intron 3-mediated neuronal regulation of lin-11 has diverged
between the two species.

3.4. Cross-species genetic analysis reveals functional divergence for
cis-encoded information in the intron 3 enhancer

The differences observed between C. elegans and C. briggsae for
the intron 3 reporters may result from changes in the intronic
sequences (cis) itself, with changes in TF binding sites, from differences
in the expression of trans-acting factors (expression of key TFs), or
both (Carroll, 2000; Gordon and Ruvinsky, 2012; Lynch and Wagner,
2008). To begin to develop some insight into the factors that mediated
this evolutionary change, reciprocal transformations (swapping) of the
regulatory sequences were carried out.

Transgenic C. elegans strains were generated carrying a C. briggsae
lin-11-int3p::GFP construct. GFP expression analysis of two such
independent lines (bhEx213 and bhEx214) revealed bright fluores-
cence in ADL, ADF, AVJ and RIC (henceforth termed ‘lin-11 primary’
neurons) (Figs. 2D and 7A and C). The three neurons (AIZ, RIF and
AVG) that were observed earlier at a lower frequency in C. elegans lines

expressing GFP under the control of endogenous intron 3 promoter
(lin-11-int3p::GFP) (Figs. 1I and K and 2D) were not visible in any of
the bhEx213 and bhEx214 animals (Fig. 2C). This pattern, combined
with a lack of expression in AVA, allows us to conclude that the Cbr-lin-
11-intron 3 enhancer contains elements to promote expression in C.
elegans lin-11 primary neurons. These data suggest an evolutionary
change in trans-acting factors in C. briggsae to regulate intron 3-
mediated lin-11 expression in amphid neurons.

If the above model of the evolution of trans-acting factors holds
true, then we should expect that C. elegans intron 3 will promote
expression in AVA when introduced into C. briggsae. To test this, we
generated C. briggsae strains carrying C. elegans lin-11-int3p::GFP
sequences (bhEx206 and bhEx207). The earliest reporter expression
was detected in several cells in embryos (data not shown). During larval
stages, fluorescence was localized to lin-11 primary neurons (Fig. 7B
and D). No fluorescence was observed in AIZ, RIF, or AVG. Two
different stable lines showed a similar pattern of expression (Fig. 2C).
Such a neuronal pattern cannot be explained solely by trans-factor
evolution and is most likely caused by changes in both cis and trans
regulation. Thus, C. briggsae intron 3 may have acquired regulatory
sequences for AVA-specific expression.

3.5. Introns 3 and 7 contain evolutionarily conserved sequences

The results presented thus far demonstrate that introns 3 and 7
play important roles in the specification of amphid neurons in C.
elegans and C. briggsae. To further understand how these non-coding
regions regulate lin-11 expression in C. elegans, we searched for
evolutionarily conserved sequences that may be recognized by tran-
scription factors and function in a cell-specific manner. It is important
to note that lin-11 coding regions are highly conserved between C.
elegans and C. briggsae and can be easily aligned (75–90% nucleotide

Fig. 2. Quantification of lin-11 intron 3-driven GFP reporter fluorescing neurons in C. elegans and C. briggsae. Two transgenic strains were examined for each reporter construct. (A)
GFP fluorescence in C. elegans is predominantly seen in ADL, ADF and AVJ, followed by RIC and AIZ (n=41 for bhEx97 and 34 for bhEx98). Two other neurons, AVG and RIF, are
observed in very few animals. (B) The corresponding intronic region from C. briggsae activates GFP transgene expression in C. briggsae in a single neuron, AVA (n=45 for bhEx197 and
36 for bhEx200). Occasionally animals show expression in other amphid neurons as well. (C, D) expression patterns are qualitatively similar to that in A (n=53 for bhEx206 and 45 for
bhEx207, n=46 for bhEx213 and 56 for bhEx214).
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identity for each exon, using Wormbase and NCBI BLAST tools)
(Sharanya et al., 2012).

Intronic sequences from four Elegans subgroup species, C. elegans,
C. briggsae, C. remanei and C. brenneri, were evaluated using
MussaGL (multi-species sequence analysis; http://mussa.caltech.edu/
mussa). MussaGL is an N-way sequence comparison algorithm that
integrates similarities among three or more genomes, taking family
relationships into consideration (Brown et al., 2002). MussaGL
produces orientation-independent maps that highlight domains of
similarity between the sequences, indicating the uniqueness of
potential regulatory elements (http://mussa.caltech.edu/mussa). This
alignment tool has previously been used successfully to identify
conserved enhancer elements in many genes, including lin-11, lin-39
and ceh-13 (Kuntz et al., 2008; Marri and Gupta, 2009). The MussaGL
alignments of lin-11 intronic sequences revealed several conserved
regions in both introns (Fig. 8A). Specifically, three stretches (referred
to as C3-1, C3-2, and C3-3) were observed in intron 3 using a threshold
of 80% identity within 30-nucleotide sliding windows (see Section 2)

(Fig. 8B). The C3-3 block is the largest conserved region (55 bp),
followed by C3-1 (41 bp) and C3-2 (35 bp).

Similar 4-way alignments of intron 7 revealed two closely located
conserved regions C7-1 and C7-2 that are 43 bp and 31 bp long,
respectively (Fig. 8). Overall, multi-species sequence alignments of
both introns identified five blocks of conserved sequences that may play
important roles in lin-11 regulation in neurons. In the next section, we
describe experiments that test the in vivo functions of sequences
corresponding to these regions.

3.6. Dissection of introns 3 and 7 reveals regulatory elements that
include conserved regions

The C3-1 block overlaps with a region that was previously shown to
activate GFP expression in the ADL, ADF, RIC and AIZ neurons
(Yamada et al., 2012). To determine whether C3-1 possesses enhancer
activity in any of these neurons, transgenic animals were generated
carrying a GFP reporter under the control of a 382 bp fragment of

Fig. 3. Neuronal expression of lin-11 intron 7 promoter-driven GFP reporter in C. elegans and C. briggsae. (A,B,E,F,I,K) C. elegans bhIs8, (C,D,G,H,J,K) C. briggsae bhEx219. (A-D)
GFP fluorescence is clearly visible in AVG in an early stage embryo. (E-H) By 3-fold stage an additional neuron is also visible (marked with arrows). (I-L) Expression pattern during the
L4 larval stage remains unchanged. glr-1::DsRed expressing neurons (orange) are also visible. Arrows mark an additional unknown neuron. Scale bars are shown (panel B for A-H and
panel K for I-L).
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intron 3 (Fig. 9A). GFP expression in transgenic animals was observed
in a single neuron pair, the RIC neurons (Figs. 9A and 10A, C and F). A
similar expression pattern was also observed when the reporter was
introduced into C. briggsae (Fig. 10B, D and F). As expected, deleting
the C3-1 region resulted in a lack of fluorescence in RIC (Fig. 9A)
(n=68 for bhEx228 and n=53 for bhEx229 in C. elegans), demonstrat-
ing the functional importance of these sequences in RIC specification.

The intron 7 was dissected into two overlapping fragments, each
driving a GFP reporter (pGLC65 and pGLC66 in Fig. 9B). pGLC65
carries both conserved regions, i.e., C7-1 and C7-2. Examination of
pGLC65 transgenic animals revealed GFP fluorescence in two neurons,
namely AVG and RIF. The fluorescence in AVG was comparatively
brighter and seen in many animals (55%, n=65), but RIF fluorescence
was observed at a much lower frequency (34%, n=65). Another

unidentified neuron was also faintly visible in a few animals (data
not shown). The pGLC66 transgenic animals showed no detectable
expression (Fig. 9B), although a 98 bp fragment from this region
(pGLC93, Fig. 9B) that overlaps with pGLC65 showed strong fluores-
cence in RIF neurons in almost all transgenic animals (Fig. 10E and G).
Since RIF is not detected in animals carrying full-length intron 7
enhancer, it is plausible that pGLC66 region contains sequences to
inhibit such ectopic reporter expression.

In conclusion, our enhancer dissection experiments together with
sequence alignments have identified conserved regions in both intron 3
and intron 7 that are involved in regulating lin-11 expression in subsets
of amphid neurons.

3.7. Multiple transcription factors are involved in regulating
neuronal expression of lin-11

Identification of functionally important regions in introns 3 and 7,
as well as the presence of conserved sequences, led us to investigate the
genetic network of lin-11 regulation. To this end, we searched for
putative TF that may act through intronic sequences to regulate lin-11
transcription. Two different searches were performed, CIS-BP bioinfor-
matics tool (http://cisbp.ccbr.utoronto.ca) for known TF binding sites
within the conserved blocks C3-1, C7-1 and C7-2, and modENCODE
ChIP-Seq data (http://www.modencode.org) for factors that show
significant binding to specific regions of introns. Altogether, we
identified 90 unique candidate TFs that include 35 for C3-1, 37 for
C7-1, and 46 for C7-2 (Table 1, Fig. 11A) [also see Table 1 in Amon and
Gupta (Submitted for publication)]. The TFs from the modENCODE
dataset are predominantly for intron 7 (See Table 1 in Amon and Gupta
(Submitted for publication)). To investigate the potential roles of a
subset of these TFs in lin-11 regulation, we examined changes in lin-
11::GFP expression following inactivation of their function using
mutation and RNAi approaches.

Of the 35 CIS-BP TF gene candidates for intron 3, we tested the
requirements of seven (ceh-2, ceh-6, crh-1, fax-1, skn-1, sox-3, and
tbx-2) that had high consensus binding scores (See Table 1 in Amon
and Gupta (Submitted for publication)) and are expressed in head

Fig. 4. Rescue of neuronal defects by lin-11 intron 3-driven lin-11 cDNA (lin-11-
int3p::lin-11cDNA) and full length lin-11 genomic region (pGF50). The odr-2::CFP
expression in four neurons (AVG, RIF, AIZ and ASG) was quantified. While pGL50
animals were fully rescued for all four neurons (n=42), the lin-11-int-3p::11cDNA
animals showed RIF, AIZ and ASG in most cases (n=30). Statistically significant
responses are marked with stars (Student t-test, **: p value < 0.01, ***: p value < 0.001).

Fig. 6. Box plot showing the electrotaxis speed of wild-type N2, lin-11 intron 3 rescued
lin-11(n389); bhEx176 and lin-11(n389) animals. The line inside each box marks the
median of data sample, with lower and upper ends representing the 25th and 75th
quartile, respectively. Median is zero for lin-11(n389). The vertical lines represent the
spread of data. The speed of rescued animals has improved compared to lin-11(n389),
although it is still slower than wild type. Statistically significant responses are marked
with stars (Mann-Whitney U test, **: p value < 0.01).

Fig. 5. Rescue of lin-11 thermotaxis defect by lin-11 intron 3-driven lin-11 cDNA.
Animals were placed in one of three temperature zones: low (preference for lower than
cultivated temperature), normal (preference for cultivated temperature), and high
(preference for higher than cultivated temperature). The lin-11 rescued animals lin-
11(n389); bhEx176 behave similar to wild type (N2) control. The number of animals
examined were 58 for N2, 58 for lin-11(n389), and 56 for lin-11(n389); bhEx176.
Statistically significant responses are marked with stars (Student t-test, *: p value < 0.05).
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neurons (Aspock et al., 2003; Burglin and Ruvkun, 2001; Kimura et al.,
2002; Miyahara et al., 2004; Much et al., 2000; Vidal et al., 2015).
These represent members of the homeobox family (ceh-2 and ceh-6), a
CREB homolog (crh-1), a nuclear hormone receptor family (fax-1), a
bZIP family/NRF homolog (skn-1), the HMG-box family/mammalian
SRY-box (sox-3) and the T-box-like family (tbx-2) (Haerty et al., 2008;
Reece-Hoyes et al., 2005).

The full-length lin-11-int3p::GFP stable line (bhEx98) was crossed
into each of the TF-mutant strains, and neuronal cells were examined.
Quantification of GFP fluorescence revealed that ceh-2(ch4), fax-
1(gm83), sox-2(ok510) and tbx-2(ut180) animals showed no obvious
changes in the lin-11-int3p::GFP pattern (Fig. 11B). However, the
remaining three TF-mutant strains, skn-1(ok2315), ceh-6(gk679) and
crh-1(tz2), showed significantly higher frequencies of some of the GFP-
fluorescing amphid neurons compared to the controls (Fig. 11B). In a
few cases, we observed ectopically fluorescing neurons whose identities
could not be determined. In the case of skn-1 mutants, this phenotype
was particularly striking, as almost all animals showed at least two
ectopically fluorescing neurons (94%; n=54). These results suggest that
skn-1, ceh-6 and crh-1 negatively regulate lin-11 expression to
promote neuronal differentiation in C. elegans.

Of the 76 candidate TF genes that are predicted to regulate lin-11
expression via the intron 7 enhancer (CIS-BP and modENCODE, see
Table 1 in Amon and Gupta (Submitted for publication)), we tested the
involvement of seven by RNAi (Table 1). We found that knocking down
ces-1 (C2H2 zinc finger/Snail family) by RNAi caused significantly
fewer animals to show GFP fluorescence in AVG (40% reduction, n=20,
p < 0.01). A similar observation was also made in ces-1(n703) animals
(50% reduction, n=30, p < 0.01 value, Fig. 12). Interestingly, the
predicted ces-1 binding site (snail-family consensus sequence
RCAGGTG) (Metzstein and Horvitz, 1999) is located within the C7-1
region, although it was not identified by CIS-BP. Considering that C7-1
maps within the AVG enhancer of intron 7 (pGLC65, Fig. 9B), CES-1
may act via C7-1 to regulate lin-11 expression.

4. Discussion

This study focuses on the regulation of a LIM-HOX gene, lin-11, in
the C. elegans nervous system and on evolutionary divergence between
C. elegans and C. briggsae. Although lin-11 was previously shown to be
necessary for the differentiation of amphid neurons (Hobert et al.,
1998; Sarafi-Reinach et al., 2001), the mechanism of its spatiotemporal
regulation was unknown. Our work has identified enhancer regions

Fig. 7. Analysis of lin-11 intron 3-driven GFP reporter expression in transgenic animals following reciprocal transformations. (A, C) Cbr-lin-11-int3p::GFP bhEx214 in C. elegans, (B,
D) lin-11-int3p::GFP bhEx206 in C. briggsae. In all cases four neurons (ADL, ADF, AVJ and RIC) are observed in transgenic animals. See Fig. 2 for quantification of GFP fluorescence.
Scale bar is shown in panel D.

Fig. 8. (A) Schematic drawings of lin-11 ORF and conserved blocks in introns 3 and 7
revealed by multi-species sequence alignments. Cel: C. elegans, Cbr: C. briggsae, Cre: C.
remanei, Cbn: C. brenneri, (B) The conserved blocks in intron 3 and intron 7 along with
their sequences are shown.

Fig. 9. Dissection of lin-11 introns 3 and 7 to identify neuronal cell enhancers. The
horizontal lines (not drawn to scale) represent intronic fragments used in GFP reporter
expression studies. The black boxes represent conserved sequence blocks described in
Fig. 8. The presence (+) or absence (-) of GFP fluorescence in neurons is indicated.
pGLC59 and pGLC58 plasmids that contain entire intron 3 and intron 7 sequences,
respectively.
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located within introns 3 and 7 of lin-11. The intron 3 enhancer is
necessary and sufficient for lin-11 function in amphid neurons as
judged by the expression of molecular markers and rescue of behavior-
al defects. Interestingly, our comparative studies in C. briggsae
revealed that the function of intron 3 has diverged, indicating
differences in the mechanism of neuronal differentiation between C.
elegans and C. briggsae. Finally, we have identified four transcription
factors (skn-1, ceh-6, crh-1 and ces-1) that play important roles in
mediating lin-11 expression in C. elegans amphid neurons.

4.1. Neuronal expression of lin-11 is regulated by enhancers located
within intronic regions

Mutations in lin-11 were previously recovered in genetic screens for
genes that are involved in the development of the reproductive system
(Ferguson and Horvitz, 1985). Subsequently, lin-11 was also shown to
play roles in neuronal differentiation (Ferguson and Horvitz, 1985;
Garriga et al., 1993; Hobert et al., 1998; Sarafi-Reinach et al., 2001).
lin-11 mutants exhibit behavioral defects due to abnormalities in
neuronal cell fates. For example, the animals are thermophilic, i.e.,
they prefer higher temperature due to the failure of AIZ interneurons to

differentiate correctly (Hobert et al., 1998). In addition, they also
exhibit an electrosensory defect that is reflected in their inability to
sense the direction of direct-current (DC) electric field (Salam et al.,
2013). Consistent with these findings, lin-11 is expressed in several
amphid neurons (Hobert et al., 1998; Sarafi-Reinach et al., 2001).

Despite its important role in the nervous system, how lin-11 is
regulated in specific neuronal cell types during development is not
understood. To address this question, we studied the enhancers and
upstream transcriptional regulators of lin-11. Based on previous work
by other groups as well as our own, we reasoned that the larger introns
of lin-11 may be important for amphid neuronal expression. In this
work, we report that introns 3 and 7 contain regulatory elements that
mediate lin-11 expression in multiple neuronal cells. While the role of
intron 3 in neuronal cells (ADL, ADF, AVJ, RIC and AIZ) was
previously reported by Yamada and colleagues (Yamada et al., 2012),
we have found that intron 7 is specific for a single pioneer neuron,
AVG. We observed interesting temporal differences between lin-11-
int3p::GFP and lin-11-int7p::GFP expression. The earliest GFP fluor-
escence in both these reporter lines was detected in late embryogenesis.
In the case of intron 3, the fluorescence continued to become brighter
with age and was also present in adults. However, intron 7 showed the

Fig. 10. Enhancer activities of lin-11 intron sub-clones. (A, C, E, G) C. elegans and (B, D) C. briggsae. In panels A-D lin-11 intron 3 reporter (pGLC116, 382 bp intron 3 subclone)
fluorescence is in green and odr-2 in yellow. In E and G, intron 7 reporter (pGLC93, 98 bp intron 7 subclone) is in yellow and odr-2 reporter in cyan. (A,C) bhEx189 animals carrying
pGLC116 plasmid show fluorescence in a pair of RIC neurons. (B, D) Same pattern is observed in bhEx218C. briggsae animals carrying pGLC116. (E, G) The 98 bp region (pGLC93) that
overlaps with pGLC65 and pGLC66 activates reporter expression specifically in a pair of RIF neurons. (F) Roughly 40% of C. elegans and C. briggsae transgenic animals show GFP
fluorescence in RIC. Scale bar is shown in panel G.

Table 1
Predicted and experimentally validated TF genes that regulate lin-11 expression in amphid neurons.

Intron Source Number of TF genes Validated TF genes TF genes affecting reporter expression

Intron 3 (C3-1) CIS-BP 35 ceh-2, ceh-6, crh-1, fax-1, skn-1, sox-3, tbx-2 ceh-6, crh-1, skn-1
Intron 7 (C7-1 and C7-2) CIS-BP 71 blmp-1, lin-39, mab-5, mec-3 –

Intron 7 modENCODE 8 blmp-1, ces-1, ham-1, nfya-1 ces-1
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opposite trend in GFP intensity, i.e., neuronal cells were brighter early
on but became almost completely invisible in adults. Thus, the
temporal requirements for these two introns in mediating lin-11
function in neuronal differentiation appear to differ.

To further extend the reporter gene expression studies, we carried
out functional rescue experiments. These results showed that intron 3-
driven expression of lin-11 cDNA can successfully rescue neuronal as
well as behavioral defects. Thus, transgenic animals displayed normal
electrosensory and thermosensory responses. It has been previously
shown that ASH and ASJ are important for electrotactic behavior
(Gabel et al., 2007), and although these neurons were not observed in
our transgenic lines, it is worth noting that lin-11::GFP strains carrying
the entire lin-11 open reading frame are reported to have faint and
occasional expression in ASH (Sarafi-Reinach et al., 2001). Thus, it is
possible that lin-11 is expressed in ASH below the detectable limit in
our strains. Unlike intron 3, intron 7 failed to show any rescuing
activity, suggesting that it may cooperate with other enhancer elements
(e.g., intron 3) to ensure proper function of lin-11 in AVG. Overall, our
findings have revealed the involvement of multiple regulatory regions
in lin-11-mediated neuronal function. Finally, it should be mentioned
that Sarafi-Reinach and colleagues (Sarafi-Reinach et al., 2001) had
reported at least three additional neurons beyond those described in
this study, namely ASH (mechano- and chemosensory), AVE (inter-
neuron) and ASG (chemosensory), in transgenic animals expressing a
GFP reporter under the control of the entire lin-11 genomic region. It
may be that these neurons are also fluorescing in our transgenic lines

but at levels too faint to be detectable. Alternatively, additional
regulatory sequences, beyond those in introns 3 and 7, may be
required. Future studies are needed to investigate these possibilities
in order to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanism of lin-11
transcriptional regulation in neuronal differentiation processes.

4.2. Evolution of lin-11 regulation in amphid neurons

The work described here provides for the first time a detailed
analysis of lin-11 regulation in the nervous system of two
Caenorhabditis species. Our results show that both intron 3 and 7
possess enhancer elements, and there are differences in intron 3-
mediated lin-11 expression between the two species.

The lin-11 promoter-driven reporter gene expression in C. briggsae
shows interesting similarities and differences from C. elegans. While
intron 7 functions in a conserved manner in AVG, the role of intron 3
has diverged. We have also uncovered a novel AVA-specific expression
in C. briggsae intron 3 transgenic lines, providing evidence for an
evolutionary change in the regulation of lin-11 between the two
species. To further explore differences in intron 3-mediated lin-11
regulation, we examined the expression of a C. briggsae lin-11-
int3p::GFP construct in C. elegans. Additionally, we carried out the
complementary experiment by transforming C. briggsae with C.
elegans lin-11-int3p::GFP. We expected that if differences in intron
3-driven regulation are caused by cis changes, then a single neuron,
i.e., AVA, will be visible in C. elegans transgenic worms, whereas all

Fig. 11. Transcriptional regulation of lin-11::GFP in amphid neurons. (A) Venn diagram showing a partial overlap between CIS-BP predicted TF sites for C3-1, C7-1, and C7-2
conserved blocks of sequences. (B) Analysis of intron 3-driven GFP expression pattern in TF mutant backgrounds. The penetrance of GFP fluorescence is shown in the shades of grey. N
represents number of animals for each genotype. Stars (*) mark numbers that are statistically significant compared to the bhEx98 control (*p < 0.01, **p < 0.001).

Fig. 12. ces-1 mutants show defects in lin-11 expression in the AVG neuron. The lin-11 intron 7-driven GFP reporter in control bhIs8 transgenic animals (A) is seen in AVG and an
unknown neuron (marked with star). In ces-1(n703); bhEx241 animals (B) GFP fluorescence is absent in AVG (dotted circle area).
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seven lin-11-specific amphid neurons would be visible in C. briggsae.
However, we found that both types of transgenic worms had expression
in only four (lin-11 primary) neurons (Fig. 13). These findings are best
explained by both cis and trans evolution of lin-11 regulation. Thus,
Cel-lin-11 intron 3 is likely to contain enhancer sequences that serve as
high-affinity binding sites for trans-acting factors in C. elegans but
similar sequences in Cbr-lin-11 intron 3 may serve as poor sites in C.
briggsae, possibly due to changes in trans-acting factors. While it is
unclear how these elements might have survived in the C. briggsae
genome during evolution, one explanation could be that they have
regulatory roles since we did observe a small fraction of C. briggsae
transgenic animals showing fluorescence in lin-11 primary neurons
(~15%, see Section 3 and Fig. 2B). Although a trivial possibility could
also be that these are functionless extant DNA sequences. The
expression in AVA neurons in C. briggsae, but not in C. elegans,
may result from an acquisition of C. briggsae-specific cis elements in
Cbr-lin-11. This is supported by additional sequence alignments
involving two Caenorhabditis species, C. nigoni and C. sinica, which
are close relatives of C. briggsae (see Fig. 1 in Amon and Gupta
(Submitted for publication)). Specifically, we found certain sequence
blocks in intron 3 that are less conserved in C. elegans (e.g., see block
1, Fig. 1 panel J in Amon and Gupta (Submitted for publication),
compare with panels H and I).

Comparative studies of gene regulation in nematodes have identi-
fied several examples of cis and trans evolution of gene expression.
Ortiz and colleagues (Ortiz et al., 2006) characterized the regulation of
several guanylyl cyclase genes. They showed that while the expression
of one of these, gcy-4, in C. elegans is biased towards the ASE(R)
chemosensory neuron, its ortholog in C. briggsae is bilaterally ex-
pressed in both ASE neurons (L/R). Cross-species experiments re-
vealed that such a difference is likely to be caused by an evolutionary
change in trans-acting factors.

Two other examples from nematodes provide evidence for both
trans and cis evolution. One of these involves the regulation of
neuronal and non-neuronal genes from five different Caenorhabditis
species (Barriere and Ruvinsky, 2014). A majority of these genes (unc-
25, unc-46, unc-47, oig-1 and acr-14) are expressed in GABAergic
neurons. Sequence comparisons showed that while the coding regions
of all these genes are highly conserved, they exhibit significant
variations in cis regulatory sequences. Nonetheless, expression pat-
terns of orthologs were found to be very similar. More detailed analysis
of transgenic lines revealed subtle changes in the types of neurons that
showed reporter expression, suggesting divergence in gene regulation,
possibly both at cis and trans levels. The other study involves the Ovo
family of zinc finger transcription factors, specifically LIN-48 (Johnson
et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2004). Although lin-48 is conserved in C.
briggsae, only in C. elegans does it act in excretory duct cell formation,
for which it is regulated by CES-2 (zinc finger). By contrast, lin-48
functions in the hindgut development in both these species. The
analysis of the lin-48 hindgut enhancer revealed binding sites for
EGL-38 (PAX 2/5/8), but the relative importance of these sites has
changed.

Studies on regulatory evolution in other eukaryotes have also
provided evidence for similar changes in the mechanism of gene
expression. In one case, researchers compared two different strains
of a single species, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sung et al.,
2009). They analyzed gene expression in BY (laboratory) and RM
(wild) strains of S. cerevisiae and found that 232 genes showed
divergent expression due to both cis and trans evolutionary changes.
It was shown that while cis changes are important for expression
differences, trans changes contributing to similar variations occurred
roughly three times as frequently.

Formation of dorsal appendages (DAs) in Drosophila fruit fly
species has also involved cis-trans evolution. Soma-dependent mod-
ulations contribute to the divergence of rhomboid (rho) expression
during evolution of Drosophila eggshell morphology (Nakamura et al.,
2007). Dissection of the rho enhancer, a gene that is involved in the
formation of DAs in D. melanogaster (Dmel) and D. virilis (Dvir),
showed trans regulatory changes as revealed by the rho activation
patterns in heterologous species. Interestingly, the authors also found
evidence for cis changes that contributed to a somewhat broader
domain of rho expression (caused by extra rows of cells) in Dvir rho-
carrying D. melanogaster transgenic lines. Yet another example of cis-
trans evolution is the wing spots in the Drosophila subgroup (Werner
et al., 2010). Wings in D. guttifera fruit flies contain 16 vein-associated
spots and four inter-vein shades that are caused by activation of the
yellow enhancer (vein spot) by Wingless. The vein spot from D.
deflecta, a closely related species, directs a different pattern but when
introduced in D. guttifera, it regenerated the endogenous spots,
consistent with the trans evolution of Wingless function. In addition,
vein spot from guttifera and deflecta also appeared to have undergone
cis evolution, given that their enhancer activities appear to differ from
the corresponding region in D. melanogaster. Overall, these studies,
combined with our findings on species-specific changes in lin-11
regulation in nematodes, demonstrate that a combination of cis and
trans evolution often drives changes in gene expression, and might
have played a major role in producing developmental diversity in
eukaryotes.

4.3. Conserved enhancer elements promote lin-11 expression in
subsets of amphid neurons

We dissected introns 3 and 7 of lin-11 in order to identify the
regulatory elements that may be important for the specification of
amphid neurons. A fragment of intron 3, roughly one-third of its length
(382 bp), efficiently activated reporter gene expression in a single
neuron, RIC, suggesting that intron 3 possesses multiple distinct
enhancers that function in a neuron-specific manner and respond to
different transcription factors to promote cell differentiation. In the
case of intron 7, we uncovered at least two distinct enhancers, one of
which is located within a 98 bp region that appears to be involved in
activating lin-11 expression specifically in RIF. The AVG enhancer
resides in a 598 bp stretch that contains the C7-1 (34 bp) conserved
block (see below). It is important to note that we have not specifically
tested the enhancer activities of conserved sequences but rather
fragments that contain these sequences. Therefore, it is possible that
certain non-conserved sequences, in addition to those identified here,
may also be involved in promoting lin-11 neuronal expression.

The presence of regulatory elements within the two introns led us to
further dissect the mechanism of the lin-11 transcriptional network. A
four-way sequence comparison involving C. elegans, C. briggsae, C.
remanei and C. brenneri revealed three conserved nucleotide blocks
within intron 3 (C3-1, C3-2, and C3-3) and two within intron 7 (C7-1
and C7-2). These blocks show 80% identities among Caenorhabditis
species, raising the possibility that they may be functionally important.
In agreement with this, we found that the RIC enhancer in C. elegans
maps within the C3-1 block of intron 3. This was further confirmed by
the analysis of transgenic animals in which GFP reporter expression

Fig. 13. Summary of lin-11 intron 3-driven GFP reporter expression in C. elegans and
C. briggsae transgenic animals. Except for Cbr-lin-11-int3p::GFP construct in C.
briggsae that activates expression in AVA, in all other cases four lin-11 primary neurons
(ADL, ADF, AVJ, and RIC) are observed.
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correlated with the presence or absence of this sequence. For intron 7,
the conserved blocks C7-1 and C7-2 are located within the AVG
enhancer region. More experiments will need to be done to determine
whether one or both of these blocks, or neither of these, are involved in
AVG differentiation. The functional relevance of conserved intronic
sequence blocks from other Caenorhabditis species is also an area for
future investigation (see Fig. 1 in Amon and Gupta (Submitted for
publication) for additional data).

4.4. Transcriptional regulatory network of lin-11 in neuronal cells

To understand the transcriptional network of lin-11 regulation in the
nervous system, we used an in silico tool (CIS-BP) as well as the
modENCODE Chip-Seq database, to search for TF genes that might bind
to the enhancer regions within the two introns. These two approaches
identified a total of 90 TFs, of which 14 were tested experimentally. The
results showed that three TF genes, skn-1, ceh-6, and crh-1, act via
intron 3 and that a single gene, ces-1, acts via intron 7 to regulate lin-11
in specific neurons. Fig. 14 summarizes our findings and a model of
transcriptional regulation of lin-11 in amphid neurons, incorporating
the results of sequence conservation and reporter assays to test predicted
TFs in specific neurons. According to the model, lin-11 expression is
mediated by a combination of enhancers located within introns 3 and 7.
Three transcription factors (SKN-1, CEH-6 and CRH-1) with potential
binding sites within the sequence of C3-1 negatively regulate lin-11
expression in the interneuron RIC. Why three different TFs are involved
in the specification of a single neuron is an open question. Furthermore,
whether they interact with each other or function at different times is
also unclear. It is worth pointing out that the binding sites for the factors
are partially overlapping, which may indicate some competition for
access to the sites. Additional experiments are required to determine the
precise mechanisms of SKN-1, CEH-6 and CRH-1 functions in RIC
development. CRH-1 may also act through other intron 3 sites to
promote AIZ specification (Fig. 14). In the case of intron 7, a single
positive regulator of lin-11, CES-1, has been identified, and it is likely to
act via the C7-1 region to promote AVG differentiation (Fig. 14). There is
also a distinct 98 bp region that specifically activates reporter expression
in RIF neurons in smaller subclones, although transcriptional regulators
for this region are yet to be identified. In conclusion, by dissecting the
intronic regions of lin-11, we have revealed the role of at least three
neuron-specific enhancers and a network of four TFs that are important
for neuronal differentiation. These results form the basis of future work
to understand how these TFs function to activate cell-specific expression
of lin-11, as well as the roles of additional enhancers and factors in this
regulatory process.
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Value of the data

� C. elegans lin-11 intron 3 possesses conserved sequence blocks that map within functionally
defined neuronal enhancers.

� C. briggsae lin-11 intron 3 possesses some sequences that are conserved in C. nigoni and C. sinica
(two closest relatives of C. briggsae), but not in C. elegans.

� In silico analysis revealed putative transcription factor binding sites within conserved blocks of
C. elegans lin-11. The functional relevance of these sites can be investigated to understand tran-
scriptional regulation of lin-11 in neuronal cell differentiation.

1. Data

Six Caenorhabditis species were used to perform sequence alignments of lin-11 intron 3. These are
C. briggsae, C. sinica, C. nigoni, C. remanei, C. brenneri, and C. elegans. MussaGL program (http://woldlab.
caltech.edu/cgi-bin/mussa) was used at 70% and 80% window thresholds. Multiple alignments were
carried out that included C. briggsae and C. nigoni (Fig. 1). In general, conservation decreases as the
number of species and alignment threshold are increased. Four-way alignments reveal six distinct
conserved blocks at 70% threshold. Some of these blocks are part of larger stretches in 2-way and
3-way alignments. At 80% threshold block 2 lacks conservation when either one of the C. remanei,
C. brenneri and C. elegans species are included. Additionally, block 1 is lost in the case of C. elegans. Of
the three sequence blocks described in the accompanied article [1], namely, C3-1, C3-2 and C3-3 that
are conserved between C. elegans, C. brenneri, C. remanei and C. briggsae, block 3 corresponds to C3-1,
block 5 to C3-2, and block 6 to C3-3 (Fig. 1).

We used a computational tool CIS-BP (http://cisbp.ccbr.utoronto.ca/TFTools.php) [2] to search for
transcription factors (TFs) that may bind to conserved blocks in introns 3 (C3-1) and 7 (C7-1 and C7-
2) and potentially lin-11 expression in neurons. A total of 35 TF genes were identified for C3-1, 37 for
C7-1, and 46 for C7-2 (Table 1). In addition, we searched for modENCODE dataset (http://www.
modencode.org) and found eight TFs that bind to intron 7 sequences Table 1).

2. Experimental design, materials and methods

The lin-11 intronic sequences from Caenorhabditis species were aligned using MussaGL (multi-
species sequence analysis, version 1.1.0 for Mac OS X), an N-way sequence alignment software that
was developed by Wold lab (Caltech, USA). The conservation threshold was set at 70% (21 per 30-
nucleotide sliding window) and 80% (27 per 30-nucleotide sliding window).

To identify the putative TF genes for C. elegans introns 3 and 7, we used the CIS-BP database
software. The setting included motif model ‘PWMs-LogOdds’ and Threshold 8. According to the
website, this motif model option scores each position in each sequence with all position weight
matrices, using a standard log odds scoring method. For more details see the help page on the website
(http://cisbp.ccbr.utoronto.ca/help.html).
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Fig. 1. Multi-species sequence alignments of lin-11 intron 3 using MussaGL. (A) Phylogenetic relationship of a subset of Cae-
norhabditis species. C. nigoni is the closest known relative of C. briggsae, followed by C. sinica. (B–J) Screenshots of aligned sequences.
Species names and alignment threshold are shown above the each screenshot. Alignments in the same orientation are shown in red
whereas those in the opposite orientation are in blue. At least six distinct conserved blocks (solid black rectangles on the horizontal
line, drawn above the each screenshot) are observed in intron 3, termed 1 to 6 (each roughly 30–50 nucleotides long), that appear to
form two distinct clusters. The blocks are not always distinct and some are part of larger conserved regions in 2-way and 3-way
alignments. An open rectangle indicates an absence of a conserved block. Star in C marks an extra block that is not present in any
other alignment.
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Chapter 4.0

Function and evolutionary
conservation of LIN-11 domains
in neuronal and reproductive
tissue differentiation

4.1 Overview

LIN-11 is composed of two N-terminal LIM domains, a C -terminal DNA-binding home-

odomain (HD), and a proline-rich region (PRR) (Figure 4.1) (Bach 2000; Hobert and

Westphal 2000). The HD is known to bind DNA in a sequence-specific manner (Cohen

et al. 1992; Diaz-Benjumea and Cohen 1993). The LIM domain, containing cysteines and

histidines at conserved positions, is roughly 55 amino acids long and together form the

double zinc fingers (Figure 1B, C) (Pérez-Alvarado et al. 1994; Schmeichel and Beckerle

1997). The LIM domain is required for mediating protein-protein interactions by inter-

acting with certain cofactors, such as LIM domain-binding protein 1 (Ldb1 ) (Bach 2000;

Khurana et al. 2002). To date, 30 protein-protein interaction pairs for LIM domains

have been identified and described (Bach 2000; Khurana et al. 2002).

Unlike the HD and LIM domains, very little is known about the role of the C -

terminus PRR. To understand the requirements of the LIN-11-conserved LIM domain

and the PRR, I took a genetic approach to investigating and characterizing their function

in the nervous and reproductive tissues, where the function of LIN-11 is required for

proper cell differentiation (Hobert et al. 1998; Sarafi-Reinach et al. 2001). To this end,
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I constructed several plasmids lacking the LIM domain, used them to rescue the lin-11

phenotype in both the neuronal and reproductive tissues, and performed a thermotactic

behavioral assay to test the rescued animals’ nervous system function in a temperature

gradient environment. Similarly, I constructed a plasmid lacking the PRR, used this

plasmid to rescue the lin-11 phenotype in the neuronal and reproductive tissues, and

performed a thermotactic behavioural assay to test the function of the nervous system

of the rescued animals in the temperature gradient environment. I also used lin-11

orthologs from D. melanogaster (dLim1 ) andM. musculus (Lhx1 ) to test their functional

conservation by examining their abilities to rescue the lin-11 mutant phenotype. I

performed thermotactic behaviour assays to determine whether the rescued animals’

nervous systems displayed wildtype behavior in a temperature gradient environment.

Together, the work described in this chapter serves as in-depth analysis of the role

that the LIM domain and proline-rich region (PRR) of LIN-11 play in mediating its

function in the specification of the nervous and reproductive tissues. The inter-species

rescue experiments demonstrate that LIM-HD proteins are evolutionarily and function-

ally conserved, and that the function of LIN-11 in C. elegans can be restored by its

orthologous proteins dLIM1 and LHX1, from D. melanogaster and mouse, respectively.

4.2 Sequencing of lin-11 alleles reveals the nature of
mutations affecting LIM domain, Homeodomain, and
Proline-rich region

For my Master’s thesis, I sequenced nine alleles of lin-11 and reported on the nature

of their mutations (see Table 5 in Amon 2012). In brief, four alleles (rh309, sy251,

sy533, and ty6) possess intron/exon splicing deformities, and the n382 allele contains a

nonsense mutation that affects the LIM2 domain. Two alleles (sy534 and sy634) contain

point mutations that affect LIM1 and LIM2, respectively. The n1281 allele has a Tc1

transposon insertion that affects the HD domain, and the n566 is a deletion allele that

affects the LIM2 domain. For one of the alleles, ps1, amphid neuronal phenotype was

also examined, using odr-2::CFP (and more recently, odr-2::dsRED) cell fate markers,
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and found to be defective (Figures 16 and 17 in Amon 2012). These results, together with

the sequencing data, suggest that LIM, HD and PRR are essential for LIN-11 function

in specification of neuronal and reproductive tissues.

The following sections describe new experiments to investigate the requirements of

the LIM domain and PRR. For this, I constructed rescue plasmids that lack these regions

and attempted to rescue the lin-11 defects.

4.3 LIM domains of LIN-11 are necessary for the
development of amphid neurons and reproductive
tissues

In C. elegans, the function of the conserved LIM domains (LIM1 and LIM2) of LIN-11

in vulva and neuronal differentiation is not well understood. It has been demonstrated

in other organisms whose LIM domains are zinc-finger structures, which function as a

modular binding interface to mediate protein–protein interactions (Kadrmas and Beck-

erle 2004). Studies have shown, through the association of LIM domains with their

protein-binding partners, that LIM proteins participate in an array of biological pro-

cesses, including regulation of actin organization in the cytoplasm; neuronal pathfinding;

integrin-dependent adhesion; and mediation of communication between the cytosolic and

the nuclear compartments (Kadrmas and Beckerle 2004). To better understand the role

of the conserved LIM domains of LIN-11 in vulva precursor cell and neuronal cell spec-

ification, I created two rescue plasmids, pGLC89 and pGLC90, that encode truncated

LIN-11 lacking the LIM domains (LIN-11∆LIM) (see Chapter 2). Specifically, pGLC89

and pGLC90 contain intron 3 (neuron) and 5’UTR (vulva) tissue-specific promoters in

frame with lin-11 cDNA that lack the LIM domains (Chapter 2, Figures 2.12 and 2.13).

Together, these plasmids were co-expressed with the neuronal marker, odr-2::dsRED,

in an attempt to rescue the lin-11(n389) mutant phenotype. Three transgenic extra-

chromosomal arrays were generated (bhEx257, bhEx258, and bhEx267 ) using these three

plasmids, and the nervous and reproductive tissues were analyzed and quantified in
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rescue animals (Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4; Table 4.1). In all three transgenic extrachro-

mosomal arrays, the LIN-11∆LIM did not rescue the lin-11 specific phenotypes in the

nervous or reproductive tissues. The transgenic animals exhibited Pvl, Egl, and loco-

motion defects, similar to lin-11(n389). Previously, lin-11(n389) animals were shown to

exhibit an egg-laying defective (Egl) phenotype that was linked to abnormalities in vulva

development (visible as protruding vulva or Pvl in adults) and vulva-uterine connection

(lack of uterine seam cell or utse) (Figure 4.3A).

In the nervous system, the rescued animals had a similar phenotype to the lin-

11(n389) mutant animals, whereby the odr-2::dsRED reporter was rarely expressed in

AIZ (~33%, n= 90) and never in ASG (0%, n = 90), AVG (0%, n = 90) and RIF (0%,

n = 90) neurons (Figure 4.5B, Table 4.1). It is not surprising that LIN-11∆LIM did

not rescue the neuronal and the reproductive defects in the lin-11 mutants, because it is

known that, in other organisms, LIM domain function is a prerequisite for nuclear local-

ization processes and protein-protein stability of protein complexes (Arber and Caroni

1996; Bach 2000; Kong et al. 1997).

Although the reporter expression in cells allows us to determine the expression of

a gene, a more specific assay is required to fully understand the function of the cells.

Since the expression of odr-2::dsRed was present in the AIZ interneuron in a small

population (~34%, n = 90) of rescued animals, and the AIZ interneuron is part of the

thermoregulatory network (Figure 1.6), I performed a thermotactic behavioral assay to

test the behavioral output of the rescued animals’ nervous symptoms in a temperature

gradient environment. The majority (~64%, n = 30) of rescued animals (bhEx257 )

displayed thermophilic behavior similar to the lin-11(n389) (~63%, n = 30), while ~20%

(n = 30) of the rescued animals displayed wildtype behavior by staying within the

cultivated zone. The remaining ~16% (n= 30) displayed cryophilic behaviur (Figure

4.6). Together, defective thermotactic behavior and odr-2::dsRED quantification in the

nervous system suggest that LIN-11∆LIM does not restore the function of the AIZ

neuron, although ~34% (n = 90) of the rescued animals showed odr-2::dsRED reporter

expression in the AIZ neuron.
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In conclusion, LIM domains of LIN-11 are important for its function in the specifica-

tions of the neuronal and reproductive tissues; mutations that affect the LIM domains

will result in lin-11 phenotype.

4.4 Deletion of the Proline-rich region of LIN-11 has no
impact on the development of neurons and
reproductive tissues

Proteins with repetitive short PRRs have been demonstrated to function in many

different biological processes. For example, they may be required for the rapid recruit-

ment of several proteins during processes such as initiation of transcription, signaling

cascades, and cytoskeletal rearrangements (Liu et al. 2003; Sprenger-Haussels and Weis-

shaar 2000; Zarrinpar et al. 2003). In vertebrates, the PRR of SOS1 binds to the two

SH3 domains of GRB2 and regulates cytoplasmic signaling, such as through the action

of Ras protein (Egan et al. 1993; Gale et al. 1993; McDonald et al. 2009; Simon et al.

1993). The PRR is also required for nuclear transport. For example, the Borna disease

virus (BDV) must be transported from the cytoplasm into the nucleus for replication and

transcription to occur (Kobayashi et al. 2001; Shoya et al. 1998). This is accomplished

via the nuclear localization signals (NLS) on BDV, which are present in both N -terminal

and C -terminal regions of the protein (Kobayashi et al. 2001; Shoya et al. 1998). These

two NLS can function independently, and both contain several proline residues that are

essential for nuclear localization to occur (Kobayashi et al. 2001; Shoya et al. 1998).

In C. elegans, the function of the LIN-11 PRR in development is currently unclear.

I constructed a truncated LIN-11 plasmid that lacks the PRR (LIN-11∆Pro), and us-

ing this plasmid, pGLC88, and the neuronal marker, odr-2b::dsRED, I rescued the lin-

11(n389) phenotype. Three transgenic lines were generated (bhEx268, bhEx269, and

bhEx270 ), and neuronal and reproductive tissues were analyzed in the rescue animals

(Table 4.1). In all three transgenic arrays, LIN-11∆Pro rescued the lin-11(n389) muta-

tions in both the neuronal and reproductive tissues. Approximately ~29% (n = 72) of
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the rescued animals were able to lay eggs, whereas all of the lin-11 mutants were egg-

laying defective (Figure 4.2). A closer examination of the vulva organ showed that in a

small population of the rescued animals (~29%, n = 72), the vulva structure displayed

invagination, toroid finger protrusions, and uterine seam cells (utse) acquired the wild-

type phenotypes (Figure 4.3D). The utse is an H-shaped cell within the hermaphrodite

uterus that functions in attaching the uterus to the body wall (Newman et al. 1999).

However, a large population (~71%, n = 72) of the rescued animals did not lay eggs,

and examination of the vulva organ revealed defects in one or all of these categories (in-

vagination, toroid finger protrusions, and utse) (Figure 4.2 D1-D3). For example, some

rescued animals showed defects only in the utse, while others showed defects in both the

utse and toroids finger protrusions. Together, these findings suggest that the function

of the LIN-11 PRR is not essential in vulva cell specifications.

In the nervous system, LIN-11∆Pro rescued lin-11(n389) animals expressed the odr-

2::dsRED reporter in lin-11 specific neurons ASG (~14%, n = 69), AIZ (~47%, n = 69),

AVG (~47%, n = 69), and RIF (~66%, n = 69) (Figures 4.4 and 4.5C). In lin-11(n389)

mutants, these neurons do not express the odr-2 reporter, because these specific neurons

have not acquired the appropriate cell fates. Expression of odr-2::dsRED reporter in the

rescued animals suggests that neuronal cells in these animals have acquired the appro-

priate fate, and express the correct terminal differentiation gene, odr-2, that determines

the functional property of a neuron (Figure 4.4). However, it is unknown whether the

remaining nine lin-11 specific neurons (ADL, AVA, AVE, ASH, ADF, AVJ, AWA, ASG,

and RIC) are also rescued by the function of LIN-11∆Pro. Thus, future experiments are

required using additional neuron-specific promoters to test whether these neurons are

also rescued in lin-11 mutants (see 5.3.1 section for details).

lin-11 mutants display thermophilic behavior due to defective interneuron AIZ (Hobert

et al. 1998). To further investigate this defective behavior, I performed a thermotaxis

assay to test if the LIN-11∆Pro rescued animals are able to display wildtype behavior

in a temperature gradient environment. Briefly, the worms are grown at an ambient
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temperature (20 ◦C); when exposed to a temperature gradient environment, many re-

main in the cultivated temperature zone (Chapter 2). The rescued animals, bhEx268,

exhibited significantly improved thermotactic behaviour (p < 0.05; n = 30) compared

to the lin-11(n389) mutants (n = 30; Figure 4.6). Most rescued animals (~57%, n =

30) moved more frequently in the cultivated thermal gradient zone than did the wild

type animals (~77%, n = 30) (Figure 4.6). Furthermore, ~33% (n = 30) of bhEx268

displayed the lin-11(n389) mutant-like behavior (very little movement; remained in the

high temperature zone), even though the odr-2::dsRED reporter expression was present

in the AIZ interneuron (Hobert et al. 1998). This suggests that not all animals are

rescued by LIN-11∆Pro, even though the odr-2::dsRED expression is present in the AIZ

interneuron.

Together, rescued animals’ thermotactic behaviour and neuronal quantifications sug-

gest that the lin-11 phenotype is rescued by LIN-11∆Pro. This work demonstrates that

the PRR of LIN-11 is not essential for its overall function in the specification of the

nervous and reproductive tissues. However, it cannot be ruled out that the PRR of

LIN-11 may function in mediating protein-protein stabilization together with the LIM

domains; additional experiments are required to test this possibility.

4.5 Drosophila melanogaster, dLim1, can restore LIN-11
function in C. elegans

To test functional conservation of Lhx genes from other invertebrates that can restore

the function of lin-11 in C. elegans, the dLim1 gene from D. melanogaster was an ideal

candidate. Not only is D. melanogaster an established invertebrate model organism, but

dLim is the ortholog of lin-11, and its function has been reported in neuron specification

in ventral nerve cord, leg, and antenna development (Figure 1.3) (Lilly et al. 1999b;

Tsuji et al. 2000)

A gene and protein comparison between lin-11 and its ortholog dLim1 revealed 34%
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conservation in overall protein structure between these two species (Figure 1.10). Specif-

ically, domain comparisons showed that LIM1 and LIM2 are 49% and 48% similar, re-

spectively, while the HD and PRR are 89% and 31% similar in identities (Figure 1.10).

At the gene level, it was found that dLim1 has fewer exons and introns (7 and 6, re-

spectively) compared to lin-11 (10 and 9, respectively). On average, the dLim1 exons

are twice as large as lin-11 exons, dLIM1 is 20% (505 aa) larger than LIN-11 (405 aa),

and dLIM1 has more proline residues (31P) in the PRR compared to LIN-11 (18P).

In development, the functions of the PRR in both of these organisms are unclear; one

possibility is that they are required for mediating protein-protein stabilization.

To test whether dLIM1 can replace the function of LIN-11 and rescue the lin-11

mutation, I constructed two tissue-specific plasmids, pGLC96 and pGLC98, that contain

the D. melanogaster dLim1 cDNA to be expressed in the vulva cells and neuronal cells,

respectively (Figures 2.16 and 2.18). Three transgenic lines were generated (bhEx264,

bhEx265 and bhEx266) using these rescue plasmids, and expression was analyzed in

the nervous and reproductive tissues. In the reproductive tissue, ~35% (n = 88) of

the rescued animals (bhEx264 ) laid eggs, compared to the lin-11 mutants, which were

all egg-laying defective (Figure 4.2). A closer examination of the vulva organ revealed

that invagination, toroid finger protrusions, and the utse had acquired the wild type

phenotypes (Figure 4.3 E). However, a large population (~65%, n= 88) of the rescued

animals did not lay eggs, and displayed defective vulva structure as well (Figure 4.2 E1-

E3). For example, in some rescued animals that did not lay eggs, the utse was defective,

resulting in blockage of the passage of the egg exiting the uterus. In other rescued

animals, defects were observed in both the utse and toroids finger protrusions. These

variation patterns observed in the vulval phenotype could be the result of the mosaicism

of extrachromosomal arrays, with the expression of foreign DNA expressed differently in

every animal; alternately, dLim1 may not rescue the lin-11 phenotype in some animals.

It is important to note that the GFP reporter expression in the vulval cells was extremely

faint; it was therefore impossible to quantify individual cells in detail.

In the nervous system, lin-11(n389)-rescued animals showed expression of odr-2::dsRED
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neuron reporter in lin-11 -specific neuronal cells, ASG (~13%, n = 60), AIZ (~62%, n =

60), RIF (~72%, n = 60) and AVG (~17%, n = 60) (Figures 4.4 and 4.5; Table 4.1). In

lin-11(n389), these neurons do not express odr-2::dsRED reporter, because they have not

acquired proper cell fate (Table 4.1). Thus, compared to the lin-11(n389) mutants, the

rescued animals, bhEx264, showed significantly more odr-2::dsRed reporter expression in

the lin-11 -specific neurons (p < 0.05 - 0.001, n = 80). The expression of odr-2::dsRED in

these lin-11 -specific neurons indicates that neuronal cells have acquired proper cell fates

by expressing the terminal differentiation gene, odr-2, which determines the functional

properties of these neurons. It is important to note that odr-2::dsRED fluorescence in

AVG and ASG neurons are very weak and very rare, so the identification of these neurons

was based solely on cell positions. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the remaining

eight lin-11 -specific neurons (ADL, AVA, AVE, ASH, ADF, AVJ, AWA, and RIC) are

also rescued by the function of dLIM1, since the odr-2::dsRED reporter is specific to

AIZ, ASG, RIF, and AVG neurons. Thus, additional experiments are required using

neuron-specific reporters to determine whether these eight lin-11 specific neurons are

rescued by dLim1 (see 5.3.1 section for details).

Reporter expression in cells allows us to determine the expression of a gene, but a more

specific assay is required to fully understand the cells’ functions. lin-11 mutants display

thermophilic behavior due to defective AIZ interneurons (Hobert et al. 1998). To further

investigate this defective behavior, I performed a thermotaxis assay to test whether the

dLim1 rescued animals are able to display wildtype behavior in a temperature gradient

environment. I found that ~53% (n = 30) of the rescued animals, bhEx264, displayed

wildtype behavior by moving often and remaining within the cultivated temperature

zone. While the majority (~57%, n = 30) of lin-11(n389) animals exhibited thermophilic

behavior, the bhEx264 rescued animals displayed significantly improved thermotactic

behavior compared to the mutants (p < 0.01, n = 30) (Figure 4.7). These findings

suggest that the thermoregulatory behavior that is disrupted by interneuron AIZ in lin-

11(n389) mutants is rescued in bhEx264 animals, because these animals display wildtype

behavior in a temperature gradient environment. Furthermore, ~34% (n = 30) of the

rescued animals showed thermophilic behaviors, and ~14% (n = 30) displayed cryophilic
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behaviors, which could be the result of dLim1 failing to rescue the defective thermotactic

phenotype; or, alternately, the result of mosaicism of the extrachromosomal DNA (Figure

4.7).

In conclusion, the invertebrate ortholog Lhx gene, dLim1, can restore the function of

lin-11 in C. elegans in both the neuronal and reproductive tissues.

4.6 Mus musculus, Lhx1, can restore lin-11 function in
both the neuronal and reproductive tissues

The invertebrate Lhx gene, dLim1, restored the function of lin-11 in C. elegans;

however, it is not known whether vertebrate Lhx genes can perform the same function

in C. elegans. To investigate this, I focused on the lin-11 -orthologous gene in mice,

Lhx1. In mice, Lhx1 is required for head induction, axis formation, and intermediate

mesoderm differentiation (Shawlot and Behringer 1995; Tsang et al. 2000; Kinder et al.

2001).

A gene and protein comparison between lin-11 and its ortholog Lhx1 revealed a

39% conservation in overall protein structure between these two species (Figure 1.10).

Specifically, domain comparisons showed that LIM1 and LIM2 are 47% and 55% similar,

respectively, and the HD and PRR are 97% and 46% similar in identities (Figure 1.10).

At the gene level, Lhx1 has fewer exons and introns (5 and 4, respectively) compared to

lin-11 (10 and 9, respectively). On average, the dLim1 exons are twice as large as lin-11

exons, and the protein LHX1 is similar in size (406 aa) to LIN-11 (405 aa). However,

LHX1 has more proline (28P) residues in the PRR compared to LIN-11 (18P), and the

functions of these regions are not clear in the development of these organisms.

To investigate the degree of functional conservation, I constructed two plasmids,

pGLC94 and pGLC97, containing the cDNA sequence of the Lhx1 gene under the en-

dogenous lin-11 promoters (Figure 2.15 and 2.17). The pGLC94 plasmid contains the

vulval cell-specific promoter, lin-11 (5’UTR), in frame with Lhx1cDNA. The pGLC97
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plasmid, contains a neuron-specific promoter, lin-11 (intron 3), in frame with Lhx1cDNA.

The lin-11 tissue-specific promoters were used in lieu of the native Lhx1 promoter to

prevent ectopic expression of Lhx1 in C. elegans, and more importantly, to ensure the

function of Lhx1 was directed within the lin-11 -specific tissues, in this case neuronal

and reproductive tissues. Three transgenic extrachromosomal arrays were generated

(bhEx261, bhEx262, and bhEx263 ) using these plasmids, and the neuronal and vulval

cells were analyzed and quantified.

In C. elegans, the vulva-precursor cells acquire proper cell fate and together form the

vulva organ (Figure 4.3A). In lin-11 mutants, the vulva-precursor cells do not differ-

entiate, and as a result do not form the vulva organ and exhibit the egg-laying defect

phenotype (Egl) (Figure 4.3B). However, ~37% (n = 81) of the Lhx1 rescued lin-11(n389)

animals were able to lay eggs, and closer examination of the vulva organ structure re-

vealed that the invagination, toroid finger protrusions had acquired the wildtype pheno-

types (Figures 4.2 and 4.3F). Moreover, ~63% (n = 81) of the rescued animals displayed

the Egl phenotype and defective vulva organ. A closer examination of the vulva or-

gan revealed variation in the structure: in some animals only utse is defective, while in

others, both utse and toroids finger protrusions are defective (Figure 4.2 F1-F3). This

variation in the vulva phenotype could be the result of Lhx1 unable to rescue the vulva

phenotype, or of mosaicism of extrachromosomal DNA. It is important to note that the

GFP reporter expression in the vulva cells is very faint, which made detailed analysis of

the cells impossible.

In the nervous system, Lhx1 -rescued lin-11(n389) animals expressed the odr-2::dsRED

reporter in lin-11 -specific neurons, ASG (~18%, n = 66), AIZ (~70%, n = 66), RIF

(~92%, n = 66) and AVG (~19%, n = 66) (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). These neurons do not

acquire proper cell fate in lin-11(n389) mutants, and as a result they do not express odr-

2::dsRED reporter. Compared to the lin-11(n389) mutants, the bhEx261 rescue animals

show a significantly higher percentage of odr-2::dsRED expression in these neurons (p

< 0.05 - 0.001) (Figure 4.4). These results suggest that in the rescued animals, Lhx1
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restored the function of lin-11, and these neurons acquired proper cell fate. It is im-

portant to note that odr-2::dsRED fluorescence in AVG and ASG neurons is both weak

and rare, which made the identification of these neurons very difficult. It is not known

whether the remaining eight lin-11 -specific neurons (ADL, AVA, AVE, ASH, ADF, AVJ,

AWA, and RIC; Table 1.2) are also rescued by the function of Lhx1. Thus, additional

experiments are required, using neuron specific reporters to test whether these neurons

are also rescued in lin-11 mutants by function of Lhx1.

Although reporter expression in cells allows us to determine the expression of a gene,

a more specific assay is required to fully understand the function of the cells. I per-

formed a thermotaxis assay on the rescued animals to determine whether the rescued

animals are able to display wildtype behavior in a temperature gradient environment.

Briefly, the worms are grown at an ambient temperature (20 ◦C), and when exposed

to a temperature gradient environment, many remained in the cultivated temperature

zone (see Chapter 3). It is known that lin-11 mutants display thermophilic behavior

due to defects in interneuron AIZ (Hobert et al. 1998). As summarized in Figure 4.7,

~50% (n = 30) of the bhEx261 rescued animals displayed the wildtype behavior by

moving frequently and remaining within the cultivated temperature zone. The major-

ity of lin-11(n389) mutants, ~57% (n = 30), displayed thermophilic behavior; ~27% (n

= 30) displayed cryophilic behavior; and ~17% (n = 30) displayed wildtype behavior.

Compared to the lin-11(n389) mutants, the rescued animals showed significantly (p <

0.05; n = 30) improved thermotactic behavior (Figure 4.7). These findings suggest that

the thermoregulatory behavior disrupted by the defective AIZ interneuron in the lin-

11(n389) mutants is rescued in the rescue animals; thus, the rescued animals display

wildtype behavior in a temperature gradient environment. In addition, ~30% (n = 30)

of the rescued animals displayed thermophilic behavior, and ~20% (n = 30) displayed

cryophilic behavior; this could occur because some animals are not rescued by Lhx1, or

due to mosaicism of extrachromosomal DNA(Figure 4.7).

Together, these findings suggest that the murins Lhx gene, Lhx1, can restore the

function of lin-11 in C. elegans, in both the neuronal and reproductive tissues. This
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demonstrates that the domains of Lhx proteins are similar enough to mediate protein-

protein and protein-DNA interactions similarly to the endogenoius LIN-11.
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Figure 4.1: (A) Schematic structure of LIN-11, which consists of two
LIM domains that are made up of 57 and 61 amino acids (aa) re-
spectively; a homeodomain (60 aa) and a PRR (105 aa). (B) The
LIM domain is a zinc-binding, cysteine-rich motif consisting of two
tandemly repeated zinc fingers. The LIN-11 LIM consensus sequence
is CX2CX18HX2CX2CX2CX17CX2D, where X signifies other amino acids.
(C) LIN-11 consists of 405 aa; the LIM domains are depicted in blue, HD
in red, and the proline-rich region (PRR) in green.
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Figure 4.2: Quantifications of lin-11(n389)-rescued animals that lay-
eggs. The C. elegans adult wildtype (N2) hermaphrodite lay ~300 eggs,
while lin-11(n389) animals are egg-laying defective (Egl), because the
vulval precursor cells are not differentiated and the vulva structure is not
made. All ∆LIM rescued lin-11(n389) animals exhibit Egl phenotype and
do not lay-eggs to suggest that LIM domains are required for proper LIN-
11 function in vulval cell differentiation. By contrast, approximately 29%
(n= 72) of three different transgenic arrays of the LIN-11∆Pro rescued
lin-11(n389) transgenic arrays (bhEx268, bhEx269, and bhEx270 ) were
able to lay eggs. In addition, 35% (n= 88) and 37% (n= 81) of lin-
11(n389) mutants rescued with lin-11 orthologs, dLim1 and Lhx1 laid
eggs respectively.
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Figure 4.3: lin-11(n389) rescued vulval morphologies. (A) Illustrating
the vulva morphology of the wildtype animals (N2). The vulva invagina-
tion is represented by the blue line, green arrows mark the toroid finger
protrusions, and the red arrow indicates the uterine seam cells (utse).
The lin-11 null allele, n389 (B), displays defects in invagination (blue *),
utse (red *) and toroid finger protrusions (green *), contributing to the
egg-laying defective observed in these animals (Egl). lin-11(n389) animals
rescued with LIN-11∆LIM (C-C3) did not rescue the vulva phenotypes.
These animals are Egl, and lack the overall vulva structure observed in
the N2. lin-11(n389) mutants rescued by LIN-11∆Pro (D-D3) are par-
tially rescued as ~29% (n= 72) laid eggs (see Figure 3), in these animals
(D-D1) the vulva structure has proper invagination, toroid finger pro-
trusions and utse. However, the majority of the rescued animals (~71%,
n= 72) exhibit the Egl phenotype, and vulva structure is completely de-
fective (D2-D3). lin-11 ortholog dLim1 rescued the lin-11(n389) vulva
defect (E), and ~35% (n= 88) of animals laid eggs. However, the remain-
ing ~65% (n= 88) of the rescued animals showed Egl phenotype and the
overall vulva structure look similar to that of lin-11(n389) mutants (E1-
E3). Similarly, Lhx1 -rescued lin-11(n389) animals showed rescued vulva
structure phenotype (F) and ~37% (n= 81) laid eggs. However, the ma-
jority (~63%; n= 81) of the rescued animals exhibited the defective vulva
structure (F1-F3).
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Figure 4.4: Quantification of truncated LIN-11 and its orthologs, dLim1
and Lhx1, dsRED reporter fluorescing neurons in lin-11 rescued animals.
In lin-11(n389), odr-2::dsRED fluorescence is present in one neuron, AIZ
(~29%, n= 45), and it is not present in the AVG, RIF or ASG neu-
rons. Similarly, lin-11(n389)mutant rescued with LIN-11∆LIM, bhEx257,
where the odr-2::dsRED fluorescence is present in the AIZ neuron in a
small proportion (~30%, n= 40) of the animals. LIN-11∆Pro-rescued
animals showed odr-2::dsRED reporter expression in AVG (~41%, n=
44), RIF (~84%, n= 44), AIZ (~57%, n= 44) and ASG (~3%, n= 44),
which is significant compared to lin-11(n389) mutant animals. In addi-
tion, lin-11 intron 3-driven lin-11 ortholog dLim1cDNA, bhEx264, rescued
lin-11(n389) animals and expressed the odr-2::dsRED reporter in AVG
(~18%, n= 40), RIF (~73%, n= 40), AIZ (~48%, n= 40) and ASG (~3%,
n= 40). Similarly, lin-11 intron 3-driven lin-11 ortholog Lhx1cDNA,
bhEx261, rescued lin-11(n389) animals and expressed the odr-2::dsRED
reporter in AVG (~13%, n= 40), RIF (~90%, n= 40), AIZ (~60%, n= 40)
and ASG (~18%, n= 40). *: p< 0.05 and ***: p < 0.001.
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Figure 4.5: Rescue of neuronal defects by truncated LIN-11 and in-
tron 3-driven dLim1 (int3p::dLim1cDNA) and Lhx1 (int3p::Lhx1cDNA)
cDNAs. The odr-2::dsRED expression in four neurons (AVG, RIF, AIZ,
and ASG) was quantified. (A) The expression of odr-2 in lin-11(n389)
is present in AIZ, but never in RIF, AVG or ASG (see Figure 4.4; Ta-
ble 4.1).(B) Similarly, lin-11(n389) mutants rescued with LIN-11∆LIM
showed similar expression as the control, bhEx272, and reporter expres-
sion was present in AIZ neuron only. (C) By contrast, lin-11(n389) an-
imals rescued with LIN-11∆Pro expressed the reporter strongly in AIZ
and RIF, and weakly in ASG and AVG (see Figure 4.4; Table 4.1). Sim-
ilarly, lin-11(n389) rescued with its orthologs dLIM1 (D) and LHX1 (E)
express the odr-2::dsRED reporter strongly in the AIZ and RIF neurons,
and weakly in ASG and AVG neurons (see Figure 4.4; Table 4.1). A -
anterior, D - dorsal, P - posterior, and V - ventral.
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Figure 4.6: Rescue of lin-11 thermotaxis defect by lin-11 intron 3-driven
truncated lin-11 cDNA. Animals were placed at the edge of the assay plate
and were scored after 1 hour. Animals were found in one of three temper-
ature zones: low (preference for lower than cultivated temperature), cul-
tivated temperature, and high (preference for higher than cultivated tem-
perature). The wildtype, N2, were found in the cultivated temperature,
while lin-11(n389) exhibited thermophilic behaviour. The lin-11(n389)
rescued with LIN-11∆LIM (bhEx257 ) displayed thermophilic behaviour
as well. In contrast lin-11(n389) rescued with LIN-11∆Pro, bhEx268, be-
haved similarly to the wildtype (N2) control. 30 animals were examined
for each strain. *: p< 0.05.
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Figure 4.7: Rescue of lin-11(n389) thermotaxis defect by lin-11 intron
3-driven lin-11 orthologs, dLim1 and Lhx1, cDNAs. Animals were placed
at the edge of the assay plate and were scored after one hour. Animals
were found in one of three temperature zones: low (preference for lower
than cultivated temperature), cultivated temperature, and high (prefer-
ence for higher than cultivated temperature). The lin-11 rescued with
dLim, bhEx264, and Lhx1, bhEx261, displayed improved thermotactic be-
haviour similar to the wildtype (N2) animals. For the quantifications, 30
animals were examined for each strain. *: p< 0.05
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Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of transgenes tested for their abil-
ity to rescue the lin-11 phenotype. Full-length, truncated, and dLim1
and Lhx1 cDNAs were cloned into plasmids that had neuronal (intron 3)
or vulva-specific (5’UTR) promoters (see Chapter 2). The tissue specific-
promoters enabled the cDNA to be expressed in lin-11 -specific cells. (A)
The LIN-11 protein is 405 amino acids (aa) in length, and can restore the
lin-11 mutation in both neuronal and vulval cells. LIN-11∆LIM truncates
both LIM domains by eliminating the amino acids 1-199 from the LIN-11
wildtype protein. LIN-11∆LIM did not restore the function of LIN-11 in
the neuronal and vulval tissues. LIN-11∆Pro eliminates aa 324-405 from
the LIN-11 wildtype protein. LIN-11∆Pro restored the function of LIN-11
in the neuronal and vulval tissues. (B) lin-11 orthologs, dLim1 and Lhx1,
are 502 and 405 aa in length respectively. Both of these proteins are able
to restore the function of LIN-11 in the neuronal and vulval tissues.
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Chapter 5.0

Discussion and Future Directions

5.1 lin-11 is regulated by multiple enhancers in specific
neuronal cells

The work described in this thesis focuses on the regulation and function of lin-11 in

specification of amphid neurons. Expression analysis showed that two of the largest

introns of lin-11 (introns 3 and 7) could to drive the expression of a GFP reporter

in a subset of amphid neurons. Specifically, intron 3 mediated expression was present

in seven amphid neurons, ADL, ADF, AVJ, RIC, AIZ, RIF, and AVG, while intron

7 mediated expression was present in two neurons: AVG and a second neuron, whose

fate was not clearly established. Phenotypic rescue experiments in C. elegans revealed

that intron 3 restors lin-11 function based on gene expression patterns and behavioral

assays; however, intron 7 is unable to rescue lin-11 function in the neurons. Intron

3-driven expression analysis has provided evidence of both cis and trans changes in lin-

11 regulation between C. elegans and C. briggsae. Additionally, sequence alignment

between four Caenorhabditis species revealed three distinct non-overlapping enhancers

within intron 3, and two within intron 7 (Chapter 3). I found that one of these conserved

regions within intron 3, C3-1, contains an enhancer for interneuron RIC, and removal

of this region prevents the expression of the GFP reporter in this neuron. Similarly,

intron 7 harbors enhancers for the AVG neuron. Using an in silico tool (CIS-BP) as

well as the modENCODE Chip-Seq database, I identified a total of 114 putative TFs

that potentially bind to these conserved regions, of which 14 genes were experimentally
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examined. Using both genetic and expression studies, four TFs were identified that act

through these enhancers to regulate expression of lin-11 in the nervous system, namely

SKN-1, CEH-6, CRH-1, and CES-1 (Chapter 3). Specifically, I have shown that SKN-

1, CEH-6, and CRH-1 are negative regulators of lin-11, and may bind to the C3-1

region to promote specification of the RIC interneuron; CES-1 is a positive regulator of

lin-11 with a potential binding site within C7-1, which promotes the AVG interneuron

specification. My work has uncovered a complex regulatory genetic pathway that governs

the expression of lin-11 in specification of RIC and AVG interneurons neurons.

The expression of lin-11 has been reported in various other amphid neurons, including

in the specification of five amphid sensory neurons: ADL, ADF, ASG, AWA, and ASH

(Figure 1.2) (Hobert et al. 1998; Sarafi-Reinach et al. 2001; Yamada et al. 2012). The

complex regulation of lin-11 in these sensory neurons is not well understood; however,

several researchers have attempted to identify the regulatory pathway of lin-11 in spec-

ification of these neurons. For example, one such study showed that in lin-11 mutants,

the AWA sensory neuron adopts the AWC-like fate, assessed by expressing the AWC-

specific olfactory receptor gene str-2 (Sarafi-Reinach and Sengupta 2000). However, it

is not clear whether the remaining four sensory neurons (ASG, ADL, ADF, and ASH)

undergo a similar cell fate change in lin-11 mutants as well, and if so, which cell identity

they acquire. Furthermore, the authors also report that the sensory neurons ASG and

AWA are derived from the same neuroblast precursor cells; however, the function of lin-

11 is completely different in these specific neurons. For example, lin-11 is sufficient for

specification of the ASG neuron, but in AWA neuron LIN-11 activates unc-86 (Figure

1.8) (Hobert et al. 1998; Melkman 2005; Sarafi-Reinach et al. 2001; Sarafi-Reinach and

Sengupta 2000). This finding suggests that spatiotemporal regulation of lin-11 is very

complex and varies from cell to cell.

In addition to the sensory neurons, the expression of lin-11 is also reported in the

ventral cold motor (VC), pioneering, thermosensory, and olfactory neurons (Table 1.2).

The 5’UTR region of lin-11 harbors cis-regulatory sequences that drive GFP reporter
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expression in the VC motoneurons; however, little is known regarding the purpose lin-

11 serves in these neurons(Marri and Gupta 2009). In the pioneering neurons, AVG

and PVP, the expression of lin-11 has also been reported (Hutter 2003; Hutter et al.

2005). In AVG neurons, LIN-11 inhibits the unc-86 expression and prevents it from

acquiring RIR cell fate, while the role of lin-11 in PVP neurons is not clear (Figure

1.9). It has been reported that elimination of the pioneering neurons results in midline

crossing defects exhibited by several interneurons and motoneurons (Durbin 1987). In

thermosensory neurons, the function of lin-11 is required for AIZ specification (Hobert

et al. 1998; Sarafi-Reinach et al. 2001). lin-11 mutants display thermophilic behaviour.

Little is known about the regulatory pathway governing lin-11 in AIZ interneurons.

Finally, the expression of lin-11 is also reported in various other neurons including

RIC, AVA, and AVE; however, little is known about the regulatory mechanism that

governs lin-11 in these neurons. Together, the regulation and function of lin-11 in the

nervous system of C. elegans is very complex and not well understood; thus, additional

work is required to further our understanding in the regulatory mechanisms of lin-11.

In section 5.4.2, I have summarized few proposed experiments.

5.2 LIM domains are essential however proline-rich region
is dispensable for LIN-11 function

The LIM domain is a unique double-zinc finger motif found in many different pro-

teins, including homeodomain transcription factors, kinases, and adaptors (Dawid et al.

1998; Gong and Hew 1994; Hobert and Westphal 2000). The LIM domain has con-

served patterns of cysteine and histidine residues (Figure 4.1) and binds to Zn2+ ions

for structural integrity, but it can also bind to Cd2+, Co2+, and Cu(I)- (Kosa et al.

1994; Sadler 1992). Proteins containing LIM domain are involved in a variety of biolog-

ical processes including regulation of gene transcription, cytoskeleton organization, cell

lineage specification, and organ development (Gong and Hew 1994).
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In C. elegans, little is known regarding the function of the LIM domain of LIN-11 in

tissue specification. To better understand their roles in tissue specification, I created two

rescue plasmids, pGLC89 and pGLC90, that lacked the LIM domains and rescued the

lin-11(n389) phenotype. Rescue experiments revealed that LIN-11∆LIM is not capable

of restoring lin-11 function in either the neuronal or reproductive tissues based on gene

expression patterns and behavioral assays (Figures 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6). A similar finding

was also reported for Lhx gene Apterous in D. melanogaster (O’Keefe et al. 1998). Thus,

these findings suggested that LIM domains of LIN-11 are important for its function in

the specification of neuronal and reproductive tissues.

Proline-rich regions (PRR) are found in many proteins, and in many cases are thought

to function as docking sites for signaling modules (Kay et al. 2000), and in recruitment of

proteins during transcription (Sudol et al. 2001), signaling cascades (Ball et al. 2002; Tu

et al. 1998), cytoskeletal rearrangements (Holt 2001; Renfranz and Beckerle 2002), and

other key cellular processes (McPherson 1999; Zarrinpar et al. 2003). My work demon-

strates that eliminating the PRR of LIN-11 does not affect its function in the nervous

and reproductive tissues. Phenotypic rescue experiments revealed that LIN-11∆Pro is

capable of restoring lin-11 function, as demonstrated by gene expression patterns and

behavioral assays (Chapter 4). A closer examination revealed that the rescue animals

were able to lay eggs due to the proper formation of the vulva organ, which is defective

in lin-11 mutants. In the nervous system, the rescue animals expressed odr-2::dsRED

reporter in a subset of lin-11 -specific neurons, namely AVG, RIF, and AIZ. Furthermore,

rescued animals show improved thermotactic behavioral responses, as judged by their

ability to migrate to the zone of the cultivated temperature, when they are placed in

a temperature gradient environment. Thermotactic behavioral quantification revealed

that LIN-11∆Pro is able to restore the defect associated with the AIZ interneuron in

lin-11 mutant animals.

My experiments has shown that the functions of LIM domains are critical, while the

function of PRR may not be as significant. Truncating the LIM domains did not restore

the function of LIN-11 in the neuronal and reproductive tissues, whereas the removal of
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the PRR does not show no visibleor obvious effects in these tissues. This might suggest

that the PRR is nonessential in C. elegans. Additional experiments are required to test

this possibility and to identify the exact role of PRR in development. Three popular

hypotheses have been proposed in other eukaryotes that can be used to explain the role

of LIN-11 PRR in development. These hypotheses are based on the assumption that the

PRR tails of several proteins interact to form a complex with indefinite stoichiometry

(Figure 5.1): (i) proteins with PRR termini may bind to multiple modules and enhance

specificity, (ii) the PRR may bind to multiple recognition surfaces during protein-protein

interaction and enhance specificity, (iii) PRR extends the interaction surface with the

peptide to include residues beyond the PRR core (Zarrinpar et al. 2003; Williamson

1994). To this end, it is plausible that the PRR may enhance protein-protein binding

specificity, and although this may not be essential but it could function together with

the LIM domains in mediating protein-protein interactions.

5.3 Drosophila melanogaster dLim1 and mouse Lhx1 can
replace lin-11 function

High sequence conservation between lin-11, dLim and Lhx1 suggested that lin-11

orthologs may able to functionally replace lin-11 role in C. elegans; likely due to their

ability to interact with conserved gene network. To test this assumption, I created four

plasmids that contained tissue specific lin-11 promoters in frame with Lhx1 or dLim1

cDNA’s (Chapter 4). Both, dLim and Lhx1 restored the lin-11 mutant phenotype in

both the reproductive and neuronal tissues. A closer examination revealed that the

rescue animals were able to lay eggs as a result of the proper formation of the vulva

organ, which is defective in lin-11 mutants. In the nervous system, the rescue animals

expressed the odr-2::dsRED reporter in a subset of lin-11 specific neurons, namely AVG,

RIF, and AIZ. In lin-11 mutants, these neurons do not acquire the proper cell fate

and as a result, they do not express the odr-2::dsRED reporter. Furthermore, rescued

animals show improved thermotactic behavioral responses, as judged by their ability

to migrate to the zone of the cultivated temperature, when placed in a temperature
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gradient environment. Thermotactic behavioral quantification revealed that both Lhx1

and dLim1 were sufficient to restore the defect associated with the AIZ interneuron in

lin-11 mutant animals. Together, these findings suggest that the function of lin-11 can

be restored in both neuronal and reproductive tissues by its orthologs, dLim1 and Lhx1.

5.4 Future directions

As discussed above, my work has made significant contributions to understanding of the

regulation and function of lin-11 in the neuronal and reproductive tissues. While I have

answered several questions, many others are still unresolved and summarized below. I

have provided brief justification for these along with proposed experiments.

5.4.1 Examine the fates of lin-11 neurons using additional neuronal
reporters

In Chapter 3, I have shown that intron 3 expression is present in seven amphid neurons,

namely ADL, ADF, AVJ, RIC, AIZ, RIF and AVG. Intron 3-driven lin-11cDNA rescues

differentiation defects in three of these neurons (AIZ, RIF, and AVG), as judged by

the expression of the odr-2::dsRED reporter. Since lin-11 phenotypic rescue relied on

a single neuronal reporter, it is unclear whether the lin-11-int3::lin-11cDNA is capable

of rescuing the remaining four neurons (ADL, ADF, AVJ, and RIC) as well. Thus,

additional neuron-specific reporters, such as gpa-3 (ADL and ADF) (Hilliard et al. 2004),

ceh-10 (AVJ) (Forrester et al. 1998) and fax-1 (RIC) (Wightman et al. 2005), should be

used to test lin-11 rescued phenotype.

Similarly, in Chapter 4, my work demonstrated that lin-11 intron 3-driven dLim1::cDNA

and Lhx1::cDNA are able to restore the odr-2::dsRED expression in AVG, RIF and AIZ

neurons. However, it is unclear whether ADL, ADF, AVJ, and RIC neurons are also res-

cued by these proteins in lin-11(n389) mutants. Thus, the previously discussed neuron-

specific reporters should be used in these studies as well. Together, these proposed

experiments will reveal whether transgene expression (i.e., lin-11, dLim1, and Lhx1 ) in
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lin-11 -null mutants rescues defects in all lin-11 amphid neurons, thereby enhancing our

understanding of regulation and evolutionary conservation of Lhx genes.

5.4.2 Identify cis-regulatory sequences for lin-11 neurons other than
RIC and AVG

My work on the dissection of lin-11 regulation has led to the identification of two

introns (3 and 7) that promote expression in a total of seven amphid neurons. How-

ever, since lin-11 is also expressed in many other neurons, namely AVA, AVE, AWA,

ASH in the head and PVP, PVQ, and DVA/DVC neurons in the tail, more work is

required to identify additional non-coding regions of lin-11, leading to the discovery of

new cis-regulatory sequences for these lin-11 -specific amphid neurons. For this, exper-

imental approaches similar to those in Chapter 3 can be taken. For example, intronic

sequences will need to be cloned into enhancer assay vectors (Fire lab from June 1995

kit) and expression examined in transgenic animals. Candidate sequences could then be

dissected, aligned, and in silico analyzed, to reveal regulatory elements as well as poten-

tial transcriptional regulators. These experiments will broaden our understanding of the

regulatory mechanisms (gene networks and pathways) that govern lin-11 function in the

nervous system. The results will allow us to explain the mechanistic basis of lin-11 func-

tion in mediating behavioral processes such as thermotaxis, electrotaxis and chemotaxis.

5.4.3 Test additional transcription factors that may regulate lin-11
expression

In Chapter 3, 114 TFs were predicted that bind to C3-1 and C7-1 regions, by in silico

tool (CIS-BP) and ModEncode Chip-Seq database. Experimentally, I examined 16 of

these genes and demonstrated function of four of these in lin-11 regulation. A logical

extension of this work would be to test the remaining 74 TFs in the list to identify ad-

ditional lin-11 regulators in the neuronal differentiation process. Beyond the list of 90

TFs included in this thesis (see Table 1 in Amon and Gupta (2017b)), several other TFs

have also been reported to interact with lin-11 (Appendix A - Table 1). One approach
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would be to carry out RNAi experiments using a neuronal RNAi hypersensitive strain

background like eri-1, rrf-3, lin-15b and lin-35 (Kennedy et al. 2004; Simmer et al. 2003;

Lehner et al. 2006). Genes that alter lin-11 expression can then be followed to study

their biological roles, as well as interactions with other regulators of lin-11.

5.4.4 Determine whether SKN-1, CRH-1 and CEH-6 directly regulate
lin-11 expression

I have demonstrated that skn-1, crh-1 and ceh-6 negatively regulate lin-11 expression

in RIC interneuron by binding to the C3-1 region and ces-1, positively activating the

expression of lin-11 in AVG neuron by binding to C7-1 region (Chapter 3). However, it is

unclear whether these TFs directly or indirectly bind to the enhancers within the intron

3 or 7. With molecular techniques that are commonly used to investigate DNA-protein

interactions such as yeast one-hybrid (Y1H), chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP),

and DNA electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), one could test whether lin-11

regulators bind to predicted TF sites.

The knowledge of binding of TFs to lin-11 cis-regulatory regions will allow for build-

ing a precise genetic model of gene regulation of lin-11 in the nervous system. The data

will form the basis of future experiments to investigate how lin-11 interacts with other

genes to regulate neuronal differentiation processes.

5.4.5 Test whether a single LIM domain of LIN-11 is biologically
functional

My work demonstrated only that both LIM domains are required for the function

of LIN-11, as removal of these domains results in a lack of rescue of neuronal and re-

productive system defects. However, it is unclear whether both domains are necessary,

or whether a single domain can mediate LIN-11 function. It is also unclear whether

there is a preference for either one of these domains, i.e., LIM1 or LIM2. This proposed

experiment can be tested by creating plasmids lacking one domain at a time and testing
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rescue of lin-11(n389 ) phenotype in the neuronal and reproductive tissues.

5.4.6 Examine whether lin-11can functionally replace D. melanogaster
dLim1 and mouse Lhx1

My work has shown that lin-11 orthologs, dLim1 and Lhx1, are able to rescue the

lin-11 phenotype in the neuronal and reproductive tissues. However, reciprocal experi-

ments, i.e. transforming D. melanogaster and mouse tissues with lin-11, have not been

performed. It will be interesting to test whether lin-11 rescues the phenotypes of dLim1

in D. melanogaster and Lhx1 in mice. This will require generating plasmids expressing

lin-11 under the control of dLim1 and Lhx1 promoters/enhancers. These experiments

are significant in detailed analysis of the evolutionary conservation of Lhx genes among

eukaryotes, more specifically whether the invertebrate C. elegans lin-11 is capable of

restoring the functions of other orthologous genes in invertebrate (i.e., D. melanogaster

dLim1 ) and vertebrate (i.e., mouse Lhx1 ) species.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed mechanisms for enhancing the specificity of
protein-protein recognition by proline-rich region (PRR). Three common
hypothesis are proposed to explain the function of PRR or a protein
(Zarrinpar et al. 2003). (i) PRR may function in binding to multiple
active modules and enhance specificity of protein-protein complex. (ii)
PRR may recognize multiple sites on the surface of protein complex and
(iii) extend the interaction surface with the peptide to include residues
beyond the PRR core. Red and greay squares represent interacting pro-
teins, purple triangle represent PRR and LIM domains are represented
by two L-lines.
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Table A1.1: List of predicted factors that may interact with Lhx genes
in C. elegans.

Gene Predicted Genes Reference
lim-6 ahr-1, ceh-36, cog-1, daf-7, die-1, gcy-5, ldb-1, lin-49, lsy-6,

odr-7, unc-25, unc-37, zig-2, zig-3, zig-4
(Zhong and Sternberg 2006) and wormbase

lim-7 ceh-12, ceh-6, cfi-1, cwn-2, dbl-1, efl-1, grd-1, grd-2, hpl-1,
ina-1, odb-1, let-23, ptp-3, unc-40, unc-86, vab-10, wrt-6

(Zhong and Sternberg 2006) and wormbase

lim-4 ceh-10, ceh-37, ceh-6, had-4, kal-1, lin-14, mab-5, odr-7, slt-
1, str-1, str-2, hlh-1

(Zhong and Sternberg 2006) and wormbase

ttx-3 alr-1, cdc-42, cdh-4, ced-10, ceh-10, ceh-14, ceh-16, ceh-2,
ceh-20, ceh-23, ceh-32, cog-1, crb-1, daf-7, dbl-1, egl-44, glp-
1, grd-11, grd-2, hen-1, hlh-14, hlh-3, hmp-2, ina-1, kal-1,
kin-1, ldb-1, let-23, let-60, lim-7, lin-11, lin-12, odr-7 ppk-
1, ptp-3, ser-2, slt-1, sma-6, sra-11, tax-6, tbx-2, unc-17,
unc-62, vab-1, vab-15, wrt-6

(Zhong and Sternberg 2006) and wormbase

mec-3 ceh-14, egl-5, flp-4, mec-17, mec-4, mec-7, odr-7, sem-4,
unc-86, unc-97

(Zhong and Sternberg 2006) and wormbase

lin-11 cdh-3, ceh-16, ceh-32, cfi-1, cnd-1, crb-1, daf-7, dbl-1, glp-1,
grd-11, grd-2, lag-1, ldb-1, let-23, let-60, lin-12, lin-17, lin-
28, lin-29, lin-39, lin-4, mab-5, mls-1, odr-7, pop-1, sem-4,
syg-1, syg-2, ttx-3, unc-86, vab-3, wrt-6

(Zhong and Sternberg 2006) and wormbase

ceh-14 ldb-1, lim-7, cdc-42, ced-10, ceh-6, dbl-1, glp-1, mec-3, odr-
7, ptp-3, rfc-1, sax-3, smp-1, sth-1, ttx-3, unc-40, unc-6,
zig-4, ceh-17

(Zhong and Sternberg 2006) and wormbase
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Introduction

The survival and functioning of living organisms depend on 
their ability to continuously monitor their surrounding environ-
ment. This process is mediated by the nervous system that detects 
environmental stimuli and depending upon the context and the 
experience of the animal generates an appropriate response. 
Understanding how neurons respond to stimuli and initiate a 
specific behavioral outcome is complicated in vertebrates due 
to the presence of a very large number of neurons and complex 
interconnections. Invertebrate animal models, such as the nem-
atode (worm) C. elegans, offer a simpler nervous system and a 
wide range of experimental techniques to dissect the neuronal 
basis of behavior. The adult C. elegans hermaphrodite contains 
302 neurons, whose morphology and inter-connections are well 
established.1,2 The animal has a short life cycle (2.5–3 d) making 
it possible to study developmental processes relatively quickly. In 
addition, it can be manipulated in the laboratory using a number 

The nematode (worm) C. elegans is a leading multicellular animal model to study neuronal-basis of behavior. Worms 
respond to a wide range of stimuli and exhibit characteristic movement patterns. Here we describe the use of 
a microfluidics setup to probe neuronal activity that relies on the innate response of C. elegans to swim toward the 
cathode in the presence of a DC electric field (termed “electrotaxis”). Using this setup, we examined mutants affecting 
sensory and dopaminergic neurons and found that their electrotactic responses were defective. Such animals moved 
with reduced speed (35–80% slower than controls) with intermittent pauses, abnormal turning and slower body bends. 
A similar phenotype was observed in worms treated with neurotoxins 6-OHDA (6- hydroxy dopamine), MPTP (1-methyl 
4-phenyl 1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine) and rotenone (20–60% slower). We also found that neurotoxin effects could be 
suppressed by pre-exposing worms to a known neuroprotective compound acetaminophen. Collectively, these results 
show that microfluidic electrotaxis can identify alterations in dopamine and amphid neuronal signaling based on 
swimming responses of C. elegans. Further characterization has revealed that the electrotactic swimming response is 
highly sensitive and reliable in detecting neuronal abnormalities. Thus, our microfluidics setup could be used to dissect 
neuronal function and toxin-induced neurodegeneration. Among other applications, the setup promises to facilitate 
genetic and chemical screenings to identify factors that mediate neuronal signaling and neuroprotection.
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of powerful genetic and genomic tools. These features have 
greatly facilitated the study of neuronal cell fate specification and 
cell signaling.

The sensory neurons in C. elegans that mediate odor detection 
(chemosensory) and physical contacts (mechanosensory) have 
been studied in significant detail. Many of these have ciliated 
dendrites that are directly or indirectly exposed to the external 
environment and facilitate detection of environmental stimuli 
by activating signal transduction pathways. The signaling pro-
cess is mediated by several proteins including G-protein coupled 
receptors (GPCRs) and transient receptor potential (TRP) chan-
nels.3-5 In hermaphrodites eight of the mechanosensory neurons 
(two pairs of CEPs and one pair of ADE in the head region and 
one pair of PDE in the posterior region) produce dopamine (DA) 
neurotransmitter.6 All of these neurons have ciliated endings that 
are embedded in the cuticle and their processes extend to the 
nose tip (CEPs) and along the anterior and posterior lateral mid-
lines (ADE and PDE, respectively).5 The dopaminergic neurons 
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pesticide). These toxins cause degeneration of DA neurons simi-
lar to that shown in mammalian models.26-28 A common mode of 
their action appears to be the inhibition of mitochondrial respira-
tory chain and generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS).29 We 
found that toxin-treated worms had abnormal swimming behav-
ior. A comparison with plate-based behavioral assays revealed 
that the microfluidics assay is highly sensitive in detecting move-
ment defects. The phenotypic analyses of worms were performed 
by quantifying parameters that eliminated subjectivity and bias. 
Lastly, we investigated the role of a neuroprotective compound 
acetaminophen and found that it suppresses the effect of toxins 
in the channel assay. Together, these results demonstrate that the 
microfluidic electrotaxis is a sensitive assay to study neuronal sig-
naling and toxin-induced neuronal damage, as well as to identify 
neuroprotective drugs in C. elegans.

Results

The microfluidic device used in our electrotaxis assay (Fig. 1) 
provides an environment in which the electric field streamlines 
are confined in the axial direction of the channel. This results 
in a uniform stable field that stimulates worms to move along 
the channel length. Furthermore, the narrow diameter (300 μm) 
ensures motion in a near straight line fashion. We have earlier 
shown that this setup allows worms to swim toward the cathode 
when exposed to a low voltage DC electric field.20 The electro-
tactic swimming response of C. elegans is robust, continuous and 
occurs at a characteristic speed. Changing the direction of the 
electric field causes the worm to stop transiently, turn toward 
the cathode and resume motion (Fig. 1D and E). Therefore, 
any deviation from these characteristics can be considered as an 
abnormality. As described in Materials and Methods, we charac-
terized the electrotaxis behavior of worms using four parameters, 
namely electrotaxis speed, turn time, body bend frequency and 
electrotaxis time index (ETI).

Initially, we investigated the behavior of wild-type N2 worms 
in the channel in the absence of an electric field. The animals 
showed random swimming and turning activities with a mean 
body bend frequency of 1.3 (n = 6) (Video 1). Due to multiple 
reversals, they failed to cover long distance in any one direction. 
Thus, the electrical stimulus is required to propel worms in a 
directed manner.

The electrotactic swimming of C. elegans in the chan-
nel depends on its intact neuronal and muscular systems.20 
Consequently, defects in any of these components could alter the 
swimming behavior. While the electrosensory defect may result 
from the inability of sensory neurons to receive and process elec-
trical signals, general locomotion defects could arise due to prob-
lems in the neuromuscular system that controls motor responses 
such as speed and amplitude of motion. Hence, electrosensory 
mutants will have difficulty in sensing the direction of the elec-
tric field. Such animals are expected to swim toward either pole 
while reversing direction frequently. However, the locomotory 
mutants should recognize the electric field polarity and move spe-
cifically toward cathode, albeit at a reduced pace. Our analysis 
of the neuronal mutants in following sections agrees with these 

modulate different behavioral responses of the animal such as 
foraging, locomotion rate, egg laying, defecation and swimming 
in a liquid environment.7-11

The traditional assays to measure behavioral activities of 
C.  elegans involve qualitative and quantitative analyses of pheno-
types using manual and semi-automated approaches. These meth-
ods are slow, labor-intensive and prone to errors. Consequently, 
they represent a significant bottleneck in analyzing a large num-
ber of animals in a rapid and unbiased manner. Recent advances 
in microfluidics research has made it possible to perform many of 
the routine and laborious experiments in C. elegans automatically, 
precisely and in a high-throughput manner.12-15 Microfluidics 
offers unparalleled control over manipulation of worms because 
of its ability to precisely control microscopic volumes of fluids 
inside minute chambers and channels that are comparable to the 
size of worms. This allows efficient handling of worms and con-
fers greater control over confinement, treatment and observation 
at a high resolution. Furthermore, microfluidics deals with tiny 
volumes of liquid resulting in reduced cost of media and chemical 
usage. Microfluidics devices have a wide variety of applications 
in research involving C. elegans. These include growth studies, 
mutant screening, nanosurgery, neuronal imaging and move-
ment analysis.16-19

We recently demonstrated that low voltage direct current (DC) 
and pulsed DC electric fields inside a microfluidic channel cause 
C. elegans to swim toward cathode (termed “electrotaxis”).20,21 
The electrotactic responses of some of the nematodes, includ-
ing C. elegans, were examined earlier using an open gel surface 
Petri plate setup.22-24 It was noted that although animals generally 
were attracted toward the cathode, they did not travel directly 
toward it along the imaginary axis from anode to the cathode. 
Instead, they were found to travel at an angle with respect to this 
line. The angle of motion was proportional to the strength of 
the electric field making the response more complex to analyze.24 
Unlike the open gel surface setup, the microchannel environment 
streamlines the electric field along its axis and stimulates worms 
to swim in a straight line with a characteristic sinusoidal pat-
tern. This simplifies the movement analysis of animals by allow-
ing precise quantification of parameters such as speed, body bend 
frequency and reversals. Furthermore, the electrotaxis response 
is instant, reversible and highly robust. As a result, abnormalities 
in neuronal signaling can be identified fairly quickly and reliably. 
Finally, microfluidics is amenable to parallelization and automa-
tion thereby accelerating the pace of discovery.

The precise role of electrotaxis behavior in worms is currently 
unknown but research involving plant and insect parasitic nema-
todes has suggested that it could facilitate host finding.23,25 Studies 
in C. elegans have revealed that such a response in an open gel sur-
face environment is mediated by amphid neurons.24 In this study, 
we examined the electrotactic swimming behavior of worms in a 
microfluidic channel device using neuronal mutants and found 
that in addition to amphid sensory neurons dopaminergic neu-
rons are also involved in this process. The role of dopaminergic 
neurons was further investigated by exposing worms to three 
different neurotoxins, 6-OHDA (6-hydroxy dopamine), MPTP 
(1-methyl 4-phenyl 1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine) and rotenone (a 
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the animals either took a very long time to turn (average turn 
time 49.2 sec, n = 16, compared with 10.3 sec, n = 12 for control) 
(Fig. 2) or failed to turn at all (16%, n = 19). In agreement with 
these findings, the ETI of lin-11 was greatly reduced (p < 0.0001) 
(Fig. 3). Taken together, these results demonstrate that osm-5 and 
lin-11 are required for the electrosensory response of C. elegans in 
the microfluidic channel assay.

Defects in dopamine signaling affect electrotaxis of animals. 
DA signaling is involved in modulating the locomotion of C. ele-
gans in response to environmental stimuli.7 Therefore, we exam-
ined the electrotaxis swimming response of DA pathway mutants 
in our microfluidic channel setup. Animals having mutation in 

possibilities and demonstrates that the microfluidics setup 
can be used to identify and characterize new genes mediat-
ing electrotaxis behavior.

Amphid sensory neurons mediate electrosensory 
responses in a microfluidic channel device. Although 
the biological basis and the mechanism of electrotaxis is 
poorly understood, a subset of neurons in the anterior gan-
glion were found to respond to the electric field stimulus 
in an open gel surface Petri dish setup.24 We used osm-5 
mutants to examine the role of sensory neurons in our 
channel assay. The osm-5 gene encodes an intraflagellar 
transport protein that is homologous to human IFT88 
and is required for cilia formation in sensory neurons 
including the amphids.30 The osm-5 animals appeared 
very active and in the absence of the electric field exhib-
ited swimming behavior similar to wild-type N2 (body 
bend frequency of 1.8 Hz, n = 6; see above for N2 data) 
(Fig. S1). However, in the presence of the electric field, the 
animals showed severely defective electrotactic response. 
The average speed of osm-5 was nearly 60% lower than the 
wild-type N2 (n = 11) (Fig. 2). Whereas N2 worms swam 
straight toward cathode without pausing (Video 2), the 
osm-5 worms stopped and reversed direction many times 
(number of reversals for each animal ranged between 
3–20, n = 11) (Video 3). Few of them became immobile 
after slight initial swimming and did not recover (18%, n 
= 11) (Video 4). In addition to spontaneous turning and 
lack of motion, osm-5 worms also exhibited intermittent 
pauses, abnormal body postures and swimming in wrong 
direction (i.e., toward anode) indicating that they lacked 
a sense of direction. Consequently, the turn time of ani-
mals was highly variable (Fig. 2). To further demonstrate 
the electrotaxis defect in osm-5 animals, we computed the 
time of all cathode-directed swimming events and deter-
mined ETI (see Materials and Methods). As expected, 
the ETI of osm-5 was greatly reduced compared to N2 
(p < 0.0001) (Fig. 3). As a control, we also tested a non-
neuronal mutant him-8(e1479) that produces increased 
frequency of males due to defects in X-chromosome seg-
regation.31 The speed, turn time and ETI of him-8 were 
comparable to N2 (Figs. 2 and 3).

We examined another neuronal mutant lin-11 that is 
weakly uncoordinated and exhibits chemosensory and 
thermosensory defects.32-34 lin-11 is a founding member 
of the LIM Homeobox family of transcription factors.35 It is 
expressed in a subset of neurons in the head ganglion (including 
sensory neurons ADF and ADL, interneurons AIZ, RIC, AVG, 
AVA and AVE, and chemosensory neuron ASG) and is neces-
sary for their differentiation.32,33 We found that lin-11(n389)-
null mutants35 had severely defective electrotactic response. 
Some animals showed no reaction to the stimulus (17%, n = 23) 
(Videos 5 and 6) whereas others moved in the channel but with 
multiple pauses and significantly reduced speed (76 μm/sec, n 
= 19, compared with N2 control: 141 μm/sec, n = 12) (Fig. 2). 
Additionally, lin-11 worms were also defective in sensing the 
direction of the electric field. Upon switching the field polarity, 

Figure 1. Microfluidic electrotaxis setup. (A) A detailed view of the microfluidic 
device. Worms are loaded and removed through inlet/outlet tubes. Electrotaxis 
is performed in the channel (a worm is shown). The scale along the length of 
the channel is used to determine the speed. (B–E) Snapshots of a worm in the 
channel during electrotaxis. Scale bar is visible on the bottom. The electric field 
voltage and time are shown in each panel. The head of the worm is marked by 
an arrow. Reversal of the electric field polarity (D and E) causes the worm to 
switch its direction of motion.
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is not completely abolished (40% residual DA compared with 
wild type38). Because dat-1 mutants show reduced speed but no 
impact on sensing the electric field polarity, it suggests that DA 
signaling modulates locomotion without affecting the electrosen-
sory response of animals. This conclusion is supported by the 
normal ETI response of dat-1 animals (p = 0.1253) (Fig. 3).

In addition to mutants, we also used three different chemical 
compounds 6-OHDA, MPTP and rotenone that are toxic to DA 
neurons. Previous work in vertebrates has shown that these chem-
icals cause degeneration of DA neurons in the substantia nigra 
region of the brain.39,40 6-OHDA is preferentially taken up by DA 
neurons via the DAT transporter. Once inside the DA neuron, it 
causes multiple reactions including inactivation of the mitochon-
drial respiratory chain leading to an increase in ROS level.29,41,42 

the cat-2 gene, the tyrosine hydroxylase required for DA biosyn-
thesis,36 showed normal response (average speed 296 μm/sec and 
turn time 4.1 sec, n = 10 for the e1121 hypomorph); however, 
dopamine transporter mutants (dat-1(ok157)) showed a defective 
phenotype (average speed 189 μm/sec and turn time 26.1 sec, 
n = 10) compared with control animals (Fig. 4). Since DAT-1 
mediates the reuptake of DA from the synaptic cleft back into 
the presynaptic terminal,37 it is possible that in the absence of 
DAT-1 function, extracellular DA alters the activity of certain 
post-synaptic neurons, thereby causing reduced electrotaxis 
speed in the microfluidic channel. Additionally, DA could stimu-
late certain dopamine receptors on motor neurons resulting in a 
slower speed of animals. The lack of electrotaxis phenotype in 
cat-2(e1121) animals may be attributed to the fact that DA level 

Figure 2. Electrotaxis speed and turn time responses of wild-type N2 and mutant animals. The lower and upper lines of each box represent the 25th 
and 75th quartile of data sample, respectively. The middle line inside the box marks the median. The end points of the vertical line (both top and 
botom) are the maximum and minimum data points of the sample, respectively. The dotted horizontal line corresponds to the median of the control. 
The him-8 worms are comparable to wild-type, whereas osm-5 and lin-11 move slower than N2 and take much longer time to turn. Statistically signifi-
cant responses are marked with stars (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.0001).

Figure 3. Electrotaxis time index (ETI) of N2 control and mutant animals. The him-8 and dat-1 are normal whereas osm-5 and lin-11 show a defective 
response (***: p < 0.0001).
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In summary, our experiments involving DA pathway mutants 
and neurotoxin-treated worms demonstrate the sensitivity of the 
microfluidic electrotaxis assay in detecting abnormalities in DA 
signaling. Quantification of swimming defects allowed us to 
compare phenotypes in different conditions as well as between 
different sets of animals. Together, these results showed that a 
reduction in DA signaling contributes to abnormalities in elec-
trotaxis swimming behavior in the channel assay. We conclude 
that our microfluidics setup can be used to identify and study 
factors affecting DA signaling and neurodegeneration in worms.

Plate-based phenotypic analysis of mutants and toxin-
treated animals. In addition to the electrotaxis phenotype, we 
also examined gross morphology and behavior of animals on 
Petri plates. This was done to investigate whether movement 
defects are specific to the microfluidic device or observed on 
open agar gel surface as well. For this, we measured the speed 
of osm-5, dat-1 and lin-11 mutants by following their tracks on 
bacterial lawns (see Materials and Methods). The average speed 
of dat-1 and osm-5 was 162 μm/sec (n = 23) and 183 μm/sec (n 
= 18), respectively, which is not significantly different from the 
wild-type N2 (190 μm/sec, n = 19) and him-8 (188 μm/sec, n = 
9) (Fig. 6A). However, lin-11 animals showed a lower speed com-
pared with N2 (40 h stage, average speed 53 μm/sec, n = 16, N2: 
77 μm/sec, n = 14) (Fig. 6A). This agrees well with earlier studies 
showing that lin-11 animals are weakly uncoordinated.34 Overall, 
our results provide support to the conclusion that the microflu-
idic electrotaxis is a sensitive method to detect abnormalities in 
the swimming response of animals. Furthermore, they reveal that 
the lack of electrotaxis in some lin-11 animals and spontaneous 
reversals in osm-5 are unique to the channel environment and not 
observed in plate-based assay.

Next, we examined plate-level responses and cellular defects 
in toxin-treated worms. In general, worms were healthy and 

In the case of MPTP, it is metabolized 
into an active toxic product MPP+ that 
enters DA neurons through the DAT-1 
transporter. MPP+ induces inhibition 
of mitochondrial respiratory enzyme 
complex I and an increase in ROS pro-
duction.43,44 Exposure to rotenone in rat 
and Drosophila melanogaster models has 
shown to cause apoptosis and oxidative 
damage of DA neurons.39,45 C. elegans 
DA neurons are equally sensitive to the 
above three neurotoxins and undergo 
degeneration upon exposure.26,27

To carry out the electrotaxis assay 
on worms exposed to 6-OHDA, MPTP 
and rotenone, we first optimized chemi-
cal exposure conditions (see Materials 
and Methods). Toxin-treated worms 
were placed inside the channel without 
any pre-selection and their electrotac-
tic responses were analyzed. We found 
that animals had defects in swimming 
behavior. The phenotypes included 
slower speed, intermittent pauses and reduced sensitivity. 
Exposure to 6-OHDA (either 1 h or 4 h at 100 μM concen-
tration) caused a significant reduction in the speed (40–60% 
slower, 126–174 μm/sec average speed) of animals (n = 12 for 1 
h condition and 15 for 4 h condition) without altering the turn 
time (Fig. 5). Besides reduced speed, we also observed other 
defects in movement. Frequently, animals showed incoherent 
electrotaxis characterized by active sinusoidal motion followed 
by periods of slow responses or a lack of activity (Videos 7 and 
8). Partial paralysis was also observed where the posterior half 
of the body was rigid such that the worm appeared to drag itself 
while moving (Video 9). In addition, we also detected pheno-
types such as sudden freeze (Video 10), tremor (Video 11) and 
a lack of motion (Video 12). Not all phenotypes were observed 
in every animal and, furthermore, these were specific to micro-
fluidic channel environment. Animals grown on Petri plates 
did not show any such phenotype. In few cases, we also mea-
sured body bend frequency and found it to be lower in exposed 
worms compared with controls (average frequency 0.2 Hz for 
6-OHDA 4 h exposure, n = 11 animals and 1.8 Hz for N2, n = 
10 animals).

Treatments of MPTP and rotenone for 8 h caused simi-
lar defects (roughly 40% slower speed in each case, MPTP: 
178 μm/sec, rotenone: 160 μm/sec; n = 12 and 13 worms, 
respectively), albeit the reduction in speed was somewhat less 
compared with 6-OHDA (see above, Fig. 5). This is different 
from the 6-OHDA exposure that caused maximum defect in as 
little as 1 h (see above). The turn time was also affected (up to 
2-fold slower for each toxin; MPTP: 19 sec; rotenone: 15 sec) 
(Fig. 5). Consistent with slow electrotaxis swimming speed, the 
body bend frequency of animals was also reduced (MPTP 8 h: 
1.0 Hz, n = 3, compared with 1.6 Hz, n = 4 for N2 control; rote-
none, data not shown).

Figure 4. Electrotaxis speed and turn time responses of dat-1 and cat-2 mutants. Refer to Figure 2 
for an explanation of the plot structure and statistical significance of data. dat-1 mutants move slow-
er and have higher turn time compared with controls. However, cat-2 animals show no such defect.
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affects the electrotaxis behavior of worms, then the phenotype 
could be suppressed by protecting DA neurons. To examine this 
possibility, we tested a known neuroprotective compound acet-
aminophen. Studies in rats and C. elegans have shown that acet-
aminophen has a protective effect against MPP+, 6-OHDA and 
glutamate toxicity in DA neurons.46-48 We found that pre-treat-
ment of acetaminophen conferred significant protection on DA 
neurons against all three neurotoxins. The pre-exposed worms 
were phenotypically normal and had significantly faster speed 
compared with neurotoxin-treated worms (Fig. 8). However, the 
turn time of animals showed no improvement (data not shown). 
Because acetaminophen protects DA neurons,46,48 these results 
further support the involvement of DA signaling in controlling 
the electrotaxis behavior of animals. Additionally, our findings 
show that the microfluidic channel-based assay can be used as 
a screening tool to identify new chemicals with neuroprotective 
properties.

Discussion

Microfluidic electrotaxis as a sensitive and reliable assay to 
detect neuronal activity. We have used a new microfluidics 
electrotaxis assay to examine neuronal signaling in worms. This 
unique method allows us to indirectly control the motion inside 
the channel. In the absence of an electric field, worms show 
random swimming behavior and cannot be guided in a desired 
direction. However, when exposed to the field, they move toward 
cathode in a stereotypic manner and with a constant speed.20 
Previous findings20,24 and results presented in this paper dem-
onstrate that this process depends on the function of neurons 

fertile with no obvious morphological defect at any stage. Except 
for 4 h 6-OHDA-exposure condition that caused weak uncoor-
dinated movement (Unc) in roughly 40% of the population, in 
all other cases, animals moved well and were fairly active (Fig. 
6B). In one case, 6-OHDA 1 h, we also determined the chemo-
taxis response to NaCl and found it to be similar to untreated N2 
control animals (Fig. 6C). The number of animals examined for 
plate-based assays are: 6-OHDA - 605 for 1 h and 420 for 4 h, 
and N2 control - 220; MPTP - 502 and control - 192; Rotenone 
- 353 and control - 163. For chemotaxis  assays the numbers are: 
6-OHDA 1 h - 169 (NaCI) and 34 (water); control - 101 (NaCI)  
and 33 (water).

To correlate microfluidic behavioral defects in toxin-treated 
worms with DA neuronal function, the morphology of neurons 
was also investigated. For this, we used a dat-1

p
::YFP transgenic 

strain (bhEx120) in which YFP expression is observed in DA 
neuronal cell bodies as well as their projections (Fig. 7A).26,37 
The synchronized L1 stage bhEx120 animals were exposed to 
100 μM 6-OHDA for 4 h and subsequently grown on a stan-
dard NG agar plate seeded with OP50 bacteria. The DA neurons 
were examined in adults. We found an age-dependent increase 
in neurodegeneration in toxin-treated animals (18%, n = 81 on 
day 3 and 26%, n = 42 on day 6) (Fig. 7B–D). The dendritic 
processes of CEPs showed variable degeneration such that YFP 
fluorescence had spotty appearance (Fig. 7B). In some cases, 
the entire dendritic processes were missing (Fig. 7C). These 
phenotypes are similar to that reported earlier26 and are con-
sistent with the electrotaxis defect in worms that we observed.

Acetaminophen confers neuroprotection against toxins 
in the microfluidics assay. If toxin-induced neuronal damage 

Figure 5. Electrotaxis speed and turn time responses of toxin-treated worms inside the channel. Refer to Figure 2 for an explanation of the plot struc-
ture and other details. Control refers to unexposed wild-type N2 animals. In all cases, the speed of exposed worms is significantly different from the 
control. A similar phenotype is also observed for turn time of animals.
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swimming of different parts of their body relative to one another. 
This lack of synchrony translates into an overall gait abnormality 
that is characterized by short, staggered movements. We did not 
observe such a phenotype on the plate level. 6-OHDA-induced 
gait problems have been observed previously in the rat model 
but most importantly, this phenomenon relates closely with the 
shuffling gait that is a classical symptom of human Parkinson 
disease.49 The execution of synchronized voluntary movement 
requires not only proprioceptive feedback from peripheral recep-
tors but also higher-level supraspinal processing that allows 
for kinesthesia.50 Defects in kinesthetic ability in toxin-treated 
worms could explain the etiology behind the short, staggered 
movements observed during electrotaxis. The gait abnormal-
ity observed in toxin-treated worms may result from a loss of 
proprioceptive ability due to the loss of dopaminergic neurons. 
Studies have shown that TRPN mechanosensitive ion channels 
are implicated in nematode proprioception.51,52 Therefore, in the 
future it will be useful to examine TRPN function in the elec-
trotaxis behavior.

The sudden freeze, tremor and partial paralysis phenotypes 
of toxin-treated worms in the channel assay may be reminiscent 
of bradykinesia in Parkinsonian subjects. In C. elegans, sinusoi-
dal movement requires the out-of-phase contraction of dorsal 
and ventral musculature.53 In Parkinson patients, D1 and D2 
class of DA receptors are proposed as major contributing fac-
tors to the development of bradykinesia.54 The corresponding 

and muscles. The electrotaxis response is highly 
stereotypic, reproducible and can be quanti-
fied.20,21 This makes it possible to assess precisely 
the impact of alterations on worm’s behavior by 
observing its swimming characteristics.

We have shown that the normal electrotaxis 
response relies on the intact electrosensory sys-
tem. In the case of osm-5 (human IFT88 homo-
log) and lin-11 (LIM Homeobox family) mutants 
that affect amphid neurons, animals showed 
significantly reduced speed and frequently failed 
to detect the electric field polarity. While the 
involvement of amphid neurons and osm-5 in 
mediating electrosensory behavior on open gel 
surface was previously reported,24 our work has 
revealed novel turning and paralysis phenotypes 
in osm-5 and lin-11 animals in the microfluidic 
device assay.

We have provided the evidence for the role of 
DA neuron signaling in modulating electric field-
induced swimming responses. This is based on 
results that DA transporter mutant dat-1 has a 
reduced activity as judged by slower speed and 
higher turn time of animals. A similar pheno-
type was also observed in worms exposed to 
DA-specific neurotoxins (6-OHDA, MPTP and 
rotenone). The low doses of toxins (25–700 μM 
range, for a maximum duration of 8 h) caused 
electrotaxis defects in the channel without seri-
ously impacting the growth and viability of ani-
mals. Thus, the microfluidic platform can be used as an effective 
and non-invasive tool to detect neuronal abnormalities in worms.

The effect of neurotoxins on C. elegans electrotaxis. Previous 
studies and our own work have shown that neurotoxins 6-OHDA, 
MPTP and rotenone cause movement and other abnormalities 
in C. elegans27,28 (see Materials and Methods). Some of the phe-
notypes, such as lethality, could be non-specific and may result 
from exposure to high doses of toxins. Because DA neurons are 
not required for survival, the viability defect could result from 
disruption of other cellular processes. Consistent with this, we 
found that reducing toxin doses eliminated lethality.

Because worms exposed to low doses of toxins appear gener-
ally healthy and active on plates, a sensitive assay is needed to 
monitor DA signaling defects. While one could directly visualize 
neurons using a GFP reporter, such an approach is slow and sub-
jective. Therefore, it is unlikely to be a sensitive measure of DA 
neuronal activity. Our work establishes microfluidic electrotaxis 
as a rapid and sensitive assay to monitor movement and its neu-
ronal basis in worms. The quantification of movement param-
eters allows comparison between different groups of animals in a 
reliable manner and eliminates any bias associated with manual 
counting and judgment.

Aside from the reliable quantitative analysis, our assay pro-
vides a unique opportunity to investigate some of the phenotypes 
caused by DA neuronal loss. During electrotaxis experiments, we 
observed that toxin-treated worm often failed to coordinate the 

Figure 6. Plate-level phenotypes of mutants and toxin-treated animals. (A) The results 
are plotted similar to Figure 2. The him-8, osm-5 and dat-1 animals are comparable to the 
N2 control but lin-11 animals show reduced speed (**: p < 0.01). (B) Exposure to 6-OHDA, 
MPTP and rotenone causes weak Unc phenotype. Except for 6-OHDA 4 h cases that 
caused roughly 40% of animals to become Unc, all other treatments affected less than 3% 
of animals. (C) The chemotaxis responses of N2 and 6-OHDA 1 h-exposed animals toward 
NaCl chemoattractant. The toxin-treated worms show normal behavior.
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viability and specific cellular and molecular markers. The exist-
ing methods of phenotypic analyses are slow, tedious and prone 
to human errors. The microfluidic system described here allows 
for objective and quantitative analysis of worm behavior follow-
ing drug exposure. With some modifications, including develop-
ment of automated video capturing and data analysis tools, the 
system can be used to screen for chemicals affecting neuronal 
function in a high-throughput manner. As an example, we tested 
the effect of acetaminophen, a compound with known neuro-
protective response in C. elegans.48 The results showed that acet-
aminophen protects worms from the toxic effect of 6-OHDA as 
judged by the normal electrotaxis response in the channel assay. 
Therefore, our microfluidic electrotaxis system holds promise in 
chemical screening and identification of potential therapeutic 
compounds with neuroprotective properties.

Materials and Methods

C. elegans cultures. Worms were grown at 20°C on standard 
NG-agar plates containing E. coli OP50 culture as previously 
described.56 The strains used in this study are: N2 (wild-type), 
DY328 dat-1

p
::YFP (bhEx120), CB1489 him-8(e1489), PS2821 

lin-11(n389), PR813 osm-5(p813), RM2702 dat-1(ok157) and 
CB1112 cat-2(e1112).

Synchronized worms were used for all the assays and were pre-
pared by bleach treatment.20 Briefly, gravid hermaphrodites were 
treated with a solution containing commercial bleach and 4 N 
NaOH (3:2 ratio). The dead worms were washed with M9 buffer 
and incubated at room temperature for 24 h to allow fertilized 
embryos to hatch into L1 larvae.

Except for lin-11(n389) animals, all other plate-based and 
electrotaxis assays were done with 69 h young adults. This stage 
was chosen based on our finding that almost all synchronized 
wild-type L1s, when placed on NG-agar plates, reach to adult-
hood by 69 h at 20°C (97% adult and remaining younger stages, 
n = 1,002). The lin-11 mutants were tested at 40 h stage because 
of their egg laying-defective (Egl) phenotype.57

Molecular biology and transgenics. The dat-1
p
::YFP plasmid 

pGLC72 was made by amplifying a 710 bp fragment of dat-1 
5' genomic region using primers GL563 (5'-AGGAAGCTTCCA 
GTTTTCACTAAAACGACTCATACACTTCTC-3') and 
GL564 (5'-ATGGGTACCGGCACCAACTGCATGGCT 
AAAAATTGTTGAG-3'). The resulting PCR product was 
digested with HindIII and KpnI and subcloned into pPD136.64 
(Fire lab vector, www.addgene.com). pGLC72 was injected into 
unc-119(ed4) animals to generate stable transgenic lines.

Toxin treatments and optimizations. All toxin treatments 
were done with synchronized L1 populations. Worms were 
exposed to toxins for different time periods with mild shak-
ing on a rocking platform. Following exposure, tubes were 
briefly centrifuged and worm pellets were washed once with 
M9 buffer. Worms were transferred to NG-agar culture plates. 
Desired concentrations of 6-OHDA (100 μM) (Sigma Aldrich, 
162957), MPTP (700 μM) (Toronto Research Chemicals, 
M325913) and rotenone (25 μM) (Sigma Aldrich, R8875) were 
prepared in M9 1 d before the assay and stored at −20°C. The 

receptor family members in C. elegans, dop-1 (D1) and dop-3 
(D2), are co-expressed on the cholinergic motor neurons of the 
ventral and dorsal cord and control locomotion.55 Therefore, it 
is conceivable that reduced dopamine in toxin-treated worms 
might affect DOP receptor function resulting in abnormal 
biphasic activity of muscles. Analysis of mutants affecting these 
and two other DA receptors (dop-4, D1 class; dop-2, D2 class) in 
the microfluidics setup should reveal their function in mediating 
electrotaxis.

Electrotaxis-based behavioral assay as a tool to screen for 
neuroprotective compounds. Traditional chemical screening 
using C. elegans involves feeding worms with compounds of 
interest present in food (e.g., in a 96-well microtiter plate). The 
subsequent analysis of animals involves monitoring their growth, 

Figure 7. Degeneration of DA neurons in 6-OHDA-exposed worms visu-
alized by dat-1p::YFP expression. In all cases anterior is toward the right. 
(A) In wild-type bhEx120 animals, YFP fluorescence can be observed in 
CEP cell bodies (arrowhead) and their processes (arrows). (B) Exposure 
to 6-OHDA causes spotty appearance of CEP neuronal processes indi-
cating degeneration of neurons. (C) Another 6-OHDA-treated animal. 
The neuronal processes are almost completely missing. (D) Quantifica-
tion of neuronal defects in 3-d- and 6-d-old control (untreated) and 
6-OHDA-treated animals (sample size: 81 6-OHDA and 88 controls for 
day 3 set; 42 6-OHDA and 33 controls for day 6 set).
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dat-1 and him-8 and 40 h (post-L1) larvae for lin-11. The cor-
responding stages of N2 worms were used as controls. Worms 
were placed, one at a time, on a fresh 1-d-old thin bacterial lawn. 
Following acclimatization for 5 min. the animal’s movement was 
observed for 30 sec. The beginning and end positions of tracks 
were marked and the image was captured using a digital camera 
(Point Grey, FL3-GE-13S2C) attached to Leica S8APO micro-
scope. The movement speed was calculated by NIH ImageJ soft-
ware (rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).

Chemotaxis assay was performed as described earlier.59,60 NaCl 
100 mM solution was used as a chemo-attractant. 6-OHDA-
treated animals were washed thoroughly and placed at the center 
of the agar plate. The plate contained a drop of NaCl at one end 
and water control at the other end. The assay was run for 1 h. 
After this, animals toward water and NaCl spots were counted 
and chemotaxis index (CI) was calculated.

Electrotaxis assays and data analysis. The experimental setup 
of microfluidic electrotaxis and fabrication of channels have been 
described earlier20 (Fig. 1). Briefly, soft lithography technique 
was used to fabricate the microchannel (5 cm long and 300 μm 
wide) in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Fig. 1A). The DC elec-
tric field strength was set at 3 V/cm. Worms were loaded into the 
channel using a syringe pump and brought in the field of view. 
The electric field was activated and each animal was allowed to 
travel a minimum distance of 5,000 μm in one direction (toward 
cathode) (Fig. 1B and C). The electric field was reversed when 
the worm reached the end of the channel thereby causing it to 
turn and swim in the opposite direction (Fig. 1D and E). It 
should be mentioned here that the movement of the worm inside 
the microfluidic channel during electrotaxis assay is not affected 
by the electrokinetic flow.20

Electrotaxis responses of worms were recorded using a Nikon 
Coolpix digital camera (P5100) attached to a Leica stereomicro-
scope. Each data set typically consisted of 10–25 animals. For 
each animal, the response was monitored for 2–9 min duration 
and up to 45,000 μm total distance (in both directions). NIH 
ImageJ was used to analyze the captured videos.

Four swimming parameters, electrotaxis speed, turn time, body 
bend frequency and electrotaxis time index (ETI), were quantified 
manually. The electrotaxis speed is an average response of animals 

6-OHDA solution is sensitive to light therefore it was kept 
in the dark.

We modified toxin exposure protocols by lowering 
the concentration and exposure time. This was neces-
sary because plate-based assays in the past used high 
doses of chemicals resulting in pleotropic defects such 
as delayed growth and lethality.26,27,58 This precluded us 
from carrying out electrotaxis experiments. Additionally, 
we were concerned about non-specific effects due to pro-
longed exposures to high doses of chemicals that could 
affect neurons other than those involved in DA signaling. 
For example, L1 animals treated with 5 mM 6-OHDA 
for 30 min (one of the lowest concentrations reported) 
showed extreme sluggishness, uncoordinated (Unc) 
movement, protruding vulva, growth arrest and early 
larval lethality58 (data not shown). We were unable to 
examine such worms in the channel because they were 
practically immobile and unresponsive to the electric field stim-
ulus. Lowering the 6-OHDA concentration by 50-fold (100 
μM) improved the overall health of worms, thereby allowing us 
to carry out electrotaxis assays.

We also optimized the MPTP and rotenone treatment pro-
tocols. It was reported earlier that worms grown in the presence 
of 1.4 mM MPTP for 3 d (starting L1 larval stage) were unco-
ordinated and extremely slow growing.27 In the case of rotenone, 
a dose of 25 μM for 4 d caused lethality.28 We found that reduc-
ing the rotenone exposure (25 μM rotenone for 12 h) allowed 
animals to survive but affected their growth and movement. 
However, none of the above toxin conditions could be used in 
the channel assay since worms were too sick to move and did not 
respond to the electric field stimulus. So, we further modified 
the toxin treatment conditions and found that animals exposed 
to 700 μM MPTP or 25 μM rotenone up to 8 h were gener-
ally healthy on plates and could be used to perform electrotaxis 
experiments.

Neuroprotection assay. The 10 mM stock solution of acet-
aminophen (Sigma Aldrich, A7085) was prepared fresh and 
diluted to a final concentration of 100 μM at the time of the 
assay. Synchronized L1 stage animals were incubated for 24 h 
in 100 μM drug containing M9 buffer. They were washed once 
with M9 and placed in toxin-containing solution for 1 h (100 μM 
6-OHDA) or 8 h (700 μM MPTP and 25 μM rotenone). After 
an additional wash, the animals were transferred to NG-agar 
plates. The electrotaxis assays were performed on 69 h adults.

Microscopy. Worms were mounted on glass slides containing 
agar pads and observed using Zeiss AxioImager D1 and Nikon 
Eclipse Nomarski fluorescence microscopes. Epifluorescence was 
visualized using a GFP filter (HQ485LP, Chroma Technology 
USA). Degeneration of DA neurons was examined in 6-OHDA-
treated dat-1

p
::YFP transgenic worms. For this, L1 worms were 

exposed to 6-OHDA for 4 h, washed once with M9 and then 
plated on NG agar plates. Adults were examined for YFP fluores-
cence in dopaminergic neurons and their processes.

Plate-based assays. Well-fed synchronized worms (described 
above) were used to quantify their movement responses on agar 
plates. The stages were 69 h (post-L1) young adult for osm-5, 

Figure 8. Electrotactic responses of worms treated with toxins and acetamino-
phen (para-acetylaminophenol, APAP). Control refers to untreated wild-type 
N2 animals. Refer to Figure 2 for an explanation of the plot structure and other 
details. The speed of APAP-treated group is comparable to the control and 
higher than the corresponding toxin-treated group.
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The statistical significance of data was evaluated using unpaired 
Student’s t-test and non-parametric Mann Whitney test. The p 
values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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that was obtained by dividing the total swimming distance by 
elapsed time. In this analysis, only movement toward cathode 
was used to calculate the distance. Any motion toward anode 
was ignored. The elapsed time is the duration of the assay. The 
turn time is the period to complete a U-turn following a switch 
in the electric field polarity. Up to three turning events were used 
to determine the average response of each animal. The body bend 
frequency is the average number of sine waves per second. This 
was obtained by dividing the total number of sine waves produced 
by an animal in an experiment by the duration of the assay (in 
seconds). Only those sine waves were counted that spanned at least 
half of the channel diameter. Finally, ETI is the measure of elec-
trotaxis response. The ETI of an animal was calculated by dividing 
the sum of all cathode-directed swimming time by total time of 
assay. For a given genotype, a lower ETI indicates less cathode-
directed motion of animals whereas higher ETI indicates greater 
amount of time spent in moving toward cathode.
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